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Connecting Pathways for Adult Education Learners
Executive Summary

The classic novel Anna Karenina by Leo Tolstoy
begins with the line, “Happy families are all alike;
every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way”.
This wisdom might also be applied to partnerships.
There are a range of essential elements necessary for
successful partnerships and with just one missing,
success may not be realized. In this way, successful
partnerships, it could be argued, are all alike in
that all the essential elements have been realized.
Unsuccessful partnerships are all unique in that
they have failed to realize these different elements
in different ways. A clearer analogy might be certain
recipes - there is only one way to get them right but
many ways to get them wrong.
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Similarily, the wisdom of partnering has been around
for a very long time. What is new is the emphasis
being placed on partnerships affecting so many
different aspects of our lives. From community
services to employment and economic initiatives,
groups who might not otherwise be sharing resources
are joining together and forming partnerships. The basis for this is the belief that working together is
more effective than working in isolation. Partnerships are becoming a logical and popular way of doing
business, particularly when the business is improving communities or helping the people in them.
HIgh School
and High School
Equivalency

School Board Credit

General Education
Development

The idea of partnerships continues to gain currency in the social services field as an effective way to help
people. However there is not always a clear understanding of what is meant by the term “Partnership”.
There is a tendency to use the term loosely, or to avoid defining it. The term can be used to describe
a very broad continuum of relationships, from sharing space to legal agreements with financial
accountability, and without a clear understanding these relationships may not realize their full potential.
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The actual fostering of truly effective partnerships is difficult, especially if service delivers are
experiencing capacity strains. This topic is seldom discussed among people in government, the funding
agencies who encourage partnership development, and the wider literacy community, but what often
seems to occur is that partnerships are being manufactured in a hurried manner in order to respond to
project funding criteria. The term “partnership” has become so ubiquitous that it has lost meaning. A
partnership is not simply a letter of support for a project, it should involve shared commitment, risks,
and rewards.
Tolstoy’s quote about families does seem fitting here. Through the course of the research we have heard
about many “happy” partnerships that evolved organically in response to a community need. We also
heard about “unhappy” partnerships that seemed more trouble than they were worth. In a context
where agencies are scrambling for project funding which increasingly calls for partnerships, the challenge
is to provide the manufactured partnerships with the organic elements that create growth and success.
To return to the family analogy, if we focus on what is working, and the elements inherent in successful
partnerships, we can work to develop some models that are appropriate for our sector. A sister project
to this project in Niagara Region, Niagara Pathways Project, provides many practical tools for actualizing
these partnerships. What we have done in this region is to focus on the elements of the infrastructure
which will provide the capacity to utilize these tools.

Project Background
In November of 2007, the Metro Toronto Movement for Literacy was funded to conduct research on a
partnership pilot project, the objective of which was to investigate “partnerships that maximize existing
resources and support collaboration to strengthen the delivery of adult education programs and services
at the local community level”. The project is funded by the Adult Education Policy Unit, which reports
to the two learning ministries – the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Training, Colleges and
Universities – and works closely with the Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration. This is one of three
pilot projects funded to understand the unique characteristics of adult learning partnerships in their
distinct communities.
The characteristics of our distinct region are certainly unique. In a large urban setting it can be very
difficult for potential clients to identify the most appropriate learning goal and to find and navigate the
pathway toward it. In Toronto, the providers are so numerous - there are 5 colleges, 2 school boards, and
24 community-based agencies operating within the Literacy and Basic Skills program alone in Toronto
- and some are so large - the Toronto District School Board is the largest single English as a Second Language provider in North America - that the the task of just inventorying existing partnerships becomes
quite large.
For this reason, the project partners that formed the reference group for this project were chosen by the
funder to represent the diversity of the adult learning opportunities in our urban context. Comprised of
representatives from COSTI Immigrant Services, St. Christopher House, Toronto District School Board,
and the Toronto Catholic District School Board, the group represents a substantial gamut of the adult
opportunities in our region.
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The Report
The research and our findings are presented in a Research Report comprised of four sections : Pathways;
Partnerships; Perspectives; and Recommendations

Pathways The Pathways section will present the information gathered from the environmental scan phase of
the research. This section begins by providing some of the socio-economic context for Toronto before
providing an overview of the adult learning opportunities available in the region. This includes adult
high school credits, Literacy and Basic Skills, Academic Upgrading, English as a Second Language, and
General Education and Development. This section closes with learner profiles which serves to root this
section in the underlying project objective - maximizing learner access and mobility.

Partnerships The Partnerships section presents information gathered from our project partners: the programs they
offer, the partnerships involved, and learner demographics where available. This section also includes
a Partnership Inventory gathered from the MTML Partnership Survey, which received an over 90%
response rate and collected a range of information on existing partnerships. The design of the survey
enabled us to maintain a broad horizon of objectivity on “partnerships” while also approaching the idea
of “partnerships” in the fuller sense of the term. This was done by asking respondents to identify what
essential elements of partnership development they had in place for each partnership they reported on.
The section concludes with observations on the data collected and the implications for partnership
development.

Perspectives The Perspectives section presents further research findings from key informant interviews, focus groups,
and survey data. This section is comprised of three perspectives: learner, practitioner, administrator.
To gather the learner perspectives we used two main research tools: an Intake Survey and In-depth Portrait Interviews. From consultations and focus groups with the project partners we were able to gather
a higher level, administrative perspective on what constitutes effective partnerships in the adult learning opportunities context. As a bridge between the front-line, service recipient point of view, and the
institutional/administrative, we also gathered the practitioner perspective through a focus group and key
informant interviews.

Recommendations The Recommendations section extrapolates from the research findings to discuss best practices and to
analyze pathways, potential points of access, and policy elements necessary for stimulating partnerships
and strengthening ties for adult learning opportunities.

* Adult Learning Opportunities - this phrase is used throughout the report to refer to the following adult
basic education programs: Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS); Academic Upgrading; Adult High School
Credit; English as a Second Language; and General Education and Development (GED).
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Challenges
What we found in terms of best practices for partnership development was not a surprise, and was very
much in keeping with the literature on this topic There are abundant resource materials on partnership
development but the problem is that many service deliverers are lacking the time and resources to properly implement these practices. As such, there is a lack of shared understanding or agreement in our field as
to what actually constitutes effective partnerships; and how they are formed, developed, and maintained;
so the research process faced the challenge of building a common understanding while also collecting data
on the subject. In this way the research could be considered “action research”.
The subject for this research, the adult adult learning opportunities and partnerships inherent within,
potential and real, is somewhat vast and sprawling. As mentioned, ESL programming in Toronto is a multimillion dollar sector, and is only one aspect of the research subject. In addition, the system we are looking
at also includes:
• adult high school credit programming, provided by both the school
boards in the region;
• Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) provided by both the school boards, as
well as Colleges and Communitybased programs;
• Academic Upgrading programs
In Toronto MTML
provided by the Colleges; and
works with 72
program sites
• High School Equivalency credenprovided through 25
different agencies.
tials provided through General
Education Development, Colleges,
and private enterprise.
Further, when we consider that we are dealing with schools and community programs that naturally possess
ties, connections, and many natural partnerships in the community, we see that in an urban setting the
subject is not only large and complex but is constantly changing and adapting.
The subject is also not clearly defined. The very idea of “partnerships” means different things to different
people so the subject of this research carried its own inherent challenges; primary of which was maintaining
a wide horizon of objectivity while also imbuing the term “partnership” with as much meaning as possible.
In other words, the challenge was to instill the term with a certain semantic reference while not excluding
valuable data. The research tools were developed to address this challenge as much as possible, but the
result was still an overwhelming number of partnerships which require further investigation. For example,
one community-based agency reported having over 40 partnerships.
These and other challenges, primarily time constraints, made it necessary to limit the scope of the research.
The Environmental Scan, Partnerships, and Learner Perspectives sections do cover all of the adult learning
opportunities; however the Partnership Inventory and Practitioners Perspective do take the LBS system as the
vantage point from which we approach this information. For project purposes, the LBS system forms the
basis, and entry point for many of the other adult learning opportunities. It also includes all of the Sectors
- College, School Board, and Community-based; and Streams - Anglophone, Francophone, and Deaf
Deaf/Blind. As such it comprises the orientation for a good part of the research in the sense that it is from
here that we look out at partnership opportunities with other domains of ALO framework.
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Challenges
As Canada’s fastest growing region in terms of population growth, the social issues at play in and around
Toronto can seem particularly intense. Not only does the Census Metropolitan area of Toronto possesses
16.7% of the population of this country, but we have an extreme disproportion of social costs like newcomers and people living in poverty. These costs can be enormous, but so are the benefits of dealing with
them effectively.
The same urban pressures that create an intensity of need also permits an intensity for provision. The
localization of communities and the organizations serving them provide opportunities to collaborate and
integrate our approaches to leverage resources and maximize benefits. It is well established that education
is a cornerstone for the quality of life of individuals, families, and their communities. Issues like health,
nutrition, parenting, community engagement, employment, training, etc. all revolve around education, so
it is quite natural for adult education agencies and institutions to partner in mutually beneficial ways that
will address the health of our region on a number of fronts.
Toronto needs creative and efficient strategies to realize these benefits. Strategies such as an ALO framework that will allow Literacy, ESL, Academic Upgrading, Adult Credit, and High School Equivalency
agencies and institutions to take a more integrated and collaborative approach to maximize resources
being devoted to these issues. This means partnering.

Literacy and English as a Second Language
A very natural area for collaboration in our region is the natural overlap between language and literacy.
Although many newcomers are well educated, many English as a Second Language learners require literacy training to become work ready. (Of the 13 students interviewed for this project, 4 of them transitioned
from ESL to LBS. See Learner Profiles under Learner Perspectives). There is also a significant number of
adults who are lacking literacy skills in their first language. To teach someone a new language while also
teaching them to read and write for the first time it requires special strategies that draw on both Literacy
and ESL expertise. There is no strategy, federally, provincially, or locally, for dealing with this issue.
In Ontario, what we do have is a provincial strategy to address employment and training needs through
Employment Ontario, with an independent Adult Education Policy Unit to facilitate inter-ministerial
strategies between learning and immigration ministries. We also have an emerging Learner Skills Attainment framework with an orientation toward learner transitions and a grounding in Essential Skills that
helps to build some bridges between ESL and Literacy. Essential Skills were developed in congruency with
the International Adult Literacy and Life Skills levels, and the Canadian Language Benchmarks used in
ESL assessment. This means that practitioners and administrators will soon be speaking the same language
as to how to best serve their students, an important step for partnership development.

Workplace Literacy
Another strategic area for partnership development is workplace literacy. For many LBS and ESL learners
there are many entry level points to the labour market (Tim Hortons, McDonalds, etc.) but these often
do not lead to sustainable employment. These access points can often be revolving doors, but revolving doors could also be exits to better employment and more learning. A step toward making this type
of employment more integral to our society and economy would be to enable employees to continue on
their learning pathway at the workplace. This involves giving both employers and employees the time and
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Challenges
space to learn fundamental skills at the workplace. Such a strategy, utilizing Essential Skills, could address
both ESL and Literacy learners, and open a window for federal funding opportunities. Employers and employees could enjoy the benefits that this learning entails so that these positions could be a stepping stone,
not only in terms of employment careers but also for learning careers. It is important to note that such a
strategy should not be specific to the occupation. “It comes down to learning, and when people have these
opportunities they will become more productive and engaged in our society. Training them in an isolated
skill set necessary for an entry level job does not always do that.” (Pound, “Getting Canada Ready for the
Knowledge Economy”; Policy Options Magazine, February 2006).
The LBS program, with its network of programs, personnel, and knowledge base would be the most fitting
arena to deploy such a strategy. In the Toronto region we know that both the demand and a will to supply that demand are there. In April of 2006, in response to a high employer demand for on-site workplace
literacy programs1, MTML surveyed the LBS agencies in our network to gauge whether or not literacy
programs were interested in providing this service to employers. We found that while only 23% of respondents were providing on-site workplace literacy training, 84.6% of respondents were interested in having
MTML refer interested employers to their program. The majority of literacy programs in the MTML region
are interested in providing on-site service, provided that they have the necessary supports. Supports most
commonly identified included marketing of the program; partnership agreements; templates or support for
developing policies and procedures; and a fee for service structure.

Adult Learning Opportunities in our
Region

Figure 3.5

Not only is the range of alternatives confusing, but in
a system whose funding mechanism is often by student
contact hour, it can put some providers in a competitive relationship with each other. This can negatively
impact learners in that they may not be made aware of
their range of opportunities and what best meets their
learning goals. For some learners, it is not a choice, but a
matter of where they land first.
1

Adult
Education
System

Traditional
Education
System

it is generally accepted that a high school diploma, or an
equivalency, is the minimum level of education required
for full access to the world of work, and thereby the
most appropriate end game for adult learners in Ontario.
There are a number of paths to this essential credential, which are still emerging and being integrated with
existing options, so the route can be somewhat confusing for learners and educational practitioners alike. This
is especially true for Literacy and ESL learners whose
learning path is longer. In addition, there are a number
of training opportunities that are made available on
short-term offer. In a city like Toronto, the choices can
be overwhelming.
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High volume of employer calls to MTML requesting on-site workplace programming.
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Challenges
Existing Partnerships
We heard from students, practitioners, and administrators across a variety of learning opportunities as to
what constitutes effective partnerships. Our project partners, and other service deliverers within in our
region, have numerous partnerships in place which are documented in the report. From the data we collected we can identify three partnership areas that demonstrate a high degree of effectiveness in terms of
learner access and mobility • co-location of services
• sharing of space and instructors
• information and referral
14.1

The above types of partnerships often Partnership Elements
evolve naturally in response to a
community need and project partners Shared Vision: 53
are well practiced in their development Established Roles & Responsibilities: 40
and maintenance. However there are Clearly Articulated Goals: 34
other less naturally evolving partnership
Formalized Partnership Agreement: 31
opportunities that could be very effective
in terms of maximizing learner access and Communication Strategy: 29
mobility that may require more in terms of Evaluation & Revision Mechanisms: 29
development and maintenance. Many of Action Plan to Achieve Goals: 20
these opportunities may be lost as service Norms or Ground Rules: 18
deliverers often do not have the capacity
0
to identify, explore, develop, and maintain
Source: MTML Partnership Survey, January 2008
these connections.

10

20

30

40

50

A cornerstone for this kind of partnership 14.2
development is a common understanding
Overall, how would you rate your partnership?
of who is providing what. A challenge
identified among the project partners was Poor: 0
that with large institutions this is not always
Okay: 8
so easy. Effective partnerships usually begin
with partners whose areas of expertise Good: 9
complement each other, so it is very Very Good: 22
important to know who has the expertise
in what area. This research has helped to Excellent: 23
0
5
10
15
20
25
reveal, from an institutional perspective,
what unique strengths each partner Source: MTML Partnership Survey, January 2008
possesses relative to each other.
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Recommendations
In the Toronto Region the variety of learning opportunities can overwhelm even the most experienced
professionals. The most suitable learning and transition paths between adult credits, Literacy and Basic
Skills, and English as a Second Language can be difficult to comprehend, not to mention the training and
bridging programs with the workplace. The most prominent need identified throughout the course of this
research, from all perspectives - learner, practitioner, administrator - was the need for a more cohesive
system that allows for partnership development and information sharing across agencies and institutions
so that learners can make the most direct transitions to their learning goals.
Currently this in not an easy task. The scale of the system, or lack thereof, not only makes it difficult for
learners to navigate, but it does not readily lend itself to the kind of partnership development that can allow agencies to maximize precious resources and serve their clients best. We also know that we are lacking
a common understanding or agreement on what constitutes effective partnerships, which makes it difficult
to develop and maintain true partnerships.
Some areas for partnership building that would enhance learner access and mobility include:
Identify Partnership Opportunities - Project funding is increasingly contingent on funding recipients
forming partnerships, but this is prior to the project being granted, so agencies are often making the connection on speculative grounds and not investing time and energy into developing the partnership prior
to the project being awarded. If successful, they find themselves restrained by project timelines. This can
often result in failed partnerships. This kind of support for partnership development could be the difference between a somewhat artificial and hurried partnership and and a truly meaningful one with sustainable benefits.
Facilitate Partnership Development - There are abundant resource materials on partnership development but adult education providers are lacking the time and resources to implement them. What is needed
is some support to establish the groundwork for successful partnering such as facilitating the partnership
development process to ensure that the elements of successful partnerships are in place. Developing partnership agreements, articulating goals and objectives, establishing roles and responsibilities, norms and
guidelines, communication plans, evaluation processes, etc. could be much more efficiently accomplished
through a third party group. This would also inform a knowledge base about who is doing what and could
be used to identify and bring partners together.
Information Sharing Across Agencies - A central clearing house of information organized in clear language on a web portal could be developed. Rather than agencies being inundated with information on
email and fax about learning opportunities, which risks being ignored entirely due to oversaturation, adult
education providers could visit this site and select the information that is relevant to their client’s learning needs. Such a web portal could also be participatory so that agencies could post their own information
under relevant categories.
Information and Referral - Keeping abreast of learning opportunities available in the region and having
the capacity to provide the best possible referral in accord with each learner’s goals is a partnership opportunity. With this type of information, service providers can help learners to chart their learning paths,
while also collecting information on their needs and where they are being referred. Referral information
could also be extended to employment-related trainings that are often on offer for limited time periods and
are currently very difficult to keep track of. Centralization across all the adult learning opportunities could
prove difficult, but merits exploration for particular sections of the ALO framework.
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Recommendations
Orientation, Intake & Assessment - A common issue identified by agencies through the MTML Community Planning process is that many learners are bringing their own attitudinal barriers that hamper their
full participation in the program. This could be mitigated to a large degree by empowering learners with
information as to what they can expect when being registered and assessed into a program. A natural byproduct of this service would be an initial assessment to ensure the best possible referral so that students
are not being misdirected. This would be an organic counterpart to an information and referral service.
Centralization across all the adult learning opportunities could prove difficult, but merits exploration for
particular sections of the ALO framework.
Bridge with TESL Ontario - Teachers of English of a Second Language have a robust professional association in place, the parallel of which is lacking for other adult education instructors. Since many of the issues
surrounding ESL/Literacy are a question of professional capacity, many of these could addressed through
this type of an organization.
Bridge with Employers - As a platform for a workplace literacy strategy, such a group could provide a
brokerage role between employers and adult education practitioners in the field.
A possible first step would be the formation of an advisory group, representative of all the adult education
opportunities that could not only facilitate the development of effective partnerships but also address a
number of other issues identified in this report. Addressing these areas of partnership development could
help to close the gaps that many learners are falling through, and provide the missing link to close the
system and to help achieve the aim of the Ontario Learns Report. The diagrams below present models of
current adult learning opportunities and what could be a more systematic approach on the right.
Glenn Pound
Writer/Researcher
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Project
Background
The Ontario Learns report made a number of recommendations and set the stage for current work to
ensure a strong place for adult education as a key component of Ontario’s public education system. In November of 2007, the Metro Toronto Movement for Literacy was funded to conduct research on a partnership pilot project, the objective of which was to investigate “partnerships that maximize existing resources
and support collaboration to strengthen the delivery of adult education programs and services at the local
community level”. The project is funded by the Adult Education Policy Unit, which reports to the two
learning ministries – the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities
– and works closely with the Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration. This is one of three pilot projects
funded to understand the unique characteristics of adult learning partnerships in their distinct communities. The other two partnership pilot projects took place in Niagara and Timmins.
The project partners that formed the reference group for this research were chosen by the funder to represent the diversity of adult learning opportunities available in our context. Although these partners represent the bulk of publicly funded adult learning opportunities available in the region, they do not represent
the full picture, nor does the schematic that follows in figure 1.0.
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COSTI
COSTI has been providing a broad range of
settlement and integration service in the greater
Toronto area for the past 55 years, including
employment, housing, family counselling and
English language training programs. COSTI
currently serves 49,000 newcomers per year out
of 15 locations. COSTI’s staff speak 63 different
languages. About 9,000 newcomers attend language classes at COSTI facilities annually.

GED

Credit

TDSB

St. Chirstopher
House

ESL

ESL

MTML
Formed from the grass roots in 1978 by concerned
groups and individuals to support and promote
adult literacy in the region, MTML has grown
into the regional adult literacy network linking
over 200 organizational and individual members
from across the City of Toronto and York
Region. As the regional network representing
all of the publicly funded literacy and academic
upgrading programs, MTML provides a variety
of services to members including community
planning, information and referral, professional
development,
communications,
public
education, and research and development.

Literacy

Literacy

Adult
Basic
Education

ESL

COSTI
TCDSB

Credit
Literacy

ESL

Figure 1.0

St. Christopher House
Established in 1912, St. Christopher House is a multi-service neighbourhood centre in the west end of
downtown Toronto. It offers over 20 programs and services to people of all ages and from many different
cultures. St. Christopher House’s mandate is to enable less-advantaged individuals, families, and groups to
gain greater control over their lives and communities. To this end, St. Christopher House works in partnership with other community groups to identify issues and needs in order to plan and undertake appropriate
responses. In addition, it engages individuals and groups in the community in cooperative planning for
programmes which seek to provide necessary resources and skills.
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Toronto District School Board
GED

Literacy

Literacy

Credit

For 150 years, the Toronto District School Board
has been offering educational program opportunities for adult learners in academic programs,
skills-based classes, and classes that support
lifelong learning. There are 5 adult credit high
schools in the TDSB, each serving a unique
adult population in areas across the city. Learners can earn credits towards their high school
diploma, take skills-based courses that lead to
Adult
Basic
apprenticeship or post-secondary study, deEducation
velop language proficiency through English as
a Second Language classes, and participate in
co-operative education to gain Canadian work
experience. Some schools have partnered with
community colleges for a seamless transition
from high school to college in specialized programs. Others have partnered with business and
industry to support their learners with classroom
resources. The TDSB offers Adult ESL classes to
over 30,000 learners, with a focus on developing language skills and supporting their learners
through a successful transition into full particiFigure 1.0
pation in Ontario society. This program area also
works collaboratively with community partners
to address learner needs. Additionally, the TDSB is the largest deliverer of Literacy and Basic Skills
(LBS) classes in Toronto, offering over 100 classes to serve learners in their communities.
TDSB

St. Chirstopher
House

ESL

ESL

ESL

COSTI

TCDSB

Credit

Literacy

ESL

Toronto Catholic District School Board
The Toronto Catholic District School Board is very proud of their adult education programs offered
throughout the city in various Monsignor Fraser College campuses. Monsignor Fraser College provides a high school setting for adults to earn day-school credits towards an OSSD or OSSC. Students
may register into the program during four registration periods throughout the year. These registration
periods coincide with the start of each new term, with four terms in total. Some students remain for
the entire school year while others leave earlier after having achieved all requirements for the OSSD/
OSSC. Thanks to this model of “continuous registration”, Monsignor Fraser College is able to serve
approximately 2,000 adult students per year.
TCDSB delivers the second largest adult non-credit program in Ontario through its Continuing Education Department Adult Education Program. TCDSB adult non-credit programs include adult noncredit English as a Second Languge, Language and Citizenship Preparation, Language Instruction to
Newcomers to Canada, Literacy and Basic Skills, Enhanced Language Training, Specialized Language
Training and most recently, Immigrant Settlement and Adaptation Program.
Connecting Pathways for Adult Education Learners Project Report
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About the Research
Research Methodology
The methodology for the project consisted of:
• portrait interviews with a cross section of literacy learners in Toronto literacy programs;
• key informant interviews with LBS representatives;
• an environmental scan of the publicly funded Adult Learning Opportunities (ALO) and the
socio-economic context in which they are operating;
• focus group with all the LBS providers in Toronto;
• focus group and consultations with the project partners;
• a survey of the Literacy Field in Toronto.
• key informant interviews with adult education professionals.

Research Rationale
The subject for this research, the adult basic education system and partnerships inherent within, potential
and real, is somewhat vast and sprawling. For instance, the Toronto District School Board is the largest
provider of adult ESL in the country, and one of the largest in North America. Combine this with many
more ESL programs also provided by the Toronto Catholic District School Board and we are already looking at an enormous system which is only one aspect of the wider ALO framework. In addition, the system
we are looking at also includes:
• adult high school credit programming, provided by both the school boards in the region;
• Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) provided by both the school boards, as well as Colleges and Community-based programs;
• Academic Upgrading programs provided by the Colleges; and
• high school equivalency credentials provided through General Education Development, Colleges, and
private enterprise.
Further, when we consider that we are dealing with schools and community programs that naturally possess
ties, connections, and many organic partnerships in the community, we see that in an urban setting the
subject is not only complex but is constantly changing and adapting.
In order to manage the scope of the information being collected and analyzed we are working from two
main perspectives, a top-down overview from a regional network perspective, and a bottom-up perspective
as gathered by project researchers from learners and practitioners within this system.
The top-down perspectives comes by virtue of MTML’s functions as a regional network. Funded through the
Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities, MTML provides community planning, communications,
information and referral, agency support, public education, and other services to all publicly-funded adult
literacy programs in Toronto and York Region. This includes College, School Board, and Communitybased sectors as well as agencies in the anglophone, native, francophone, and deaf deaf/blind streams (see
Section 2 for more information on sectors and streams). MTML also runs the Literacy Access Network,
Toronto’s only literacy hotline and provides thousands of referrals each year to literacy and ESL programs
across the region. Through LAN, MTML is directly connected to the front-line work of the adult basic
education field.
In terms of the Environmental Scan of the ALOs, regional networks and the LBS system are the vantage
point from which we approach this information. For many adult students, the LBS system is the entry
point when returning to education, and it is from here that they bridge into higher level programming and
the workplace. In this way, for our project purposes, the LBS system forms the basis of the broader ALO
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system and comprises the orientation for the environmental scan and much of the research in the sense
that it is from here that we look at partnership opportunities with other domains of the adult basic education field.
The environmental scan serves to contextualize the research by providing some socio-economic background for our region and giving an overview of the various institutions and agencies that comprise our
ALO system. This section takes an institutional perspective in which literacy is the orientation from where
we look at partnerships, real and potential, with the other ALO institutions and agencies. The section closes with learner profiles which serve to root this back to the project objective - learner access and mobility.
The Partnership Inventory was developed using information gathered from an email survey. Over 90% of
the agencies surveyed responded, reporting on 67 partnerships. The survey was designed by the project
researchers to target LBS provider agencies in the MTML network. In addition to quantifying an inventory, we also enquired about the services each partnership enables them to provide, what learning options
and supports the partnership makes available; the catalyst for the partnership; and degrees of partnership
involvement. To get a sense of how involved and developed each partnership is we asked them to report
on the the following partnership elements, derived from The Partnership Handbook by Flo Frank and Anne
Smith for the Ministry Minister of Public Works and Government Services Canada (2000): formalized partnership agreement; shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; action plan to achieve
goals; established roles and responsibilities; norms or ground rules; evaluation and revision mechanisms.
We also worked with our project partners to provide program overviews and partnership inventories for
each of these major providers.
For the learner’s perspective we conducted 13 in-depth Portrait interviews. As a project partner, St. Christopher House (SCH) generously allowed us to access tools used for their three-year project and adapt them
for use with this project. In spring of 2005, St. Christopher House (SCH) contracted Eko Nomos Development Consultants to design and manage a collaborative research process to document the context, practice
and outcomes of the SCH Adult Learner Supports Project cluster of eight adult learning programs. The
research was designed and implemented to embody SCH’s inclusive approach to adult learning: staff and
participants contributed to creating both the tools and the process. That work and the tools developed has
contributed greatly to the research strategy of this section.
From consultations and focus groups with the project partners we were able to gather a more abstract, administrative perspective on what constitutes effective partnerships in our ALO context. Accordingly, the
partner’s perspective provides a more abstract perspective from the administrator’s point of view.
As a bridge between the two, we have also gathered the practitioner’s perspective through a focus group
and key informant interviews. The focus group design and questions were developed with insights from
the project partners and background knowledge of the researchers. The questions that were used as a
guideline can be found in Appendix 1. The key informant interviews focussed on a partnership initiative
of particular interest - the Academic Upgrading Partnership Program through MTCU, which provided the
opportunity for community-based and school board programs to partner with college providers to offer the
ACE program in local communities around Toronto. Community-based practitioners from each of these
partnerships were asked a series of questions regarding their partnerships with community colleges. The
interview questions can be found in Appendix 1.
The Recommendations section will extrapolate from the research findings, and the MTML knowledge base,
to discuss steps for stimulating partnerships and strengthening ties that will maximize learner access and
mobility.
Connecting Pathways for Adult Education Learners Project Report
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Pathways:

The socio-economic context
Adult learning opportunities in Toronto serve communities with a diversity of needs. One size does not fit
all as programs in Toronto evolve in response to our diverse communities. The following section provides
an overview of some of the issues at play in Toronto and York Region as they pertain to adult education.
The maps indicate Toronto wards reporting low education levels. Some wards, like Etobicoke South, have
relatively high education levels as a whole, but contain pockets where residents have low incomes and low
education attainment levels.
Figure 2.0

In Toronto MTML
works with 72
program sites
provided through 25
different agencies.
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Puzzles and Paradoxes

Figure 2.1

Toronto is not only a city of diversity, it can be a city
Median Income of Two-Parent Families,
of puzzles, and sometimes paradoxes. For instance,
with Children 0-17, by Selected Geographic
when we compare educational levels with poverty
Areas, (constant 2005 dollars)
rates we find that Toronto has a higher percentage
of university graduates than the Census Metropolitan Area, the GTA has a higher percentage than the
rest of Ontario, and Ontario has a higher percentage
$68,600
$70,000
$67,200
than the rest of Canada (figure 1 below). However,
$67,100
$65,800
the same pattern holds for poverty rates. That is,
$62,700
Toronto has a higher percentage of people living in
$61,300
poverty than the CMA, the CMA has a higher per$59,500
$60,000
centage than the GTA, and the GTA has a higher
$56,400
$56,200
percentage than the rest of Ontario. This is some$56,200
what paradoxical given that we know that education
$53,300
$51,500
levels and earning capacity increase proportionally.
However, in Toronto, on the macro level, this trend
$50,000
is reversed.
2005
1990
2000
This entails a unique set of challenges. One
size does not fit all, and Toronto faces unique presRest of Toronto Census
Ontario
sures that are not being properly addressed by poliMetropolitan Area
cies that are more fitting for other parts of the provCanada
City of Toronto
ince and country. Our research reveals 3 specific
challenges - labour market pressures, immigration,
Source: Losing Ground: The Peristent Growth of Family Povery in Canada‘s
and poverty - that could be effectively addressed by
Largest City, A Report of United Way of Greater Toronto, November 2007
a more robust adult basic education system.
Finally, this section closes with City of Toronto Ward profiles on housing and education levels. The intention of presenting this data is to contribute to
the socio-economic context in which adult education agencies are operating.

Figure 2.2

Percentage of Labour Force with Universtiy Degree
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Source: City of Toronto, Invest in Toronto - Labour Force Education
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Labour Market Pressures
According to a report released by the Conference Board of Canada on September 25, 2007, Ontario’s Looming Labour Shortage, our workforce is both slowing in growth and aging. The Conference Board estimates
that by 2025 Ontario could face a shortfall of 364,000.
The report goes on to pose the question as to whether or not a shortage of 364,000 workers is sustainable
over the long-term and answers by stating, “Before reaching this point, markets are likely to adjust to bring
labour markets into balance. A key adjustment would be a rapid increase in wage rates. This would lead
firms to substitute capital for labour and, as a result, increase labour productivity thereby reducing the
number of workers needed to produce any given level of output.” In other words, less people to do more
,which means that in addition to the growing demands of our information based society, we will also have
this additional pressure to do more with less.
The Conference Board recommends that we need to be proactive to mitigate these labour market pressures. Their top priority would be to adopt strategies that develop skills. The author would add that these
strategies should penetrate down to the basis of the learning continuum to include foundational skills.
The Report identifies and describes several key underrepresented populations that Ontario can tap into to
build its human resources capacity.
1. Youth – Secondary School Drop outs 2. Women 3. Mature workers 4. Immigrants 5. Aboriginal Canadians 6. Disabled
According to this logic, it seems fitting to extend this list to include anyone who faces persistent barriers to
skills development and workforce entry, like adult basic learners.
In addition to the societal pressures felt across Ontario like an aging workforce and the increasing demands
of an information-based society, Toronto experiences the additional pressures such as a large and growing
newcomer population.

Immigration
Toronto’s Share
of Population

16.7%

Toronto’s Share
of Newcomer’s

40.4%

Rest of Canada

Rest of Canada

83.3%

59.6%

According to Statistics Canada Census 2006 data, Toronto’s share of the total recent immigrants to Canada
was about 40.4%, a slight decline from 43.1% in the 2001
Census. The 2006 Census enumerated 2,320,200 foreign-born people in Toronto, which represented 45.7% of
Toronto’s population1. The Census Metropolitan area of
Toronto, with a population of 5,113,149, comprises 16.7%
percent of the Canadian population.

With Toronto as the destination of choice for so many immigrants, immigration has become a major force
that shapes our local culture, society, and economy. Although Toronto is taking such a large proportion of
immigrants to Canada, and the impacts to the local economy, Toronto officials have neither a hands-on
role in immigrant selection nor a seat at the federal table where immigration policy is discussed. In Canada,
immigration policy and administration is a constitutional responsibility of the federal government worked
out in consultation with the provinces. Cities are officially kept at arm’s length from policy discussion of
immigration. But while Toronto does not have a constitutional voice in determining immigration policy,
immigration policy determines much about Toronto.
1

Immigration in Canada: A Portrait of the Foreign-born Population, 2006 Census
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Poverty
The pressures on the Toronto region can be productively channelled provided there are adequate learning
opportunities needed for people to properly integrate with the society and its economy. One of the more
obvious costs of not addressing these problems is poverty and homelessness. Toronto and surrounding regions are clearly paying the price.
Recent research shows us that the pressures in Toronto are reaching problematical levels. For instance,
• According to the 2007 Report Card on Child and Family Poverty in Canada, the average incomes for the
poorest 10% of Canadian families with children have increased over the past 10 years by $2,576 or 18%.
In contrast, the richest 10% of families with children saw average income increases of $50,115 or 31%
between 1994-2005. For every $1 earned by the poorest 10% of families with children, the richest 10%
earned $12.57 in 2005.
• The United Way Report, Losing Ground: The Persistent Growth of Family Poverty in Canada’s Largest
City, November 2007, shows us that nearly 1 in 5 of Toronto’s two-parent families were low-income,
compared to approximately 1 in 10 at the national, provincial and rest of Toronto Census Metropolitan
Area levels.
• In the Toronto region, applications for evictions due to non-payment of rent rose 26% between 1999
and 2006.
• Credit Canada’s debt management caseloads grew 50% in its Toronto areas offices. As well, the debt
loads that clients are carrying, as a percentage of their total annual incomes, grew from 65% in 1996 to
94% in 2005.
Figure 2.3

This report goes on
to state that access
to affordable, high
quality early learnChild Povert Rates Among Selected Groups
ing and child care
1 in 2 for children in recent immigrant families (49%)
programs promote
children’s well being
1 in 3 for children in racialized families (34%)
while enabling their
1 in 4 for children with disabilities (28%)
parents to work or
1 in 4 for children living in First Nations communities (28%)
receive training. The
report advocates for
Source: Statistics Canada's Canada Census 2001 and Assembly of First Nations 2006.
a
comprehensive
poverty reduction
strategy which requires a universally
accessible system of early learning and child care services.
The following section presents City of Toronto Ward profiles with Statistics Canada Census 2001 data on
housing and education levels. The intention of presenting this data is to contribute to the socio-economic
context in which ALO programs are operating.
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Figure 2.4
Census 2001

Toronto wards recording low schooling levels
as reported by Statistics
Canada in 2001 Census

Ward 1: Etobicoke North

MTML

Total Population by Levels of Schooling

40%
35%
35.3%

Ward 1 was home to 62,710 people and consisted of 18,050
households in 2001. Ward 1 is situated in the north-west corner
of Toronto and is bounded on the south and east by the Humber River. Ward 1 has a physical area of 17 square kilometres.
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30%

Highlights:
27.2%
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•
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14.3%

14.7%

12.8%

10%

10.8%

•
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The population of Ward 1 grew by 2.4% between 1996
and 2001.
40% of occupied private dwellings were in high-rise apartments and 38% were in single-detached houses in 2001.
In 2001, 56% of occupied private dwellings were owned
while 44% were rented.

0%
Less than Grade 9

Without High
School Diploma

Source:
Statistics Canada, 2001 Census

Ward 2: Etobicoke North

Ward 1

Bachelor’s degree
or higher

Source: City of Toronto Ward Profiles

15-24 year olds not
attending school

Toronto

MTML

Total Population by Levels of Schooling

40%
35%
35.9%
32.2%

30%
27.2%

25%

Ward 2 was home to 54,225 people and consisted of 18,180
households in 2001. Ward 2 is situated in north-west Toronto.
It is bounded to the west by Highway 27, to the north and east
by the Humber River and to the south by Highway 401, Dixon
Road and La Rose Avenue. Ward 2 has a physical area of 32
square kilometres.
Highlights:

20%
18.6%
15%
14.3%
10%

12.3%

•

15.8%

10.8%

•
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Less than Grade 9

Source:
Statistics Canada, 2001 Census

Without High
School Diploma

Ward 2

Bachelor’s degree
or higher

Toronto

15-24 year olds not
attending school

•

The population of Ward 2 grew by 4.1% between 1996
and 2001.
49% of occupied private dwellings were in single-detached houses and 37% were in high-rise apartments in
2001.
In 2001, 61% of occupied private dwellings were owned
while 39% were rented.
Source: City of Toronto Ward Profiles
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Census 2001

Toronto wards recording low schooling levels
as reported by Statistics
Canada in 2001 Census

Ward 7 was home to 51,130 people and consisted of 15,625
households in 2001. Ward 7 is situated in north-west Toronto. It is bounded by the Humber River to the west, Steeles
Avenue West to the north, Jane Street to the east and Highway
401 to the south. Ward 7 has a physical area of 20 square
kilometres.
Highlights:
•
•
•

Source: City of Toronto Ward Profiles

Source:
Statistics Canada, 2001 Census

Ward 8: York West

MTML

Total Population by Levels of Schooling

45%

40%
35%

35.9%
32.2%

30%

15%

Ward 8 was home to 51,860 people and consisted of 16,810
households in 2001. Ward 8 is situated in north-west Toronto.
It is bounded by Highway 400 and Jane Street to the west,
Dufferin Street to the east, Steeles Avenue West to the north,
Grandravine Drive and Sheppard Avenue West to the south.
Ward 8 has a physical area of 17 square kilometres.
Highlights:

27.2%

25%

20%

•

20.9%
17.5%
14.3%
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10.8%
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•
0%
Less than Grade 9

Source:
Statistics Canada, 2001 Census
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The population of Ward 7 decreased by 1.8% between
1996 and 2001.
36% of occupied private dwellings were in semi-detached
houses and 36% were in high-rise apartments in 2001.
In 2001, 52% of occupied private dwellings were owned
while 48% were rented.

Without High
School Diploma

Ward 8

Bachelor’s degree
or higher

Toronto

15-24 year olds not
attending school

The population of Ward 8 decreased by 0.8% between
1996 and 2001.
60% of occupied private dwellings were in high-rise
apartments, 13% were in row houses and 13% were in
single-detached houses in 2001.
In 2001, 32% of occupied private dwellings were owned
while 68% were rented.
Source: City of Toronto Ward Profiles
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Census 2001

Toronto wards recording low schooling levels
as reported by Statistics
Canada in 2001 Census

MTML

Ward 9: York Centre Total Population by Levels of Schooling
45%
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40.9%

35%
32.2%
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Ward 9 was home to 46,685 people and consisted of 16,045
households in 2001. Ward 9 is situated in north-west Toronto. It is
bounded by Jane Street to the west, the Allen Expressway to the
east, Grandravine Drive and Sheppard Avenue West to the north
and Highway 401 to the south. Ward 9 has a physical area of 14
square kilometres.
Highlights:

27.2%
25.5%

20%

•

The population of Ward 9 decreased by1.5% between 1996
and 2001.
27% of occupied private dwellings were in single-detached
houses, 20% were in semi-detached houses, 21% were in
high-rise apartments and 23% were in low-rise apartments.
In 2001, 49% of occupied private dwellings were owned while
51% were rented.
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15%
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Source:
Statistics Canada, 2001 Census

Ward 12: York South

Ward 9

Bachelor’s degree
or higher

15-24 year olds not
attending school

Toronto

Source: City of Toronto Ward Profiles
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Highlights:
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Ward 12 was home to 53,590 people and consisted of 18,935
households in 2001. Ward 12 is situated in west Toronto. It is
bounded by Jane Street and the CNR/CPR tracks to the west,
the CNR tracks to the east, Highway 401 to the north and Rogers Road to the south. Ward 12 has a physical area of 12 square
kilometres.
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The population of Ward 12 grew by 1.8% between 1996
and 2001.
40% of occupied private dwellings were in high-rise apartments and 38% were in single-detached houses in 2001.
In 2001, 45% of occupied private dwellings were owned
while 55% were rented.
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Source:
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Census 2001

Toronto wards recording low schooling levels
as reported by Statistics
Canada in 2001 Census

Ward 15: Eglinton - Lawrence

Total Population by Levels of Schooling

MTML
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Ward 15 was home to 58,720 people and consisted of 22,815
households in 2001. Ward 15 is situated in west Toronto. It is
bounded by the CNR tracks to the west, Bathurst Street to the
east, Highway 401 to the north, Eglinton Avenue West and Rogers Road to the south. Ward 15 has a physical area of 13 square
kilometres.
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Ward 17: Davenport
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Ward 17 was home to 53,985 people and consisted of 18,205
households in 2001. Ward 17 is situated in west Toronto. It is
bounded by CNR/CPR tracks to the west, Dufferin Street and
Winona Drive to the east, Eglinton Avenue West and Rogers
Road to the north and the CPR tracks to the south. Ward 17 has a
physical area of 7 square kilometres.
Highlights:
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The population of Ward 15 grew by 0.9% between 1996
and 2001.
40% of occupied private dwellings were in single-detached
houses and 33% were in high-rise apartments in 2001.
In 2001, 45% of occupied private dwellings were owned
while 55% were rented.

•

5%

The population of Ward 17 has remained constant between
1996 and 2001.
38% of occupied private dwellings were in single-detached
houses and 29% were in semi-detached houses in 2001.
In 2001, 61% of occupied private dwellings were owned
while 39% were rented.
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attending school

Source: City of Toronto Ward Profiles
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Census 2001

Toronto wards recording low schooling levels
as reported by Statistics
Canada in 2001 Census

Ward 18: Davenport

MTML

Total Population by Levels of Schooling
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41.1%
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Ward 18 was home to 49,150 people and consisted of 17,775
households in 2001. Ward 18 is situated in south-west Toronto.
It is bounded by the CNR/CPR tracks to the south and west, Dovercourt Road to the east, and the CPR tracks to the north. Ward
18 has a physical area of 5 square kilometres.
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Ward 18

Ward 19: Trinity-Spadina
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Ward 19 was home to 50,470 people and consisted of 20,355
households in 2001. Ward 19 is situated in south Toronto. It is
bounded by Dovercourt Road to the west, Christie Street and
Bathurst Street to the east, the CPR tracks to the north and Lake
Ontario to the south. Ward 19 has a physical area of 7 square
kilometres.
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The population of Ward 18 grew by 1.0% between 1996
and 2001.
31% of occupied private dwellings were in semi-detached
houses and 21% were in low-rise apartments in 2001.
In 2001, 46% of occupied private dwellings were owned
while 54% were rented.
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The population of Ward 19 has decreased by 0.2% between
1996 and 2001.
33% of occupied private dwellings were in low-rise apartments and 24% were in semi-detached houses in 2001.
In 2001, 51% of occupied private dwellings were owned
while 49% were rented.
Source: City of Toronto Ward Profiles
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Census 2001

Toronto wards recording low schooling levels
as reported by Statistics
Canada in 2001 Census

Ward 29: Toronto-Danforth

Total Population by Levels of Schooling

MTML
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Ward 29 was home to 46,415 people and consisted of 19,810
households in 2001. Ward 29 is situated in south central Toronto.
It is bounded by the Don River to the west, Coxwell Avenue
to the east, the CPR tracks and the Don River to the north and
Danforth Avenue to the south. Ward 29 has a physical area of 8
square kilometres.
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Ward 29

Ward 30: Toronto-Danforth
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Ward 30 was home to 55,045 people and consisted of 21,575
households in 2001. Ward 30 is situated in south Toronto. It is
bounded by the Don River to the west, Coxwell Avenue and
Leslie Street to the east, Danforth Avenue to the north and Lake
Ontario to the south. Ward 30 has a physical area of 13 square
kilometres.
Highlights:
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Without High
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Ward 30

Bachelor’s degree
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Toronto

The population of Ward 29 grew by 3.5% between 1996
and 2001.
33% of occupied private dwellings were in single-detached
houses, 29% were in high-rise apartments and 20% were in
semi-detached houses in 2001.
In 2001, 50% of occupied private dwellings were owned and
50% were rented.

15-24 year olds not
attending school

The population of Ward 30 grew by 1.0% between 1996
and 2001.
38% of occupied private dwellings were in semi-detached
houses, 20% were in low-rise apartments and 18% were in
single-detached houses in 2001.
In 2001, 54% of occupied private dwellings were owned
while 46% were rented.
Source: City of Toronto Ward Profiles
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Census 2001

Toronto wards recording low schooling levels
as reported by Statistics
Canada in 2001 Census

Ward 39: Scarborough-Agincourt

MTML

Total Population by Levels of Schooling
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Ward 39 was home to 54,775 people and consisted of 16,385
households in 2001. Ward 39 is situated in north-east Toronto. It
is bounded by Victoria Park Avenue to the west, the CNR tracks
to the east, Steeles Avenue East to the north and Finch Avenue
East to the south. Ward 39 has a physical area of 11 square kilometres.
Highlights:
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The population of Ward 39 grew by 4.6% between 1996
and 2001.
38% of occupied private dwellings were in high-rise apartments and 37% were in single-detached houses in 2001.
In 2001, 76% of occupied private dwellings were owned
while 24% were rented.
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School Diploma

Source:
Statistics Canada, 2001 Census

Ward 39

Ward 41: Scarborough-Rouge R.

Bachelor’s degree
or higher

15-24 year olds not
attending school

Source: City of Toronto Ward Profiles
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Ward 41 was home to 66,680 people and consisted of 18,470
households in 2001. Ward 41 is situated in north-east Toronto. It
is bounded by the CNR tracks to the west, Markham Road and
McCowan Road to the east, Steeles Avenue East to the north
and Highway 401 to the south. Ward 41 has a physical area of 21
square kilometres.
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The population of Ward 41 grew by 4.8% between 1996
and 2001.
55% of occupied private dwellings were in single-detached
houses and 19% were in high-rise apartments 2001.
In 2001, 79% of occupied private dwellings were owned
while 21% were rented.
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Observations
As Canada’s fastest growing region in terms of population growth, the social issues at play in and around
Toronto can seem particularly intense. Not only does the Census Metropolitan Area of Toronto possesses
16.7% of the population of this country, but we have an extreme disproportion of social costs like serving
newcomers and people living in poverty. Almost half of our population is comprised of immigrants (47.75%
according to 2006 Statistics Canada Census), many of whom come with education and integration needs.
These costs can be enormous, but so are the benefits of dealing with them effectively. Toronto needs
creative and efficient strategies to realize these benefits. Strategies such as an ALO framework that will
allow Literacy, ESL, ESL/Literacy, Academic Upgrading, Adult Credit, and High School Equivalency
agencies and institutions to take a more integrated and collaborative approach to maximize resources being
devoted to these issues. This means partnering.
The same urban pressures that create an intensity of need also permits an intensity of provision. The
localization of communities and the agencies serving them, provide opportunities to collaborate and
integrate our approaches to leverage resources and maximize benefits. It is well established that education is
a cornerstone for quality of life, both for individuals and families, and their communities. Issues like health,
nutrition, parenting, community engagement, employment, training, etc. all revolve around education, so
it is quite natural for adult education agencies and institutions to partner in mutually beneficial ways that
will address the health of our region on a number of fronts.
The connections and partnerships may often be obvious, but they don’t come out of thin air. True partnerships
require clear understanding of roles and responsibilities, shared vision and philosophy, common goals and
objectives, communication and evaluation processes, etc. Partnerships take time to plan, develop, and
maintain and agencies need the capacity to do it properly. In the adult education field agencies need
support and time to build the partnerships.
A very obvious area for collaboration in our region is the natural overlap between language and literacy.
Although many newcomers are well educated, many English as a Second Language learners require literacy
training to become work ready. For instance, the author recently attended the Centre for Literacy’s Summer
Institute 2008, ESL and Literacy, and heard from various presenters how many high level ESL learners had
large gaps in their literacy skills that they themselves were not aware of. As one presenter put it, “they don’t
know what they don’t know”. They score quite high on the Canadian Language Benchmarks, but quite low
on the Test of Workplace Essential Skills (TOWES). They are not work ready as employers will not hire
them for fear of costly mistakes. (Of the 13 students interviewed for this project, 4 of them transitioned
from ESL into LBS, see Learner Profiles - Learner Perspectives)
There is also a significant number of ESL Literacy learners who don’t have literacy skills in their first language. It requires special strategies that draw on both Literacy and ESL expertise to teach someone a new
language and to read and write for the first time. However, we have no strategy, federally, provincially, or
locally for dealing with this issue.
These are just two examples of learners who can be served by partnerships. There is an abundance
of opportunity for partnerships, but there needs to be far more attention paid to their formation and
development, not only at the front-line provider level, but at the policy level, so that ministries are
partnering effectively in ways that benefit service recipients. Much of this could be accomplished by the
creation of a third party agency to help agencies and institutions to do it effectively. This means facilitating
partnerships and supporting agencies to develop effective and meaningful partnerships.
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Adult Learning Opportunities Overview
Literacy &
Basic Skills &
Academic Upgrading

Adult Credits

Adult
Basic
Education

High School
Equivalency

There are numerous ways to categorize the
adult learning opportunities available in the
Toronto region - by provider, by vocation, by
sector, stream, or academic levels - but since we
are dealing primarily with the publicly funded
arena, the most coherent approach at this stage
is by policy area. The adjacent schematic (figure
3.0) represents a very broad perspective on
the major areas of investigation for this report.
Each element represents a somewhat distinct
policy area. As more of the puzzle is revealed it
will become possible to shift the perspective so
that a concrete representation, based on learner
pathways and transitions, will begin to emerge.

English as a
Second Language

Figure 3.0
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Literacy and Basic Skills and Academic Upgrading
LBS is broken down into 5 levels. Level 1 is made up of adults who have little or no literacy
or numeracy skills. Level 5 learners are those whose skills are approaching a high school entry level.
The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities manages the Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) Program providing more than $63 million to support delivery of the LBS Program at more than 300 sites
throughout Ontario. The program is delivered by contracted school boards, colleges, and community
agencies. More than 46,000 adults are receiving services from agencies that are funded by the ministry1.
Academic Upgrading2 programs are delivered only by colleges and could be considered as a bridge from
Literacy and Basic Skills into College vocational programs and other college programs. In the past 3
years, colleges have received additional funding for additional activity through AU Expansion Dollars.
Academic Upgrading Partnerships with communty-based programs will be discussed in subsequent
sections.

Adult Credit The Toronto District School Board and the Toronto Catholic District School Board both provide adult
day schools where adults can earn credits and achieve their Ontario Secondary School Diploma. Adults
can also work toward their OSSD by achieving credits online through the TDSB’s Virtual School and
high school credits can be done through distance education with TVO’s Independent Learning Centre.

English as a Second Language
School boards are the largest provider delivering classes on-site at local schools or community agencies.
While the classes are offered for free, learners often have to pay small fees for materials and/or services.
Provincial funding through the Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration provides programming
delivered by school boards and community agencies on a credit and non-credit basis. Federal funding
for LINC programs (Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada) is provided through Citizenship
and Immigration Canada. The LINC program mandate is to provide basic language instruction to adult
newcomers in both official languages and to facilitate the settlement and integration of immigrants and
refugees into Canadian society. The abundance of private enterprise language schools serving foreign
students in Toronto is not within the scope of this project.

High School Equivalency Programs in Toronto Colleges offer an Academic and Career Entrance certification. Students who have taken Academic
Upgrading programs at the Colleges write this test which is considered equivalent to grade 12 and
grants access to a College Apprenticeship and some post-secondary programs.
General Educational Development (GED) is an international testing program for adults who have
been unable to complete high school. GED Tests measure the level of “educational maturity” gained
through experience, which is often equal to, or above, the level of a high school graduate. In terms of
preparation and assessment centres, the majority are offered privately, but there are a few publicly run
centres. The Independent Learning Centre administers all GED testing in Ontario.
1 MTML Literacy Services Plan 2008/2009
2 Academic Upgrading in the College Sector, from a presentation delivered Lynne Wallace of
the College Sector Committee for Adult Upgrading at June 4, 2007; Riding the Wave Conference.
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Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) and Academic Upgrading in Toronto3

Figure 3.1

Data Source: MTML Literacy Services Plan 2008/2009

College LBS and Academic Upgrading There are 4 Colleges offering programming at 7 locations, serving 2,375 learners per
year. The Academic Upgrading/College Preparatory Program is a free program sponsored
by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities. This program provides intensive
instruction to upgrade English and Mathematics skills to the level required for college eligibility.

School Board LBS There are two school boards, the Toronto District School Board and the Toronto Catholic District School Board, providing LBS programming in Toronto to approximately 3,100
students per year. The school boards use primarily a classroom model of delivery for LBS
Levels 1 to 5. Both school boards offer a range of Literacy and Basic Skills classes for a variety of purposes. Both school boards also offer some tutoring and small group alternatives for learners who need
more individualized instruction and flexible scheduling.

Community-based LBS Programs With over 40 program locations provided by 24 agencies, serving over 1,700 students per
year, this is perhaps the most accessible and flexible option that most directly engages the
issue of diversity. Many of these programs begin at LBS level 1 and are often the first step
for adults returning to lifelong learning. Flexible hours promote learner participation and
the one-to-one, learner-centred approach helps students address the literacy challenges that are having
immediate impacts in their lives. Generally, these programs utilize volunteers from the community to
work with learners on a one-to-one or small group basis. Like the school board and college sectors,
programming in the community-based sector target the same outcomes/pathways established by the
Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities, namely, further education and training, workforce, and
independence.
3

All Data for section derived from MTML Literacy Services Plan 2008/2009
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English as a Second Language Programs in Toronto

Figure 3.2

Data Source: TDSB and TCDSB ESL Program Calendars, 2007/2008

ESL at TCDSB4 The Adult Education Program, Continuing Education Department of the Toronto
Catholic District School annually delivers adult non-credit programs to 16,500 adults
in non-credit ESL and Citizenship and Language Programs on funding provided by the
Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration, and to an additional 2,500 learners in
LINC – Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada programs on funding provided by Citizenship
and Immigration Canada. LINC programs are not indicated on the map above. Occupation specific
adult English as a Second Language programs funded by both the provincial and federal governments,
named Specialized and Enhanced Language Training respectively, complement the array of language
training offered through core ESL and LINC. TCDSB Adult Education Programs are offered full-time
and part-time during the day, in the evenings and on weekends in schools, leased facilities, community
centres, libraries as well as in community partner sites.

ESL at TDSB5 The TDSB offers the largest ESL program in the country and one of the largest in North
America. On any given day there are over 600 classes across the city offering ESL and/or
Citizenship classes. There are 135 sites located in schools, churches, public libraries, and
agencies including 4 dedicated stand-alone sites. There are 335 instructors, all of whom
are members of Canadian Union for Public Employees (CUPE) Local 4400. In 2006 there were 31,000
learners served. All funding for this program comes through the Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration. Students must be 18 or over and fit the criteria for ESL or Citizenship or LINC classes.
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TCDSB Organizational Overview provided by Project Partner, January 2008

5

Summarized from ATIP Board Summary Report, Toronto District School Board, March 5, 2007
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Adult Credit Programs in Toronto

Figure 3.3

Data Source: Literacy Access Network Information and Referral Data 2008

Credits at the Independent Learning Centre As part of TVOntario, the Independent Learning Centre (ILC) provides a wide range
of distance education courses, in English and French, for Ontario residents who want to
earn Ministry of Education high school diploma credits, upgrade basic skills, or study for
personal development5.

Credits at TCDSB TCDSB’s Monsignor Fraser College provides a high school setting for adults to earn
day-school credits towards an OSSD or OSSC. Through a model of “continuous registration” with four registration periods through the year that coincide with the start of each
term, Monsignor Fraser College is able to provide an accessible option for learners from a
variety of backgrounds. The Adult Education program is offered for students 18 to 21 at
3 sites (east, west, and downtown). The Adult Continuing Education Department is available for adults
21 +, with courses that support students as they make transitions to work and other post-secondary
school destinations. There is also an orientation centre that offers assessment as well as two intensive
credit courses each semester to students arriving too late for inclusion into other secondary schools6.

Credits at TDSB Credit programming at the TDSB is offered at 6 locations across the city including 3 adult
learning centres. Programming is offered through Adult Day Schools which are designed
for 18 to 20 year old students who have been out of school for a minimum of one semester and wish to complete their OSSD within a year or so. Students must have between 5
and 15 credits and work on senior credits. The Adult Continuing Education Department
offers a range of credit courses with many packaged into specific skill areas. The uniqueness of this program is that it consists almost totally of students that were not born in Canada (80-90%). Many of these
students are highly motivated and often well educated7.
5
6

MTML Information and Referral Data, January 2008
TCDSB Organizational Overview provided by Project Partner, March 2008

7

Summarized from ATIP Board Summary Report, Toronto District School Board, March 5, 2007
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High School Equivalency Programs in Toronto

Figure 3.4
Data Source: GED Preparation programs as listed on the
Independent Learning Centre
website;
ACE sites as reported in
MTML Literacy Services Plan
2008/2009

ACE - Academic and Career Entrance Launched in 2004, ACE stands for Academic and Career Entrance. An ACE Certificate is accepted as the equivalent of Grade 12, and is important for entrance into postsecondary programs and/or apprenticeships. ACE provides upgrading in math, English,
science and computers, is available at Ontario’s 24 colleges, and is available in English
and French. It will also be made available online.
In the fall of 2006, the MTCU introduced a partnership approach that encourages shared delivery of
ACE among colleges, school boards and community organizations. Prior to Academic Upgrading Partnerships (AUP), academic upgrading was delivered exclusively by Ontario Community Colleges using
the Academic and Career Entrance (ACE) curriculum. Under the AUP, access is greatly increased by
allowing ACE to be offered in community-based and school board programs. In Toronto, we currently
have 5 of these partnerships underway. The map above indicates college sites as well as the AUP community-based sites9. Academic Upgrading Partnerships will be discussed in subsequent sections.

GED - General Education Development As part of TVOntario, the Independent Learning Centre (ILC) provides the General
Educational Development (GED) testing program which allows adults who have not
finished high school to show that they have acquired the knowledge and skills associated with, and comparable to, high school completion. Successful GED candidates earn
the Ontario High School Equivalency Certificate.
Although there are a few publicly provided GED preparation programs in Toronto, the vast majority
are offered privately. GED Readiness Assessment and Preparation at the private programs is based on
a fee. The same services are available at community programs like Alpha-Toronto, Beat the Street, St.
Christopher House for free. 29 of the 34 GED Preparation centres are run by private business interests.
9
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Adult Learning Paths

Figure 3.5

Observations
It is generally accepted that a high school diploma, or an equivalency, is the minimum level of education required for full access to the world of work, and thereby the most appropriate end game for adult
learners in Ontario. There a number of paths to this essential credential, some of which are still emerging and being integrated with existing options, so the route can be somewhat confusing for learners and
educational practitioners alike. This is especially true for Literacy and ESL learners whose path is longer
and may cross all the major elements of the system in what could be a twisting path where the traveller can easily lose sight of the destination. For example, if we were to take all the maps representing the
program options above and layer them on top of each other we would have an illustration of how some
information can be rendered incomprehensible, regardless of literacy level or language ability.
Not only is the range of alternatives confusing, but in a system whose funding mechanism is often by
student contact hour, it can put some providers in a competitive relationship with each other. This
can negatively impact learners in that they may not be made aware of their range of opportunities and
what best meets their learning goals. It should also be noted that in addition to competition within and
between these alternatives, there can also be a choice of delivery, for instance, distance education, online, or in class. High School Credits can also be done online, as can the ACE curriculum. Add to this
that the GED alternative, apart from the actual test, is being provided primarily through unregulated
private enterprises who are competing with the colleges and the school boards to provide similar credentials, and we see that it is more than a simple matter of choice for the learner, but often a question
of who gets to them first.
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Adult Learning Pathways - Simplified

Figure 3.6
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The above figure represents a simplified, comparative model of the traditional education system with the
adult learning opportunities available. It should be noted that under “Upgrading Program” on the adult
learning path, there are number of options available including:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Ontario Secondary School Diploma - The same credential awarded to students in the regular school
system.
Adult secondary diploma - A modified credential designed for adults.
GED - A test-based, internationally recognized credential accepted by most employers and some
post-secondary institutions as the equivalent of a high-school diploma. In Ontario, the test is
administered through the Independent Learning Centre, but GED Preparation classes are provided
through a mosaic of providers which are mostly unregulated private enterprise.
ACE - Academic and Career Entrance certificate.
Academic upgrading - Most colleges offer upgrading programs that prepare adult learners without a
high-school diploma to pursue post-secondary education.
TOWES - A test-based credential that demonstrates an individual is prepared for specific tasks
and/or occupations in the labour market.

These learning pathways will be explored in further detail in the Learner Profiles under the Learner Perspectives section.
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Literacy and Basic Skills in Toronto
The following section provides an overview of the Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities Literacy
and Basic Skills (LBS) program. The LBS program now comes under the new Employment Ontario
framework, which also includes Job Connect, Apprenticeship, Pre-apprenticeship Training, Ontario
Employment Resource Centres and others.
The emerging Learner Skills Attainment Framework, with its emphasis on learner transitions, looks quite
promising for learner access and mobility, and appears particularly conducive to partnership development.
This section is intended to provide background to current development within the LBS and EO
frameworks as they pertain to partnership development in the ABE field now and in the future.
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Overview of the MTCU Literacy and Basic Skills Program
Literacy and Basic Skills Programs are funded across Ontario by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and
Universities (MTCU). There are 268 LBS programs in Ontario. Of these programs, 205 serve Anglophones,
30 serve Francophones, 25 serve Aboriginals and 8 serve clients who are Deaf Deaf/Blind.
Figure 1.1

Source: adapted by the author from presentation by Lynne Wallace, Academic Upgrading in the College Sector, presented at Riding the Wave: Joint College Academic Upgrading, Apprenticeship and Job Connect Training Event; Durham College, June 2007
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LBS Program Scope
The Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) Program currently provides funding support to 268 service delivery
agencies in Ontario across four cultural service streams1.
Anglophone Stream

205 agencies

290 sites

Deaf Stream

8 agencies

14 sites

Francophone Stream

30 agencies

40 sites

Native Stream

25 agencies

26 sites

These agencies currently support over 51,000 learners, aged 19 and over in 350 program sites that are
based in community, school, and college settings across the province, with the following breakdown:
Anglophone Stream

45,876 learners

Deaf Stream

315 learners

Francophone Stream

3,011 learners

Native Stream

1,502 learners

Sectors
Colleges

24 agencies

65 sites

Community Agencies

140 agencies

164 sites

School Boards

61 agencies

Provincial Investment in Adult Education and Training
The table below provides funding levels from 2003 and 2004 as reported in Ontario Learns: Strengthening
Our Adult Education System; June 2005. Ontario Basic Skills refers to what we call Academic Upgrading
provided through the Colleges. Aside from ESL Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada, which is
federally funded, this table encompasses the programming under the purview of this report.
Program

Funding Year Annual Allocation Funding
Ministry

English/French as a Second Language (ESL/FSL) - District
School Boards

2003/2004

$50.4

EDU

English as a Second Language - Colleges

2003/2004

$1.0

TCU

Adult Day School - Credit - District School Boards

2003/2004

$15.5

EDU

Continuing Education - Credit - District School Boards

2003/2004

$102.2

EDU

Adult Native Language Programs

2003/2004

$.23

EDU

Literacy and Basic Skills including Ontario Basic Skills

2003/2004

$62.0

TCU

Academic and Career Entrance (ACE) program

2003/2004

$1.6

TCU

Source: Ontario Learns: Strengthening Our Adult Education System; June 2005

1 Figures drawn from 2005/2006 LBS Activity Reports
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An Evolving System
Literacy and Basic Skills is delivered through Employment Ontario, the employment and training network for MTCU. With an emphasis on sharing information and integrating services across a range of
service providers within the Employment Ontario Training and Education system, EO initiatives and
activities could be fertile ground for partnership development. Within LBS, some key activities are the
evolution of the Learner Skills Attainment Framework and the integration of Essential Skills.

Essential Skills Overview

2

The concept of Essential Skills grew out of a questioning of earlier notions of basic skills, which had most
commonly been conceptualized under the broad headings of reading, writing, and numeracy. In the late
1980s, this common conception began to be challenged. The new perspective held that while reading,
writing, and numeracy skills are certainly necessary to successful performance, they are not in and of
themselves sufficient.
In 1994, Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC) undertook the Essential Skills Research Project (ESRP) with the goal of identifying and cataloguing the skills and abilities that are essential to success
in all occupations. The ESRP project team, drawing on international expertise, devised a set of scales
adapted from and congruent with the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) and the Canadian
Language Benchmarks. The ESRP involved over 3,000 interviews aimed at determining how to describe
Essential Skills in relation to a range of jobs, professions, and trades. This research has informed the main
activity associated with the ES scales - the development of Essential Skills Profiles (ESP). An ESP is a
summary that describes, for a particular occupation, the representative Essential Skills and how a worker would actually apply each of
The Essential Skills are:
these skills in successfully carrying out job tasks.
In the ES framework, a skill domain is expressed in terms of complexity levels. For most skills, there are five such levels. It is the Essential
Skills Profiles that provide example tasks from the workplace based
on interview data. An ESP provides examples which depict the representative tasks associated with the Essential Skills that apply to a
particular occupation.

• Reading Text
• Document Use
• Writing
• Numeracy
• Oral Communication
• Thinking Skills
• Working with Others
• Computer Use
• Continuous learning

The skills that are addressed in the ES framework are defined as “enabling skills” (HRDC, 2003). This means that these skills facilitate
an individual’s ability to perform work functions and to carry out
other life tasks. For example, many workers have to read and comprehend work orders before they are able to complete repairs or carry out other job responsibilities. In
this example, it is the reading and document use skills that enable the worker to apply the necessary
job-related knowledge.
The Readers’ Guide to Essential Skill Profiles (HRDC, 2003) states that the nine Essential Skills:
• help people perform tasks required by their occupation and daily life.
• provide people with a foundation to learn other skills.
• enhance people’s ability to adapt to change.
It is therefore assumed that those who possess these essential skills at the required levels will be more
readily employable than those who do not.
2 This description of the Essential Skills has been adapted from Stewart, Geraci & Nagy (2004).
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Observations
With an orientation toward learner transitions, and a grounding in Essential Skills, which were developed
in congruence with both the International Adult Literacy levels, and the Canadian Language Benchmarks
used in ESL assessment, the Learner Skills Attainment Framework may allow for a variety of partnership
opportunities, at both a policy and front-line level, that maximize learner access and mobility.
At the time of writing this report the LSA framework was still under development, while at the same time
the larger MTCU and EO frameworks continued to undergo somewhat radical transitions, so it is difficult
to say with any precision where this may be leading in terms of partnership opportunities. What we can do
is try to chart some general directions as to where these changes may lead.
Obviously an underlying objective of the EO strategy is to train people for employment. For many LBS and
ESL learners there are many entry level points to the labour market, but these often do not lead to sustainable employment, as these access points can often be revolving doors. A step toward making this type of
employment more sustainable would be to enable employees to continue on their learning pathway at the
workplace. This involves giving both employers and employees the time and space to gain fundamental skills
at the workplace.
Such a strategy, utilizing Essential Skills, could address both ESL and Literacy learners, which may open a
window for federal funding opportunities. Employers and employees could enjoy the benefits that this learning entails so that these positions could be a stepping stone not only in terms of employment careers but also
for learning careers. It is important to note that such a strategy should not be specific to the occupation. “It
comes down to learning, and when people have these opportunities they will become more productive and
engaged in our society. Training them in an isolated skill set necessary for an entry level job does not always do that.” (Pound, Getting Canada Ready for the Knowledge Economy; Policy Option Magazine, February
2006).
The LBS program, with its network of programs, personnel, and knowledge base would be the most fitting
arena to deploy such a strategy. In the Toronto region we know that both demand and a will to meet that
demand is there. In April of 2006, in response to a high employer demand for on-site workplace literacy
programs, MTML surveyed the LBS agencies in our network to gauge whether or not literacy programs
were interested in providing this service to employers. We found that while only 23% of respondents were
providing on-site workplace literacy training, 84.6% of respondents were interested in having MTML refer
interested employers to their program.
It is well established that these types of training programs are most successful when offered on-site. Anecdotally through various discussions with provider agencies, we found that most programs are interested in
providing this on-site service, provided that they have the necessary supports. Supports most commonly
identified included marketing of the program; partnership agreements; policies and procedures; and a fee for
service structure.
In terms of partnerships, there may be an opportunity at the highest level, that is, between the federal and
provincial governments. For example, The New Zealand government recently announced that it will invest
$168 million dollars over four years into a national plan designed to improve workplace literacy, language
and numeracy skills. According to the May 22, 2008, New Zealand Herald, Education Minister Pete Hodgson and Employment Minister Ruth Dyson stated that the investment is designed to provide workers with
the right skills for advancement in the modern workplace. The “Skills Strategy” will establish a strategic
partnership between government and businesses, trade unions and the Industry Trade Federation. Countries
like New Zealand, the UK, and Australia have realized that national workplace literacy programs are a key
strategy for preparing for the globalized knowledge economy.
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Pathways:
Learner Proﬁles

There are 2 distinct levels of delivery, aside from adult credit programming and ESL provided through
the two school boards, which are funded as separate programs in Ontario. The lower level is called
Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS). The college entry level is called Academic Upgrading (AU). These two
programs together comprise a learning path beginning at a very foundational level and progressing into
college and/or sustainable employment in the workplace. Among the various adult learning opportunities, this path is the most representative, encompasses the largest variety of learning goals, and comprises
the focus for this section.
This section will provide a statistical profile of adult learners in the LBS program, their age, gender,
literacy level, training goal and source of income; and a brief comparative analysis of these indicators in
Toronto against the same indicators provincially. A more qualitative perspective was also gathered from
an event at the Pan-Canadian Interactive Literacy Forum held in April 2008, where a panel of four adult
learners shared their experiences on the LBS pathways from their perspectives as Francophone, Deaf,
Native and Anglophone. The learners discussed the challenges they had to overcome and how their respective programs assisted them in making successful transitions to the next step in training and employ-
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Learner Proﬁles1
4.0
Students by Sector

LBS is funded for delivery in all delivery sectors (College, School Board
and Community Based) and in all streams (Anglophone, Francophone,
Native and Deaf ) AU is only funded for delivery by colleges. All of
these programs participate in local planning of programming facilitated
by Regional Networks (16 in the province). Networks work with their
local agencies to develop an annual Literacy Services Plan and to develop local agreements covering who delivers which levels to what type
of students in what types of learning environments as well as a common
understanding of assessment (see Appendix A).
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LBS is broken down into 5 levels. Level 1 is adults who have little or no literacy or numeracy skills.
Level 5 learners are those whose skills are at the Pre-Credit or Grade 9 level. AU is described as being at
the Secondary School credit level (Grades 10 to 12) or as College Entry level training.
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In terms of LBS programming we can see that Colleges primarily serve higher levels, community-based
programs serve lower levels, and school boards focus on the middle ground.
4.4

4.5

4.6

Community-based Students by Age

School Board Students by Age

College Students by Age
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The outline is somewhat consistent here. The only visual discrepancy is the relatively low enrollment of
19 to 24 year olds in the College LBS programs.
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Learner Demographics: Ontario & MTML Region

5.0
Age

The Toronto region has a significantly higher percentage of learners in the 25 to 44 age range, and
serves a lower percentage in the 16 to 18 range,
the 19 to 24 range, and the 65 plus range.
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For obvious reasons, the 25 to 44 demographic
is the largest and most important in terms of
second chance learning. The lower percentage of
students in the 19 to 24 demographic could be a
result of options like credit, co-op, and continuing
education, provided through the School Board
Sector that may not have the same degree of
availability in other regions of the province.

Source: MTCU LBS Activity Report April 1, 2007 to Sept. 30, 2007
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Student Training Goals
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The provincial trend of higher enrollment rates among women and lower among men, is more pronounced in the Toronto region. In terms of training goals, more students in Toronto identified “further
education and training” than was the average across the province, with that divergence being split across
the “independence” and “employment” to report slightly less than the province in those categories.
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5.3
Students by LBS Level

Level 1 and 2 enrollment rates are
higher in Toronto Region, Level 3
is significantly lower, and higher
in Levels 4 and 5. The A on the
chart indicates students who
were assessed but not necessarily
enrolled in the program.
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Also, it should be noted that
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the Ontario numbers, and has not
been selected out when calculating the provincial averages, which
impacts the Ontario average.
When demographics in Toronto
are contrary to the provincial
trend, this serves to bring the
provincial average up or down
accordingly. If Toronto were to
be selected out of the provincial
average and then compared, the
discrepancies would be more pronounced. The same is true for all
of the other indicators reported on
in this section.
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5.4
Source of Income
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In Toronto, a significantly higher
percentage of learners are receiving OW benefits than the provincial average, however percentages
for ODSP are at par with the
provincial average. This might
indicate a need to educate literacy
learners about their eligibility for
ODSP in Toronto. Employment
rates among LBS learners is also
at par with the provincial average,
but fewer Toronto students are in
receipt of EI Benefits or WSIB.
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6.0

6.1

Students by Sector for MTML Region
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Observations
The provincial proportion of students by School Board and Community-based Sector is almost even,
however, in Toronto, data from the MTML Literacy Services Plan for 2008-2009, shows that the School
Board Sector is serving a much higher number of learners than the Community-based sector. This is largely a result of the size and capacity of the Toronto District School Board. With 35 sites, and partnerships
with 15 agencies, they are the largest single provider of literacy programs, and the only full-time, Monday
to Friday LBS programming for learners with various goals. The Toronto Catholic District School Board
also provides LBS services at 3 locations in Toronto and contributes to the number of learners served.
The data in chart 4.1 shows that the bulk of students in community-based programs are at levels 1 and 2;
chart 5.3 reveals that Toronto has a higher percentage of students at levels 1 and 2 than is typical across
the province, yet a comparison of charts 6.0 and 6.1 shows that the proportion of students in Toronto
community-based programs is significantly lower than the provincial total. In other words, there are
more students at levels 1 and 2 being served in Toronto than is the provincial average, but the community-based sector has a lower proportion in Toronto than provincially. This indicates that in Toronto, the
School Board Sector is serving more learners at level 1 and 2 than is typical across the province.
In terms of partnerships, this might indicate potential partnership opportunities between communitybased and school board programs. In recent years, through Academic Upgrading partnerships with the
Colleges, several community-based programs have been able to increase their capacity, especially for serving higher level learners. However, lower levels are the niche for community-based programs, as indicated
in chart 1.1, so it seems natural that this might be an area of focus for partnership development.
With 15 partnerships, the TDSB has already demonstrated themselves to be well practiced in partnership
development and maintenance. Many of these partnerships enable them to provide programming for the
very marginalized groups like the physically disabled, developmentally delayed, and incarcerated males
that might not otherwise receive service. There is a separate department within the TDSB called Contracted Services and Partnership Development whose mandate is to seek and access external funding to
benefit students, schools, and the community at large. Within this department is a Partnerships Unit with
its own partnership policy, mission statement, and framework for partnership development. Although this
department is not exclusive to adult education and applies to regular public school programming across
the TDSB’s 588 schools, it may provide a useful model for partnership development across all the adult
learning opportunities.
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Partnerships:
Introduction

The classic novel Anna Karenina by Leo Tolstoy begins with the line, “Happy families are all alike; every
unhappy family is unhappy in its own way”. This wisdom might also be applied to partnerships. There
are a range of essential elements necessary for successful partnerships and with just one missing, success
may not be realized. In this way, successful partnerships, it could be argued, are all alike in that all the
essential elements have been realized. Unsuccessful partnerships are all unique in that they have failed
to realize these different elements in different ways. A clearer analogy might be certain recipes - there is
only one way to get them right but many ways to get them wrong.
Similarily, the wisdom of partnering has been around for a very long time. What is new is the emphasis
being placed on partnerships affecting so many different aspects of our lives. From community services to
employment and economic initiatives, groups who might not otherwise be sharing resources are joining
together and forming partnerships. The basis for this is the belief that working together is more effective
than working in isolation. Partnerships are becoming a logical and popular way of doing business,
particularly when the business is improving communities or helping the people in them.
The idea of partnerships continues to gain currency in the social services field as an effective way to help
people. In order to understand where this trend is going it may be useful to look back to where it emerged
in our field. In his book, The Partnership Model in Human Services & Sociological Foundations and Practice,
2000, Benjamin Darling asserts that this emphasis on partnerships began to emerge when human services
professionals began to take a sociological approach to social problems, meaning that before service
providers can help their clients they need to understand their clients definition of the situation. This
perspective also recognizes that interactions between service providers and service users creates a new
social system or partnership, in which both parties make significant contributions to service outcomes, a
different dimension of the concept of partnerships than what this project examines, but noteworthy.
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Darling goes on to assert that in the past the human services were based on the status inequality model
which tended to value the practitioner’s perspective over the client’s. Early literature tended to take a
victim blaming stance toward the families of these children so that the Professional typically assumed
that families who had difficulty coping were at fault. However, a deeper analysis began to reveal that most
families difficulties stemmed from a lack of services rather than parental shortcomings. Darling argues
that this led to a shift of perspective on the problem away from the individual and toward the community
and society. He notes that the status inequality perspective characterized most human service practice
prior to the 1980’s.
In Darling’s example above, when the perspective shifted toward the community, naturally the focus
went to the schools. This is when schools began to become partnerships for a variety of family needs.
The goal of these programs was often prevention as educators have come to believe that students cannot
perform well in school if they are experiencing hardships outside of school. Clearly there are many ways
for educational institutions and agencies to form natural, organic partnerships with other services in the
community that will benefit individuals and the community, and these are the type of partnerships we
want to focus on.
However there is not always a clear understanding of what is meant by the term “Partnership”. There is
a tendency to use the term loosely, or to avoid defining it. The term can be used to describe a very broad
continuum of relationships, and without a clear understanding these relationships may not realize their
full potential.
The actual fostering of truly effective partnerships is difficult, especially if agencies are experiencing
capacity strains. This topic is seldom discussed among people in government, the funding agencies who
encourage partnership development, and the wider literacy community, but what seems often seems to
occur is that partnerships are being manufactured in a hurried manner in order to respond to project
funding criteria. The term “partnership” has become so ubiquitious that it has lost meaning. A partnership
is not simply a letter of support for a project, it should involve shared commitment, risks, and rewards.
Tolstoy’s quote about families does seem fitting here. Through the course of the research we have heard
about many “happy” partnerships that evolved organically in response to a community need. We also
heard about about “unhappy” partnerships that seemed more trouble than they were worth. In a context
where agencies are scrambling for project funding which increasingly call for partnerships, the challenge
is to provide the manufactured partnerships with the organic elements that create growth and success.
To return to the family analogy, if we focus on what is working, and the elements inherent in successful
partnerships, we can work to develop some models that are appropriate for our sector. The research
strategy for the Partnership Section of this report aims to provide insight into these and other issues.
This section presents overviews from our project partners which includes information on their programs,
who they serve, and the partnerships they have in place. It is also includes a Partnership Inventory gathered
from the research survey and MTML data on member programs. The section closes with Observations
stemming from the research.
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Project Partners

The project partners were selected by the MTCU to provide expert input into the project work and
provide research data for the project consultant. Comprised of representatives from the Toronto District
School Board, the Toronto Catholic District School Board, St. Christopher House, COSTI Immigrant
Services, and the Metro Toronto Movement for Literacy (MTML), the partners represent a substantial
gamut of the adult education system in our Region. The information and support they provided was
essential for this project and the partners remain highly committed to working collaboratively toward
effective community partnerships that capitalize on the known strengths of colleges, school board, and
community-based adult education providers.
Each of the partners represent important institutions of the adult education field, and are quite representative of the diversity of need in our regional context. This section will present information provided
by the partners, describing their programs, and listing their partnerships and learner demographics where
available. This will help to provide an institutional overview so that we might see where these key players
are connecting, where they are not, and where they might be.
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COSTI Immigrant Services1
Established in 1952, COSTI is a community-based multicultural agency, providing employment, educational, settlement and social services to all immigrant communities and
individuals in need of assistance. COSTI annually serves a
total of 42,000 individuals from a very diverse population,
ensuring that individuals are provided with equal access to
their services. Operating from 14 locations in Toronto, York
Region, and Peel, COSTI is one of Canada’s most culturally
diverse agencies, with over 60 languages spoken by staff.

Language and Skills Training Services
Newcomers and their families can access COSTI’s Language and Skills Training Services through six service locations. Services include:

English As a Second Language
COSTI’s Language Instruction programs help newcomers to Canada to develop the English language skills
that are essential for their integration into Canadian society. For many, these programs represent an important stage in their settlement process, and a stepping stone to higher education, meaningful employment,
and successful careers. These high-quality English classes are offered in a supportive environment with professional teachers. Some of the classes available are: computer-assisted language programs, conversational
classes, Grammar and Writing, Listening and Speaking, Pronunciation, and Business English. These classes
are delivered in partnership with the TCDSB.
Who is eligible: Services are available to Canadian citizens, landed immigrants, convention refugees, or
refugee claimants with a study permit. Students must be 18 years of age or older.
Enrolment: 6,400 students
Funding: Not funded

Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC)
COSTI’s Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC) program helps newcomers to Canada to
learn the English language skills that are essential to their social, economic and cultural integration into
Canadian society. This is a full-time, eight-week program offering five different levels, from Level 1 to Level
6. The LINC curriculum used by instructors has been developed based on the Canadian Language Benchmarks. Prior to registering for classes, prospective students must be assessed for eligibility and language
level by LINC Assessment Centres.
Student Supports: Child minding for toddler and preschool children; and transportation allowance (for
eligible students).
Who is eligible: Services are available to landed immigrants and convention refugees. Students must be
17 years of age or older.
Enrolment: 2,400 students
Funding: provided by Citizenship Immigration Canada

1
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COSTI: Programs
English Language Tests
COSTI’s English Test preparation programs help students to learn the strategies and patterns that will
improve their chances of success in taking English language examinations such as the Test of English as
a Foreign Language (TOEFL), the Test of English as a Written Language (TWE), and the test of Spoken
English (TSE), Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC). The results of these tests are
used to evaluate the level of English proficiency. Offered in partnership with the TCDSB.
Who is eligible: Services are available to Canadian citizens, landed immigrants, convention refugees, or
refugee claimants with a study permit. Students must be 18 years of age or older.
Enrolment: 6,400 students

Specialized English Instruction for Internationally Trained Individuals
COSTI’s Specialized English Instruction programs are designed specifically for internationally trained individuals and tradespersons. These programs help newcomers to transition more quickly into the Canadian
labour market by offering training that addresses their specific employment and language needs. Program/
Service include: ASPECTS – Online; English for the Workplace; Enhanced Language Training for Internationally Trained Professionals; ESL Workplace Culture and Conversation; Pronunciation for Employment
Preparation.

Canadian Adult Achievement Test (CAAT)
The Canadian Adult Achievement Test (CAAT), is a unique measure of an adult’s current functional level
in mathematics, reading and language. This battery of achievement tests has been designed specifically
for the Canadian adult, regardless of his or her previous school experience. CAAT helps determine an
individual’s present educational level and readiness for literacy instruction, general academic upgrading,
core skills development and vocational selection.
Who is eligible: Services are available to Canadian citizens, landed immigrants, convention refugees, or
refugee claimants with a study permit. Students must be 18 years of age or older.

Computer Application Training
This program assists those looking for employment by providing individuals with the resources, information
and motivation needed to find employment. Program/Services include: ACCPAC Accounting; Internet &
Email Usage; Introduction to Computers; Microsoft Access Training; Microsoft Excel Training; Microsoft
PowerPoint Training; Microsoft Word Training; Simply Accounting.
Who is eligible: available to individuals 18 years of age or older with basic English skills.

Employment Services
For over 45 years COSTI has provided employment services in Toronto and currently operates a broad
range of services which include both generally-accessible services as well as special targeted services for
specific populations. Services include:
•
Assessment Centres: Employment and Career Assessment and Counselling.
•
Centre for Foreign Trained Professionals and Tradespeople.
•
Employment Assistance Services (OUTLET).
•
Employment Resource Centres.
•
Job Connect, employment planning and preparation for youth, adults, and the internationally
trained.
•
Job Placement Services.
•
Kickstart, youth life skills and pre-employment project.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mentoring Partnership in Toronto and York Region, an alliance of community agencies offering
occupation specific mentoring to skilled immigrants, sponsored by TRIEC.
Ontario Works Employment Placement Services.
Ontario Works Newcomer Professionals Program.
Pre-Apprenticeship in Horticultural Technician (in partnership with Humber College).
Pre-employment Training workshops.
Pro Connect, specifically for internationally trained professionals: recruitment matching, and
monitoring.
Pro Link, a mentoring project, specifically for internationally trained professionalsl
Sector-specific Information, Terminology and Counsellingl
Summer Jobs Service.• Job Search Workshops Program - Province-wide.

Social Services
COSTI’s social services have developed over the years in response to the changing needs of the most vulnerable populations. Services include:
•
Orientation, information, counselling and cultural interpretation for recently arrived immigrants.
•
Post-settlement support for settled immigrants who continue to require social and government
services.
•
Housing and settlement services for government-sponsored refugees.
•
Family counselling and mental health services.
•
Housing support for families facing eviction, or those marginally housed.
•
Rehabilitation services for workers who have mental and physical challenges.
•
Help for immigrant women to overcome barriers in their lives and to access opportunities.
•
Services specific to the needs of seniors to help them lead a satisfying and dignified life.
•
Translation and interpretation services.
•
Women’s programs.
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COSTI: Demographics
The demographics below pertain to clients attending COSTI Language Programs only, not to all COSTI
clients.
7.0
Age

7.1
Under 15: 2%
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7.3

Country of Origin

Language Spoken

China: 21%

Spanish: 19%

Columbia: 5%

Mandarin: 16%

Mexico: 4%
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Russia: 7%
Cantonese: 6%
Sri Lanka: 2%
Portugese: 3%
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Data Source: COSTI project partner

COSTI: Partnerships
Partnership

Description

Toronto Catholic District School
Board

With the objective of helping newcomers to learn English, COSTI provides the
space and the supportive services, the school board provides the instructors
and deliver the classes. The school board doesn’t have the space or supportive
services.

York Region Catholic District
School Board

With the objective of helping newcomers to learn English. COSTI provides the
space and the supportive services, the school board provides the instructors
and delivers the classes. The school board doesn’t have the space or supportive
services.
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St. Christopher House
St. Christopher House began in 1912 in the Kensington
Market as part of the “settlement house” movement. St.
Christopher House has, as its central purpose, the enabling of less-advantaged individuals, families and groups
in the community to gain greater control over their lives
and within their community.
The target population of St. Christopher House is the
people in their catchment area. They serve all age groups
and all the diverse groups in their local area. Several programs focus on ethno-specific target populations, e.g.
the Woman Abuse Program targets Portuguese-speaking
women but is not exclusive to Portuguese-speakers.
The St. Christopher House catchment area is from Bloor
Street south to Lake Ontario and from Bathurst Street
west to Roncesvalles Avenue. Some programs have
unique catchment areas due to agreements with funders
and other service-providers. Program services are delivered to over 11,000 people each year by over 200
full-time and part-time staff and approximately 800 volunteers out of six locations in the West end of Toronto.
The services that St. Christopher House provides are easily broken down by recipient age categories: Children, Youth, Adult, and Senior.
Children:
•
Extensive outreach, resources and activities to support diverse parents and caregivers with
children aged 0 to 6.
•
Safe, supervised high quality social/recreational/educational/arts programs for school-aged
children group supportive counselling and supports for children who have witnessed
woman abuse.
Youth:
•
Health promotion (drug abuse prevention) and social/recreational activities with youth.
•
Life skills and employment preparation for street-involved youth.
•
Youth leadership development and volunteer placements.
Adults:
•
Supportive counselling and supports to adults (woman abuse, immigration, parenting,
employment, financial).
•
Sdult education (literacy, English-as-Second Language, computer skills, academic upgrading).
•
Provision of basic needs (showers, laundry, cooking, phone) as well as information and referral,
coordinated case management and linkages to income and community economic development
opportunities assistance, food, housing, health and legal services.
•
A variety of programming and community development activities with diverse adults with
disabilities.
•
Supports to adult caregivers who have elderly or disabled family members.
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Seniors:
•
Social, recreational and educational activities for well seniors.
•
Self-help and community development work around elder abuse and other immigrant seniors’
issues.
•
Information and referral, coordinated case management and advocacy for access to income
security programs, housing, long-term care, healthcare and family matters.
•
Health promotion and access to on-site healthcare.
•
Transportation to activities and shopping.
•
Day programming for frail elderly or people with Alzheimer’s Disease and other cognitive
impairments.
•
Meals on Wheels and a range of home supports.
•
Support and training for caregivers.
St. Christopher House has six locations providing a vareity of services in the downtown area. The learning
programs at St. Christopher’s House are as follows:

The GED & Academic Upgrading
This non-profit skills development program is situated
within a multi-service neighbourhood centre and assists
individuals to upgrade their academic levels and prepare
towards the General Educational Development (GED).
The GED exam allows adults to demonstrate that they
have acquired skills and knowledge comparable to that of
a high school graduate. It is widely recognized as a high
school equivalency standard for the purposes of employment, promotion, and post-secondary study. Successful
candidates also receive an Ontario High School Equivalency Certificate.
While participating in the GED & Academic Upgrading
Program students are expected to commit to 4-6 months of studies and are required to attend three 4hour sessions a week. Students work with a Learning Coach to develop learning and post-GED plans. The
Learning Coach also assists students with access to other supports such as subsidized day-care and housing as needed. The program also offers a satellite location on the Ryerson University campus as well as a
fast track option at St. Christopher House’s 248 Ossington Avenue location for individuals who require
minimal preparation for the GED exam.
Since 2004, OW recipients have accessed training dollars to take the GED Preparation Program at St.
Christopher House. As of April 1, 2008, a $50 fee increase has been applied to the overall cost of the
program. The fee to participate in the GED program is now $650. This fee includes the program fee, transportation and exam fee for OW recipients.
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Enrolment: is continuous with 200 GED students annually.
Funding Source: Currently, the GED Program does not receive government funding and relies on
program fees to operate which is not sustainable.
Additional Supports:
• Academic assessments including the Canadian Adult Achievement Test (CAAT) and
official GED Practice Tests.
• Canadian content GED preparation software.
• Skills development workshops and one-to-one tutoring.
• Support with post-GED planning and goal-setting.
• Access to employment programs, computer skills, financial advocacy, and volunteer opportunties.

English as a Second Language
St. Christopher House’s Immigrant and Refugee Services provides information, support, and referral services to immigrants, refugees, refugee claimants, and people without legal status. It also offers learning
opportunities, in particular English as a Second Language, to help individuals and families settle and work
in their new community. ESL adult learners receive one-to-one tutoring and participate in small group
conversation circles to improve their English language skills. The program is supported by volunteer ESL
tutors and offers ongoing development and support to ESL
learner tutor partnerships. The Toronto District School
Board provides two English as a Second Language classes in
partnership with St. Christopher House. The Board provides
qualified ESL instructors for the classes and supervision to
these instructors. Outreach, intake and program planning
for these classes are done jointly.
Enrolment: The Immigrant and Refugee Services works
with 370 individuals annually and provides 217 adults with
ESL .
Funding Source: United Way, City of Toronto, Ministry of
Citizenship.
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St. Christopher House: Programs

Literacy and Basic Skills
The Adult Literacy program assists adults in our community whose
literacy level is at a grade 8 level or less and who would like to improve their reading, writing and numeracy. English speaking adults
receive one-to-one tutoring and participate in small-group learning
to improve their basic reading, writing, and numeracy skills. The program also trains tutors and offers them ongoing development and support. Learner-tutor matches develop individualized learning plans, and
learners are referred to further learning opportunities through schools,
colleges, and other community-based programs.
Enrolment: 90 Adult Learners annually
Funding Source: Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities

Academic Upgrading Partnership with George
Brown College
Beginning in November 2007, the Academic and Career Entrance
(ACE) program is offered in partnership with George Brown College
at St. Christopher House’s King St. location. It provides part-time instruction in two ACE courses, Communication–English and Computer
Studies, 3 evenings per week through a combination of teacher led and
self directed learning. Students are also registered as GBC upgrading
students and have access to the college library and career centre.
Enrolment: 25 Adult Learners annually
Funding Source: Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities

Bang the Drum Computer Training and Access
Community members develop computer skills in a collaborative and supportive environment. Skilled staff
and volunteers offer computer software training at various levels. Learners can use computers, the Internet, and printers free of charge. This is an Urban Community Access Network program supported in part
by Industry Canada.
Enrolment: 500 adults annually
Funding Source: Industry Canada
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St. Christopher House: Programs

Employment Preparation Program (EPP)
EPP works with adults aged 18 and over, most of whom have not completed high school, have low literacy
skills and face multiple barriers in attaining employment. This program offers skills development, job search
information, strategies and facilities, assistance with résumé writing, interview practice, one-to-one employment counselling, workshops, and a certificate upon course completion. Services are adapted to meet
each client’s needs, given participants’ experiences in attaining employment, for a maximum of 16 weeks.
EPP resources include Internet access, regularly updated job board, photocopies of resumes and telephone
and fax machine service so clients can continue their job search before or after their weekly appointments.
Clients also receive job development assistance from their Employment Counsellor who will connect with
employers on behalf of the client and arrange for interviews. Free voicemail service is provided through the
Metro Toronto Voicemail Project for those clients without a phone. E-mail addresses are set-up for clients
who will be emailing resumes and cover letters to perspective employers. Previously funded by the federal
government, the program has been funded by the Ontario Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities
since January 2007.
Enrolment: 225
Funding Source: Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities

Toronto Youth Job Corp (TYJC)
This employment program is designed to facilitate the transition for “at risk” youth, between the ages of 16
and 29, into the workplace. TYJC provides participants with a pre-placement work setting, procurement
and monitoring of paid work experience placements, delivery of life skills and employability workshops,
computer skills workshops, supportive counselling and tracking of graduates. Pre-placement runs for five
weeks, 32 hours per week comprised of a supervised community painting project 3 days a week and life
skills and employability workshops 2 days a week for. The five-week pre-placement is followed by a wage
subsidized work placement, maximum of 16 weeks in length and 35 hours per week. The subsidized work
placement is monitored by the Placement Supervisor who assists with job coaching, conflict resolution and
other work place issues that may arise. Participants are tracked after they complete the program for up to
12 weeks.
Enrolment: 64 youth annually
Funding Source: City of Toronto and Service Canada
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St. Christopher House: Partnerships

Partnership

Description

Bang the Drum – Computer
Access Point (CAP) drop-in and
structured workshops

St. Christopher House is one of many Community Access Partners working in
partnership with the TDSB, who as the CAP lead receives funding directly from
Industry Canada to support our community based network of CAP sites. St.
Chris has 7 community sites in the West end.

Immigrant Refugee Services
Program (IRSP) ESL Classes

This partnership with TDSB is based on St. Christopher House providing clients’
leads and outreach, hosting the classes and providing simultaneous immigration and settlement related support to the students. TDSB provide the instructors and all tasks related to delivery of the language training. We have two
classes, one for beginners and the other for intermediate.

Academic Upgrading with
George Brown College

The Academic Upgrading Program is an Academic and Career Entrance program that is designed for people who are interested in college or apprenticeship preparation. This partnership involves a GBC instructor delivering classes
4 evenings a week in Communications (English) and Computer Studies with
a small teacher-student ratio. This partnership commenced November 2007.
George Brown College’s Access Centre supports the development of community-based training programs aﬃliated with the College and promotes the
range of College services/programs for adults traditionally underserved by the
College.

GED Preparation Program – Part- The St. Christopher House Adult Learning Supports Program oﬀers a 4-month
nership with Ontario Works
intensive GED Preparation Program enabling adult learners to prepare for the
General Educational Development (GED) Certiﬁcate.
Since 2004 Ontario Works (OW) recipients have accessed OW training dollars to
take the GED Preparation Program at St. Christopher House. As of April 1, 2008,
a $50 fee increase has been applied to the overall cost of the program. The fee
to participate in the GED program is now $650 for OW recipients.
Ryerson University, Faculty of
Community Services

For the past 2 years, Ryerson University has been providing access/use of a
computer lab for St. Christopher House online GED learners. St. Christopher
House Learning Coaches also deliver on site workshops to learners scheduled
to work from the Ryerson University GED satellite site. St. Christopher House
also works in partnership with Ryerson University to support literacy learners interested in their post secondary programs, supporting learners via their
Tri-Mentoring Program in order to transition learners from our GED program to
Ryerson University.
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St. Christopher House: Demographics
8.1

8.0
Age

Citizenship

24 and Under: 29%

Canadian Citizen: 57.4%
25 to 34: 19%

Landed Immigrant: 23.4%
35 to 44: 31%

No legal status: 10.6%

45 to 59: 14%

Refugee Claimant: 8.5%

60 +: 7%
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Source: Learning for Life: Adult Learning Supports at St. Christopher House, September 2007
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8.3

8.2
Place of Birth

Housing

Canada: 41%

Unshared Rental Unit: 30.4%

South America: 17%

Shared Rental Unit (with non
family members): 28.2%

Caribbean: 12%

Shared rental with family: 15.2%
Europe: 7%
Shelter/transitional Housing: 15.2%
Middle East: 6%
Family Owned Home: 10.8
South Asia: 5%
Africa: 4%
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8.5

8.4

Education Level

Source of Income

Junior School: 6.5%

Ontario Works: 43%

Grade 9/10: 32.6%

Employment: 17.7%

Grade 11/12(13): 30.4%

No Income: 11.4%

College: 17.4%

Family Support: 7.6%

Trade School: 8.7%

Employment Insurance: 6%

University: 4.3%
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Men and Women participate in equal
numbers. Source: Learning for Life, Learning
Supports at St. Christopher House, September
2007

8.6
Household Income

8.7

$20,000 or less: 52%

Family Situation

$35,000 or less: 82.5%

Single: 69.3%
0

Married/Common-law: 30.6%
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Source: Learning for Life: Adult Learning Supports at St. Christopher House, September 2007
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Toronto Catholic District School Board (TCDSB)
Like the TDSB, the Toronto Catholic District School Board offers programming in
the three main ALO areas - Literacy and
Basic Skills, Adult Credits, and English as
a Second Language (including LINC programming.) These programming areas are
Monsignor Fraser College, and Continuing
Education Department Adult Education
Program that delivers adult non-credit ESL
and Citizenship Preparation, LINC and Literacy and Basic Skills..

Monsignor Fraser College
Founded in 1975, Monsignor Fraser College
is a quad-mestered Catholic Secondary
School which welcomes adults of all faiths
to 5 campuses in Toronto, who wish to
complete an Ontario Secondary School
Certificate Diploma, study English as a
Second Language within a secondary school
program, or upgrade work skills. Maturity
credits may also be granted, where applicable. but at least four senior credits must be obtained by the
returning adult before a Certificate or Diploma can be granted.
In addition to the diploma credit program, Monsignor Fraser College offers on its Toronto, Midland, and
Islington campuses a Special Needs Co-operative Education program for developmentally delayed adults.
Space is limited, and admission follows a Special Needs Admission Process. The Alternative School for
students 16-18 years of age experiencing halted success is also under the auspices of Fraser College. Students
are selected from among referrals from secondary schools for the limited space available.
Students may register into the program during four registration periods throughout the year. These registration periods coincide with the start of each new quad, with four terms in total. Some students remain
for the entire school year while others leave earlier after having achieved all requirements for the OSSD/
OSSC. This model of “continuous registration” allows Monsignor Fraser College to serve approximately
2,000 adult students per year.
All Monsignor Fraser College programs are supported by initiatives to support the transition of students
to work and/or other post-secondary school destinations (i.e. Job Connect, Operation Springboard, Tropicana, Rosalie Hall, Colleges and various community agencies). Funding for Adult Education Programs
(Students Ages 18 – 21) and the Orientation Center is determined by the Ministry of Education funding
formula. Funding for Adult Education Program/Day School Continuing Education (Students Ages 21 +)
is determined by the Continuing Education Registers.
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TCDSB: Programs

Monsignor Fraser College Adult Education
Program ( Ages 18 – 21)
Monsignor Fraser College provides a a variety of multi-level
day-school credit courses leading to OSSC or OSSD at three
major sites; East, West, and Central. Students have he opportunity to earn 2 full credits every 9 weeks (8 credits per year).
Specialty programs including Cooperative Education, OYAP
and Transitional Cooperative Education (specifically designed
to support our identified students as they make the transition
to work and/or other post-secondary school destinations).
Students also have access to in-school resources (i.e. special
education, guidance, youth worker, social work and psychological servies etc.) to support students with their academic
and personal life situations.
Enrolment: 2,000 learners enrolled annually at 3
Monsignor Fraser College sites.
Funding Source: Ontario Ministry of Education

The Adult Education Program/Day School Continuing Education (Ages 21 +)
Monsignor Fraser College also offers a variety of multi-level day-school credit courses leading to an OSSC
or OSSD with a greater concentration of ESL courses due to an increased enrolment of new immigrant
students. Offered at two 2 major sites: East and Central. Courses are designed to support students as they
make transitions to work and other post-secondary school destinations.
Enrolment: 350 learners annually across 2 sites
Funding source: Ontario Ministry of Education

Orientation Centre
The Orientation Centre provides academic testing, evaluation and referral services for new Canadians and
returning Canadian students to Ontario schools to TCDB secondary schools for September and February
placements. The Centre also offers two intensive credit courses each semester for students waiting for
placement in a local TCDSB school community.
Enrolment: 60 learners annually
Funding source: Ontario Ministry of Education
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TCDSB: Programs
Continuing Education Department Adult
Education Non-Credit Program
TCDSB Adult Education Program serves the wider community
of TCDSB schools by providing language training to adult immigrants to Toronto.
TCDSB Adult Education Program delivers adult non-credit ESL
and Citizenship and Language Programs (funding provided by the
Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration), LINC – Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (funding provided
by Citizenship and Immigration Canada) and Literacy and Basic Skills Programs (funding provided by the Ontario Ministry of
Training, Colleges and Universities).
TCDSB adult non-credit ESL and Citizenship and Language Programs serve students with varying residency status including Canadian citizens, permanent residents, convention refugees and refugee claimants
over 18 years of age. Sixteen thousand five hundred (16,500) adult learners are enrolled annually in programs offered full-time and part-time during the day, in the evenings and on weekends in over 50 locations
in Toronto. The programs cover levels from ESL Literacy to Canadian Language Benchmarks (levels 1 to
8).
Close to 100 countries are represented in the adult student population at the TCDSB. Figure 9.0 presents
the highest percentages. The TCDSB LINC Programs serve students who are permanent residents or convention refugees over 17 years of age. 2, 500 adult learners are enrolled annually in part-time and full-time
day, evening and weekend programs offered in 6 locations throughout the city delivering LINC levels from
Literacy to 7, CLB 1-8.
ESL Enrolment: 16, 500 learners enrolled in non-credit ESL and Citizenship and Language Programs at
over 50 program sites
Funding source: Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration
LINC
Enrolment: 2, 500 learners enrolled annually in programs offered in 6 locations.
Funding source: Citizenship and Immigration Canada
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TCDSB: Programs
Literacy and Basic Skills
This program is offered to learners whose first language is English (CLB 5+), but who need help with reading, writing or basic mathematics up to a grade eight level of competency. The
model of program delivery is a low teacher to student ratio. In
this setting, the instructional approach is learner-centered and
individualized. Learning occurs within an integrated and thematic language curriculum. Resources are drawn from a variety
of published, authentic, instructor-made and learner-generated
materials. These programs serve students who are Canadian
citizens or permanent residents over 18 years of age who require
literacy training.
Enrolment: Approximately 200 learners enrolled annualy.
Funding source: Ontario Ministry of Training, Colleges, and
Universities

Adult Education Non-credit Program: Demographics
9.0

9.1

Age

Country of Origin
Afghanistan: 1.73%

19 to 25: 7%

China: 41.98%

26 to 40: 37%

Columbia: 3.05%
41 to 60: 42%
Hong Kong: 2.97%
60 and over: 7%
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9.2

Sri Lanka: 5.38%

Status in Canada

Ukraine: 2.07%
Viet Nam: 2.92%

Canadian Citizen: 33%
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Convention Refugee: 3%
Permanent Resident: 49%
Refugee Claimant: 14%
Visitor/Visa student: 1%
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TCDSB: Programs
Continuing Education Department Credit Program
The TCDSB Continuing Education Department Credit Program provides a high school setting for adults to earn credits towards an OSSD or OSSC. Our Continuing Education courses
are delivered in the evening, during the summer, on Saturdays
and right after school in different schools across the city. Over
five hundred (500) adult students enroll in these programs annually. Funding for these Continuing Education Programs is
determined by Continuing Education Registers.
Enrolment: Over 500 adult students enroll annually
Funding source: is determined by Continuing Education Registers.

TCDSB: Partnerships
Literacy and Basic Skills Partnerships
Partnership

Description

Learning Enrichment Foundation

LBS learners are streamed into the job skills training oﬀered at LEF (Chef training, Early Childhood Assistant and Industrial Skills)

Ralph Thornton Community
Centre

Ralph Thorton Community Centre provides free space. These ongoing relationships are a means of providing information and referral to students who need
to access a variety of community services ranging from housing and homelessness to parenting and family issues.

On-Track, Lawrence Heights
Location

New upgrading (literacy) class for women who do not have a high school
diploma and would like to improve their reading, writing and math skills to prepare for further education or employment. Learners in the upgrading class can
learn about other free On-Track programs for women, like the Career Exploration Program.
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TCDSB: Partnerships
English as a Second Language
Partnership

Description

A number of community agencies and organizations, including:
COSTI
South Asian Family Support
Services
Toronto Chinese Community
Services Association
Skills for Change
Centre for Information and Community Services
Canadian National Institute for
the Blind (CNIB)
City of Toronto Community
Centres
Toronto Public Libraries
Toronto Parks and Recreation
Toronto Social Housing Corp.

Mostly long-term, ongoing soft agreements to deliver adult non-credit ESL
programs at partners’ sites to clients accessing other services oﬀered on site.
Maximizes outreach to multicultural groups, community involvement and
inclusiveness of program delivery; oﬀers adult learners a variety of support services in a “one-stop-shop” model; and increases accessibility of adult non-credit
programs in many communities across Toronto

University of Toronto, Woodsworth College Program

Partnership provides organized and supervised teaching practice to trainees in
the University of Toronto’s Teaching English as a Second Language Certiﬁcate
Program. Partnership has a written agreement stipulating the number of practicum placements and practicum process for each academic year.

Ontario Association of Early
Childhood Educators

Pilot project for 2007/08 school year provides a bridge to language training for
foreign-trained early childhood educators who are unable to receive accreditation due to limited language proﬁciency.

Novopharm
VHA Home Healthcare

Partnerships with employers to provide language training in the workplace to
employees of the company with focus on the communication needs of the
workplace. TCDSB provides Specialized Language Training to small groups
of employees in the workplace and thereby provides access to ﬂexible and
targeted language training.
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TCDSB: Partnerships
Monsignor Fraser College Community Partnerships
Monsignor Fraser College is a quad-mestered Catholic Secondary School which welcomes adults of all
faiths to 5 campuses in Toronto, who wish to complete an Ontario Secondary School Diploma, study English as a Second Language within a secondary school program, or upgrade work skills.

Partnership

Description

Ontario Public Service Learn and Program oﬀered through Monsignor Fraser College in collaboration with variWork Program (16 – 19 Years)
ous Ontario public service ministries and agencies.
Student credit accumulation.
Students earn valuable paid work experience in Ontario Public Service while
earning high school credits.
These ongoing relationships are a means of providing information and referral
Monsignor Fraser College has a
number of informal relationships to students who need to access a variety of community services ranging from
housing and homelessness to parenting and family issues.
with social service agencies in
their communities::
•
Hoodlinc Partnership
•
Operation Springboard
•
Tropicana Community
Services
•
Agincourt Community
Services
•
Toronto Public Health
•
Scarborough Grace Hospital
•
Pregnancy Care Centre
•
African Canadian Youth
Justice Programs
•
Rosalie Hall
•
Partnership with Various
Trade Unions
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TCDSB: Partnerships

Student Success Department Partnership Agreements
Partnership

Description

Humber College

Dual Credit Program in Hospitality and Tourism being oﬀered through Don
Bosco Catholic Secondary School in collaboration with the Ministry of Education and Humber College. Provides student access and mobility to the following learning options:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Centennial College

Dual Credit Program in Hospitality and Tourism being oﬀered through Blessed
Mother Teresa Catholic Secondary School in collaboration with the Ministry of
Education and Centennial College. Provides student access and mobility to the
following learning options:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

George Brown College

Student credit accumulation
Students earn valuable college and co-op experience
Opportunities for TCDSB staﬀ and student enrichment
Student Scholarships
OSSD completion
Employment skills
Enriched Secondary School Pathway
Post-secondary transitions to college and/or the workplace.

Dual Credit Program being oﬀered in Deaf Studies through Jean Vanier Catholic
Secondary School in collaboration with the Ministry of Education and George
Brown College. Provides student access and mobility to the following learning
options:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Student credit accumulation
Students earn valuable college and co-op experience
Opportunities for TCDSB staﬀ and student enrichment
Student Scholarships
OSSD completion
Employment skills
Enriched Secondary School Pathway
Post-secondary transitions to college and/or the workplace.

Student credit accumulation
Students earn valuable college and coop experience
Opportunities for TCDSB staﬀ and student enrichment
Student Scholarships
OSSD completion
Employment skills
Enriched Secondary School Pathway
Post-secondary transitions to college and/or the workplace.
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TCDSB: Partnerships
Student Success Department Partnership Agreements
Partnership

Description

York University

Dual Credit Program in Philosophy being oﬀered through James Cardinal
McGuigan Catholic Secondary School in collaboration with York University.
Provides student access and mobility to the following learning options:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ryerson

Active Green and Ross
Complete Tire and Auto Centre

Student credit accumulation
Students earn valuable college and coop experience
Opportunities for TCDSB staﬀ and student enrichment
Student Scholarships
OSSD completion
Employment skills
Enriched Secondary School Pathway
Post-secondary transitions to college and/or the workplace.

Specialist High Skills Major Pathways being fostered in collaboration with the
Ministry of Education and Ryerson University. Provides student access and
mobility to the following learning options:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student credit accumulation
Students earn valuable college and coop experience
Opportunities for TCDSB staﬀ and student enrichment
Student Scholarships
OSSD completion
Employment skills
Enriched Secondary School Pathway
Post-secondary transitions to college and/or the workplace.

•

Enrich Career Education and Experiential Learning opportunities for TCDSB
students.
Enhanced training and certiﬁcation processes
Scholarship opportunities
OSSD completion
Employment skills
Enriched Secondary School Pathway; successful post-secondary transitions
to the workplace.
Pre-apprenticeship training opportunities
Student credit accumulation
Students earn valuable industry certiﬁcations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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TCDSB: Partnerships
Student Success Department Partnership Agreements
Partnership

Description

Toronto Automobile Dealer Association (TADA)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retail Council of Canada

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local 27
(Carpenter’s Union)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sector Advisory Council
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Enrich Career Education and Experiential Learning opportunities for TCDSB
students.
Enhanced training and certiﬁcation processes
Scholarship opportunities
OSSD completion
Employment skills
Enriched Secondary School Pathway; successful post-secondary transitions
to the workplace.
Pre-apprenticeship training opportunities
Student credit accumulation
Students earn valuable industry certiﬁcations
Enrich Career Education and Experiential Learning opportunities for TCDSB
students.
Enhanced training and certiﬁcation processes
Scholarship opportunities
OSSD completion
Employment skills
Enriched Secondary School Pathway; successful post-secondary transitions
to the workplace.
Pre-apprenticeship training opportunities
Student credit accumulation
Students earn valuable industry certiﬁcations
Enrich Career Education and Experiential Learning opportunities for TCDSB
students.
Enhanced training and certiﬁcation processes
Scholarship opportunities
OSSD completion
Employment skills
Enriched Secondary School Pathway; successful post-secondary transitions
to the workplace.
Pre-apprenticeship training opportunities
Student credit accumulation
Students earn valuable industry certiﬁcations

Educational Partnership between various Industry contacts/sectors and TCDSB.
Goal is to inform each other’s practice, to track market trends and to jointly
provide promotional materials/events. Partners at the table include: Ryder
Trucks; Retail Council of Canada; Pina Foods; Canadian Food Industry Council;
Centennial College; Interior Finishing Systems Training Centre; Ontario Tourism Education Corp; Hilton Hotels; Local 27; Sir Corp; Fernbrook Homes; Active
Green and Ross; Escoﬃer Society of Toronto
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TCDSB: Partnerships
Educational Partnerships
Partnership

Description

O.I.S.E. Consortium

The purpose of the Learning Consortium is to create a community of inquiry
that is focused on the ultimate goal of improved student achievement through
exemplary instruction and assessment practices and enhanced leadership
capacity. A range of joint initiatives and projects will focus on educational priorities determined by the partners. Attention will be paid to the full continuum
of educator development.

Toronto Police Services

Provision of co-op placements with the Toronto Police Services (TPS).
On average more than 30 students have their co-op placements with the TPS
each year. Some of the placements are full day and others are half day placements.

32 Canadian Brigade Group

Provision of co-op placements with the 32 Canadian Brigade Group-Army
Reserve.
Eligible students have 4 credit co-op placements with the Army Reserve in
second semester of each year. All of the placements are full day; each student
is paid approx. $76/day; basic soldier training is the basis of the program;
students attend overnight and week-long training exercises as a part of their
program.
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Toronto District School Board (TDSB)

The TDSB provides Adult and Continuing
Education programs in Canada’s largest urban
centre. While many adult programs across
Ontario struggle to attract enough students,
TDSB is faced with finding appropriate classroom space to accommodate a huge student
demand. At present the TDSB has programs
for adult learners in 5 adult credit high schools.
The TDSB also offers a large number of adult
English as a Second Language classes that are
located in schools, community centres such as
libraries or churches and other leased spaces.
LBS and LINC programs are offered in school
space as well as leased space across the city.
The adult education programs at TDSB that
fall under the purview of this research are as
listed below.

Adult Day School Credit
This program is offered in 5 adult high schools
across the city. It is designed for over 21-yearolds, some of whom are re-engaging with school to complete high school diploma requirements. Other students are recent immigrants intent on earning Ontario credits to pursue post-secondary education here in
Ontario or improve their English language skills and gain Canadian co-op work experience. An additional
program called Ed-Vance is delivered in 4 of the 5 adult high schools for. This program is for 18 to 20 year
old students who have been out of regular school for a minimum of one semester and wish to complete
their OSSD within an adult learning environment. Students must have earned between 5 and 15 credits
before acceptance in the Ed-Vance program. They work on prerequisite credits and senior credits. This
program offers credit recovery for grade 9 and 10 credits, where needed. The Ed-Vance program is divided
into 9 week quads where students work on a maximum of 3 credits per quad for a potential of 12 credits
per year. There is a strong emphasis on co-op. The goal of many students in this program is to complete a
diploma in order to apply to post secondary education programs or to find employment.
Prior Learning and Recognition for Mature Students (MPLAR), is a component of both the Ed-Vance
and Adult Credit student assessment upon application to attend school. Eligible students who meet the
criteria can study to write 4 tests in core subject areas and earn up to 16 equivalency credits, equivalent
to Grade 9 and 10 credits, based on the MPLAR guidelines as set out by the Ministry of Education. Adult
students can also be assessed for Grade 11 and 12 equivalency credits based on their previous education,
study,work and life experiences.
Adult Day School Enrolment: 13,562 students enrolled in 1,476 classes at 5 program sites for Adult Day
Schools (Actuals 2006-07)
Funding Source: Ministry of Education
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Adult Day School Credit: Demographics
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10.3

Place of Birth

Status in Canada

Africa: 16.1%

Citizen: 43%

Asia: 9.6%

Landed Immigrant: 5.0%

Canada: 21.4%
Permanent Resident: 42%
Caribbean: 7.4%
Refugee: 8.6%

Central Am.: 2.0%

Other: 1.4%

East Asia: 10%
Europe: 5.8%
Middle East: 9.3%

Source: TDSB Project Partner
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Adult Continuing Education Credit
The uniqueness of this program is that it consists almost
totally of students that were not born in Canada (8090%). Many of these students are highly motivated and
often well educated.
The Continuing Education program offers a broad range
of credit courses with many packaged into specific skill
areas (accounting, office administration, aesthetics, hairdressing, personal support worker, registered practitioner
nurse, pre-apprenticeship, etc.) since the goal of most students is to find gainful employment with or without their
OSSD. The Co-op courses are probably the most direct
route to the workplace for these participants. The Can
Ex Co-op, offered at one adult high school, is intended
to allow newcomers to gain Canadian work experience in
fields where they can use their previously acquired skills
and education. One of the challenges of delivering these
programs is the very large class sizes which are due to
three factors: high need, high demand, and most importantly, the funding formula that forces the class sizes to be extremely large, to allow for maximum funding
allocations.
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Challenges:
•
Lack of accessibility to new specialized programming since such programs can only be offered in
schools that have the adequate facilities such as shops and labs. The adult schools are often limited to the
equipment and resources that made up the original secondary school before it became an adult school.
There is no funding available to equally equip all 5 schools.
•
Lack of accessibility due to support, transportation and daycare issues. Many of the students who
rely on Ontario Works or other subsidies cannot afford public transportation and are on long waiting lists
for daycare.
•
Lack of infrastructure to help students with school/social/cultural issues. Once a student turns 18
there are no Ministry of Education Special Education dollars applied to programming in these schools; and
once a student turns 21 the funding formula only covers expenses of the program within the classroom. It
is up to the school board to cover infrastructure costs from other parts of their allocated funding.
•
Continuing Education funding formula, as set up by the Ministry of Education, does not adequately cover all costs for program and support for adult learners/schools. Adult schools are expected to deliver
the same level of service as regular secondary schools and grant the same credits, but must work within a
program that is funded at 40% less funding. The class sizes are subsequently very large.

Virtual School – on-line credit programming has been offered to all students in the GTA. In March of
2007 there were 2,000 students registered. The rate of success has been consistently at 50%. E-learning is
being reviewed at the TDSB to determine the most appropriate delivery model.
Night School – operates in 8 schools across the city. TDSB night school is delivered in each of the city’s
4 quadrants with two schools per quadrant offering evening programs. The program operates four nights a
week and students can take 1 or 2 credits per semester with each credit being 90 hours in length. In March
of 2007, 7,000 students were attending. Although the total number of sites has been reduced since 2000,
the enrolment numbers for night school have been increasing since 2003/2004. Fees are $20 a credit.
Summer School – Operates in July for 19 days and offers 110 hour credits or 55 hour remedial credits. The
courses offered are mainly in the core subject areas and the highest demand is in the area of Grade 9 and 10
remedial classes as well as full credit reach ahead courses for Grades 11 and 12. Typically 16,000 students
registered in this program, but it is not well attended by adults, with only 338 of the students being over 21.
This full credit program is also offered in overseas locations on a fee for service basis in partnership with
organizations such as Upper Canada Studies, AYJ Global, Formosa Study Tour, Experience England, and
University of Toronto’s summer mentorship credit program.
Enrolment: Summer and Night Schools-Credit - 26, 349 adult students enrolled in 1,016 classes delivered
in the evening and during the summer in 2006-07.
Summer: 15, 289 students enrolled in 622 classes at 16 program sites.
Night: 11,060 students enrolled in 394 classes at 8 program sites.
Total Enrolment: 26, 349 (2006-07)
Funding Source: Ontario Ministry of Education

English as a Second Language
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TDSB: Programs
The TDSB offers the largest ESL program in the country
and one of the largest in North America. There are over
600 classes in all corners of the city offering ESL and/or
Citizenship classes. There are 135 sites located in schools,
churches, public libraries, and agencies including 4 dedicated stand-alone sites. There are 335 instructors, all of whom
are members of CUPE 4400. In 2006 there were 30,000
learners who attended these classes. All funding for this program comes through the Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration. Students must be 18 or over and fit the criteria for
ESL or Citizenship. There is a one month summer program
as well.
Programming :
•
ESL – most learners are from Asia, Africa, Eastern
Europe, and Latin America. Classes are
offered in 2 streams, academic and practical.
•
Citizenship – for those who are landed immigrants for at least 3 years and who need to prepare
for Canadian Citizenship Test.
•
Native Language – are offered for adults at all levels of proficiency with only one class pending.
Schedule began in Spring of 2007.
•
Specialized Programs - ESL for Business Skills Computers; ESL for Special Needs; TOEFL
Preparation; Bilingual ESL
Enrolment: ESL (non-credit) - 29,000 students enrolled in 664 non-credit adult ESL classes at 134 program sites in 2006-07
Funding Source: Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration, project funding through RFP also
available for Specialized Language Training projects.

Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC)
LINC provides English as a Second Language classes for adults. The LINC program started in 1992,
working in partnership with other community agencies, to assist new Canadians. LINC operates all across
Canada, with 24 sites currently available in the Toronto area. Classes run throughout the year, offering
classes on different levels and schedules to those who qualify. The program is based on the Canadian
Language Benchmarks, a national language standard, and funding is provided by Citizenship and Immigration Canada.
LINC Enrolment: 19,160 learners enrolled in 2007
Funding Source: Citizenship and Immigration Canada
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Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada: Demographics
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Russia: 4%
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Africa: 4%
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11.4
Housing
Family Shared Rental Unit: 72%

11.3

Shared rental unit (with no
family members): 13%

Family Situation

Shelter/transitional housing: 2.%

Married: 61%

Family-owned home: 13%

With Dependents: 28%
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Education

Citizenship

Undergraduate Degree: 78%

Landed immigrant: 97%

Graduate Degree: 5%

UN Convention Refugees 3%

High School: 10%
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11.7
Source of Income
General Welfare: 30%
Savings: 27%
Part-time Work: 24%
Combination of above: 12%
Fed. Gov’t Asst: 7%
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TDSB: Programs
Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS)
These programs are not offered through Continuing Education but
through Contracted Services and Partnership Development which
operates as separate department within the TDSB. There are 30
LBS sites serving 1200 students, with 3 assessment centres. This
program has very little integration with the credit programs since
the programs are offered in separate sites from adult schools. In
2008-09, each adult high school will have at least one LBS class
within the school to improve pathway opportunities for adult
learners.
LBS Enrolment: 2,811 learners enrolled in 74 classes at 34 program
sites
Funding Source: Ontario Ministry of Training Colleges and
Universities

LBS Students: Demographics
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Age
16 to 18: 1%
19 to 24: 19%
25 to 44: 59%
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12.1
Gender
Female: 58%
Male: 42%
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Source: Toronto District School Board Project Partner
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Source of Income
OW: 35%
ODSP: 13%
WSIB: 1%
EI: 4%
Employed: 19%
Other: 28%
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TDSB: Partnerships

LBS Partnerships
Partnership

Description

Community Living Toronto (mul- Serves the specialized need of those with developmental delays, usually in
tiple locations)
a sheltered environment. The TDSB LBS program provides the instructor and
learning resources; the partner provides learners, classroom space and other
supports as needed.
Highly accessible in that it takes literacy to where the clients are.
Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health (CAMH)

Serves the needs of those with mental health issues, most with a vocational/
employment focus.
Highly accessible in that it takes literacy to where the clients are.

JobStart

Provides literacy skills to clients concurrently engaged in job-preparation programs.
Highly accessible in that it takes literacy to where the clients are.

Corbrook Enterprises

Serves the specialized need of those with developmental delays, in a sheltered
environment.
Highly accessible in that it takes literacy to where the clients are.

Literacy Options - Seneca College/Ontario March of Dimes

Serves the specialized needs of learners with identiﬁed (mostly physical) disabilities. The TDSB LBS program provides the instructor and learning resources,
the partner provides learners, classroom space and other supports as needed.

Salvation Army/ Booth Industries Serves the specialized need of those with developmental delays, in a sheltered
environment.
Highly accessible in that it takes literacy to where the clients are.

LINC Partnerships
Partnership

Description

LINC has relationships with
Rexdale Women’s Centre, Afghan
Women’s Association, Flemingdon Neighbourhood Services,
Riverdale Women’s Centre,
CAMH, Education Wife Assault,
Toronto Public Health Dept.

All partnerships assist with settlement issues such as housing, ﬁnancial support,
familial health issues. CAMH (Centre for Addiction and Mental Health) oﬀer professional assessment and treatment or referral. Education Wife Assault counsel
abused women. Toronto Public Health oﬀer Parenting classes, amongst other
topics.
All are ad hoc, except for the Parenting classes oﬀered by Toronto Public Health;
those are project-based.
Partnerships address issues like various settlement needs, physical or mental
health problems, social adjustment needs.
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Observations
In terms of adult learning, the project partners bring a diversity of expertise and knowledge. All have numerous partnerships in place, with each other and with other community agencies, that maximize learner
access and mobility. From this research perspective we can identify three partnership areas that demonstrate a high degree of effectiveness in terms of learner access and mobility • co-location of services;
• sharing of space and instructors;
• information and referral.
The above types of partnerships often evolve naturally in response to a community need and partners are
well practiced in their development and maintenance. However there are other less organic partnership
opportunities that could be very effective in terms of maximizing learner access and mobility that may
require more in terms of development and maintenance. Many of these opportunities may be lost as
agencies often do not have the capacity to identify, explore, develop, and maintain these connections.
A cornerstone for this kind of partnership development is a common understanding of who is providing
what. A challenge identified among the project partners was that with large institutions this is not always so
easy. Effective partnerships usually begin with partners whose areas of expertise complement each other, so
it is very important to know the areas of expertise. This research has helped to reveal, from an institutional
perspective, what unique strengthes each partner possesses relative to each other.
COSTI is a community-based multicultural agency, providing a broad range of employment, educational,
settlement and social services to all immigrant communities and individuals in need of assistance. With
over 60 languages spoken by staff, and in-house translation/interpretation services, and numerous partnerships already in place with the TCDSB, they have a unique ability to help ESL learners integrate their
learning pathways with other adult learning opportunities.
MTML is the regional network representing all of the publicly funded adult literacy programs in Toronto
and York Region, and provides the Literacy Access Network service, the only adult literacy hotline in the
Toronto. Uniquely positioned in that they coordinate services across school board, community-based and
college providers while maintaining connections with the front-line through their information and referral
service for adult literacy and ESL learners.
St. Christopher House is a multi-service community centre serving all of the diverse groups in their local
area. What stands out as a unique strength for St. Chris in this context is their ability to develop creative
partnerships and to work with a variety of stakeholders to provide the necessary services to their community. Their Adult Learner Supports Project, which analyzed their cluster of 8 adult learning programs, provides
a substantial knowledge base to consult on integration and collaboration among adult learning areas.
TCDSB offers a variety of adult learning opportunities with many partnerships with other institutions and
local agencies. A unique strength of the TCDSB is their long established Orientation Centre which provides testing, evaluation, and referral services. Their partnerships also demonstrate a high degree of sharing
space/instructors and co-location of services which maximizes learner accessibility and helps their students
access other services in the community.
TDSB - is the largest adult education provider in the country and has many intereresting partnerships that
also serve to maximize learner access and mobility. An institution with this history and of this size has many
strengths but what is unique in this context is their Contracted Services and Partnership Development
with its own partnership policy, mission statement, and framework for partnership development.
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Partnerships:
Partnership Inventory

MTML Member organizations were asked to complete an online Partnership Survey to gather data on existing partnerships and thier views on partnership development and opportunities for collaboration. Over
90% of the agencies surveyed responded, reporting on 67 partnerships.
The survey was designed by the project researchers to target LBS provider agencies in the MTML
network. The partnership inventory that follows is comprised of school board, college, and communitybased agencies operating in the Anglophone, Francophone, and Deaf/Deafblind streams.
In addition to quantifying an inventory, we also enquired about the services each partnership enables
them to provide, what learning options and supports the partnership makes available; the catalyst for the
partnership; and degrees of partnership involvement.
To get a sense of how involved and developed each partnership is we asked them to indicate whether or
not the the following partnership elements, derived from The Partnership Handbook, were present in the
partnerships they identified: formalized partnership agreement; shared vision; clearly articulated goals;
communication strategy; action plan to achieve goals; established roles and responsibilities; norms or
ground rules; evaluation and revision mechanisms.
The survey information has been adapted for presentation purposes, and where necessary, the research
team has contributed information.
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Ambercroft Labourers’ 506 Training Centre
Partnership

Description

Operation Springboard

Services partnership provides: Ambercroft Labourer’ ‘506 Training Centre provides
youth programming to clients of Operation Springboard.
Funding: Government
Partnership elements in place: clearly articulated goals
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2006
Access supports: transit tokens

Downtown East Community Development
Collective

Services partnership provides: assist partner with training.
Funding: limited funding from Union Training Fund
Partnership elements in place: shared vision
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2004
Access supports: no response

Preparatory Training Program (PTP)

Services partnership provides: lead partner in providing English as a Second Language training.
Funding: Government
Partnership elements in place: action plan to achieve goals
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2003
Access supports: no response

Durham College

Services partnership provides: Ambercroft is lead partner and provides the equipment, Durham College provides training and expertise.
Funding: no response
Partnership elements in place: established roles and responsibilities
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2006
Access supports: no response
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Centre for Community Learning and Development (CCL&D) LBS Program
Partnership

Description

George Brown College

Services partnership provides: Academic and Career Entrance (ACE) and Ontario
Basic Skills
Funding: Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: no response
Access supports: no response

Toronto Public Library

Services partnership provides: Toronto Public Library provides oﬃce space for CCLD,
and books from their literacy collection.
Funding: no funding
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; communication strategy
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: no response
Access supports:: no response

All LBS service delivery
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
agents in Toronto and York for Literacy community planning process, this agency has Common Assessment and
Region.
Referral Agreement in place with all LBS agencies in Toronto and York Region.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: December 2006
Access supports: n/a
Ontario Works

Services partnership provides: communication and information sharing with OW
caseworkers.
Funding: no funding
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; communication strategy
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: no response
Access supports: childcare, tranist tokens, funds for clothing, grooming, & school
supplies.

City of Toronto, MTCU, All
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
LBS service delivery agents for Literacy community planning process, this agency is participating in a collective
in Toronto and York Region public education campaign.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: n/a
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Centennial College LBS and Academic Upgrading Program
Partnership

Description

School of Transportation

Services partnership provides: Academic and Career Entrance(ACE) and Ontario Basic
Skills
Funding: Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreement; shared vision
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2004
Supports: no response

YouthLink

Services partnership provides: youth programming.
Funding: government
Partnership elements in place: shared vision
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: no response
Supports: no response

All LBS service delivery
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
agents in Toronto and York for Literacy community planning process, this agency has Common Assessment and
Region
Referral Agreement in place with all LBS agencies in Toronto and York Region.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: December 2006
Access supports: n/a
City of Toronto, MTCU, All
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
LBS service delivery agents for Literacy community planning process, this agency is participating in a collective
in Toronto and York Region public education campaign.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: n/a
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Dixon Hall
Partnership

Description

George Brown College

Services partnership provides: Academic and Career Entrance (ACE) and Ontario
Basic Skills
Funding: Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: no response
Partnership started: 2005
Supports: Childcare, Transit tokens

Employment Ontario

Services partnership provides: 3 and 12 weeks pre-employment development workshops
Funding: Employment Ontario
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: no response
Partnership started: no response
Supports: Childcare, Transit tokens

City of Toronto

Services partnership provides: Pre-employment development workshops
Funding: government
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: no response
Partnership started: 2005
Supports: Childcare, Transit tokens

Windfall Clothing Service

Services partnership provides: Windfall provides Dixon Hall with donations of clothing. Windfall gathers clothing from various donors including Sears Canada and H&M
and distributes it to non-proﬁt organizations
Funding: Donations
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: no response
Partnership started: no response
Supports: Other

Second Harvest - every
day Second Harvest picks
up excess fresh food and
delivers it to Toronto social
service agencies

Services partnership provides: Second Harvest provides donations of food every
Thursday. The meal (s) provided varies from week to week. A Thanksgiving dinner is
provided yearly
Funding: Donations
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
norms and ground rules; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: no response
Partnership started: no response
Supports: Other
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Find Help Toronto - Find Help Information Services
Partnership

Description

Community Legal Education Ontario (CLEO)

Services partnership provides: provides information for community workers and
advocates to help clients understand and exercise their legal rights
Funding: The Ontario Trillium Foundation
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 1998
Supports: n/a

A Commitment to Training and Employment for
Women (ACTEW)

Services partnership provides: provides web-based information and resources related to the community-based employment and training sector
Funding: The Ontario Trillium Foundation
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2000
Supports: n/a

Settlement.org

Services partnership provides: No response
Funding: The Ontario Trillium Foundation
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2001
Access supports: n/a

Toronto Training Board

Services partnership provides: No response
Funding: The Ontario Trillium Foundation
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2002
Access supports: n/a

City of Toronto

Services partnership provides: No response.
Funding: The Ontario Trillium Foundation
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2003
Access supports: n/a
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Fred Victor Centre
Partnership

Description

Toronto District School
Board

Services partnership provides: A representative from Toronto District School Board
comes to the program once a month and provides the low level learners with in
depth assessments. Also provides support to some of the tutors and brings useful
material to the program.
Funding: City of Toronto’s Homelessness Partnership Initiative
Partnership elements in place: no response
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2007
Supports: no response

George Brown College

Services partnership provides: General Education Development - George Brown
College was sending a professor over to the program to work with the higher level
learners and do some GED prep work with them. The partnership has now changed
and although the professor no longer attends, the college remains involved by supplying materials from their various literacy programs
Funding: same as above
Partnership elements in place: no response
Learning Options: no response
Partnership started: 2007
Supports: no response

Independent Learning Centre
Partnership

Description

Knowledge Ontario

Services partnership provides: Education information, resources and access to credit
courses.
Funding: government
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreement; shared vision;
established roles and expectations; evaluation and revision mechanisms
Learning Options: distance learning, evening classes
Partnership started: 2007
Supports: no response

Ontario School Counsellor’s Association (OCSA)

Services partnership provides: Youth Programming – Many OSCA members use the
ILC CareerMatters website as a resource. The OSCA provides counselling to students
and ILC receives a high number of referrals from the guidance counselor community.
ILC attends OSCA conferences, gives presentations and continues to try and meet
their changing needs
Funding: government
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreement; communication
strategy; action plan to achieve goals
Learning Options: distance learning, ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2002
Supports: no response
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Independent Learning Centre
Partnership

Description

St. Christopher House

Services partnership provides: ILC provides the GED Testing Service for St. Christopher House/GED Preparation Program participants. ILC would like to develop a
closer relationship with SCH by providing increased access to ILC services like online
Homework Help to support people in the community.
Funding: government
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; established
roles and expectations
Learning Options: distance learning
Partnership started: 2007
Supports: no response

Contact North, Northern
Ontario’s Distance Education & Training Network

Services partnership provides: This partnership is similar to the St. Christopher House
partnership; formation of strategic alliances within the community and a central
gathering point for resources. The partnerships help make both organizations more
visible and responsive to community needs. Contact North & ILC oﬀer support to
students located in isolated areas. ILC is able to use Contact North oﬃces as testing
facilities. Equipment available in Contact North oﬃces is available to ILC students
Funding: government
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreement; shared vision
Learning Options: distance learning
Partnership started: 2001
Supports: n/a

Museum of Nature

Services partnership provides: Co-production partnership – ILC and Museum of
Nature are collaboratively developing educational resources.
Funding: no funding
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreement; clearly articulated
goals; action plan to achieve goals; established roles and responsibilities
Learning Options: distance learning, ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2007
Supports: no response
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Learning Centre for Georgina LBS Program
Partnership

Description

Seneca College

Services partnership provides: Academic Career Achievement (ACE) and Ontario
Basic Skills
Funding: Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreement; shared vision;
established roles and expectations; evaluation and revision mechanisms
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours, evening classes
Partnership started: no response
Supports: childcare. transit tokens

Georgina Trades Trading
Inc. & George Brown College

Services partnership provides: Academic Career Achievement (ACE) and Ontario
Basic Skills
Funding: Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; established
roles and expectations
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours, evening classes
Partnership started: no response
Supports: childcare. transit tokens

All LBS service delivery
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
agents in Toronto and York for Literacy community planning process, this agency has Common Assessment and
Region
Referral Agreement in place with all LBS agencies in Toronto and York Region.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; action plan to achieve goals; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2006
Access supports: n/a
City of Toronto, MTCU, All
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
LBS service delivery agents for Literacy community planning process, this agency is participating in a collective
in Toronto and York Region public education campaign.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: n/a
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Partnership Inventory

Literacy Council York South LBS Program
Partnership

Description

Markham Libraries

Services partnership provides: Library provides space for displays, fundraisers and
literacy tutoring
Funding: Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities
Partnership elements in place: communication strategy, established roles and responsibilities
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours, evening classes
Partnership started: 1990
Supports: n/a

All LBS service delivery
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
agents in Toronto and York for Literacy community planning process, this agency has Common Assessment and
Region
Referral Agreement in place with all LBS agencies in Toronto and York Region.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2006
Access supports: n/a
City of Toronto, MTCU, All
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
LBS service delivery agents for Literacy community planning process, this agency is participating in a collective
in Toronto and York Region public education campaign.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: n/a
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Partnership Inventory

Literature for Life
Partnership

Description

Recognize the Real, Driftwood Community Centre

Services partnership provides: Youth programming
Funding: variety of sources
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; action plan to achieve goals;
established roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules; evaluation & revision
mechanisms
Learning Options: evening classes
Partnership started: 2007
Supports: no response

Yo’ Mama Magazine, 650
community and social
services

Services partnership provides: Youth programming
Funding: Youth Challenge Fund and in-house funding
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; action plan to achieve goals;
established roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules; evaluation & revision
mechanisms
Learning Options: distance learning; ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2007
Supports: childcare, transit tokens

Solace Magazine, 650
community and social
services

Services partnership provides: Youth programming
Funding: Oﬃce of Victim’s Services of Ontario
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; action plan to achieve goals;
established roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules; evaluation & revision
mechanisms
Learning Options: distance learning; ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2007
Supports: childcare, transit tokens

Reading Circle Program
with 10 agencies

Services partnership provides: Youth programming
Reading circles operate during regular service centres business hours. All members
of the groups are invited to participate as freelance staﬀ for magazines.
Funding: fundraising
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; action plan to achieve goals; established roles and responsibilities;
Learning Options: distance learning; ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2000
Supports: childcare, transit tokens
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Parkdale Project Read LBS Program
Partnership

Description

George Brown College

Services partnership provides: Academic and Career Entrance (ACE) and Ontario
Basic Skills
Funding: Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; clearly articulated
goals; action plan to achieve goals; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation
and revision mechanisms
Learning Options: distance learning; ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2007
Supports: childcare, transit tokens, healthy snacks

St. Christopher House

Services partnership provides: volunteer development and training
Funding: fundraising
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation and revision mechanisms
Learning Options: evening classes
Partnership started: 2006
Supports: childcare, transit tokens, healthy snacks

Literacy Through Hip Hop

Services partnership provides: Youth Programming
Funding: corporate/private sector funding
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
established roles and responsibilities; evaluation and revision mechanisms
Learning Options: evening classes
Partnership started: 2005
Supports: childcare, transit tokens, healthy snacks

Parkdale Activity Recreation Centre

Services partnership provides: Parkdale Project Read provides an on-site Literacy
program for Mental Health, Psychiatric Survivors, Homeless
Funding: Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; established roles and responsibilities;
norms and ground rules
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2001
Supports: childcare, transit tokens, and healthy snacks
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Parkdale Project Read LBS Program
Partnership

Description

Parkdale Community
Health Centre

Services partnership provides: English as a Second Language and Health partnership
Funding: foundation
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; action plan to
achieve goals; established roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2000
Supports: childcare, transit tokens, and healthy snacks

All LBS service delivery
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
agents in Toronto and York for Literacy community planning process, this agency has Common Assessment and
Referral Agreement in place with all LBS agencies in Toronto and York Region.
Region
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2006
Access supports: n/a
City of Toronto, MTCU, All
Services partnership provides: Through participation in MTML community planning
LBS service delivery agents process, this agency is participating in a collective public education campaign.
in Toronto and York Region Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: n/a
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Peel District School Board (PDSB)
Partnership

Description

Job Connect - Sheridan

Services partnership provides: Career Counselling, Job Opportunities.
Funding: Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities
Partnership elements in place: communication strategy
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours; evening classes
Partnership started: 2005
Supports: partner is willing to come on site and talk to learners. Easy access to 2 of
our sites; within walking distance.

Employment Resource
Centre - Mississauga

Services partnership provides: resources, workshops, Job Bank
Funding: Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities
Partnership elements in place: communication strategy
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2007
Supports: walking distance to 2 PDSB sites.

Newcomers’ Information
Centre

Services partnership provides: resources, workshops
Funding: Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration Canada
Partnership elements in place: communication strategy
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2005
Supports: n/a

Centre for Education and
Training

Services partnership provides: workshops
Funding: Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities
Partnership elements in place: communication strategy
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2000
Access supports: n/a
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Partnership Inventory
PTP Adult Learning & Employment Programs
Partnership

Description

Toronto Social Services,
Etobicoke South Oﬃce

Services partnership provides: Oﬀ-site assessment & referral services for OW clients
Funding: PTP funds this out of existing budget
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; established
roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules
Learning Options: no response
Partnership started: 2003
Supports: childcare; transit tokens

Opportunity for Advancement (OFA)

Services partnership provides: OFA delivers its Women under Stress program at PTP
West centre
Funding: Agency provides service to PTP out of existing budgets. PTP provides very
modest honoraria.
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules
Learning Options: no response
Partnership started: 2007
Supports: transit tokens

MicroSkills

Services partnership provides: Oﬀ-site LBS modiﬁed workplace communications &
numeracy for women in the Bridging to Employment program.
Funding: funded out of existing budget
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; norms and ground rules
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2007
Supports: n/a

St. Christopher House
Services partnership provides: St. Christopher House delivers workshops on ﬁnancial
Financial Advocacy & Prob- literacy and free income tax clinic at both centres
lem Solving Program
Funding: Agency provides service to PTP out of existing budgets. PTP provides very
modest honoraria.
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreement; shared vision; established roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules; evaluation and revision
mechanisms
Learning Options: no response
Partnership started: 2006
Supports: n/a
Toronto Workers’ Health &
Safety Legal Clinic

Services partnership provides: Clinic delivers workshops on employment related
issues.
Funding: Agency provides service to PTP out of existing budgets. PTP provides very
modest honoraria.
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreement; shared vision; established roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules; evaluation and revision
mechanisms
Learning Options: no response
Partnership started: 2006
Supports: n/a
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Partnership Inventory
PTP Adult Learning & Employment Programs
Partnership

Description

All LBS service delivery
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
agents in Toronto and York for Literacy community planning process, this agency has Common Assessment and
Region
Referral Agreement in place with all LBS agencies in Toronto and York Region.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; action plan to achieve goals; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2006
Access supports: n/a
City of Toronto, MTCU, All
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
LBS service delivery agents for Literacy community planning process, this agency is participating in a collective
in Toronto and York Region public education campaign.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: n/a
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Partnership Inventory
Seneca College – Newnham Campus Academic Upgrading & LBS Program
Partnership

Description

Learning Centre for Georgina

Services partnership provides: Academic and Career Entrance (ACE) and Ontario
Basic Skills
Funding: MTCU
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; action plan to achieve goals; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours; evening classes
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: childcare; transit tokens

PTP/Labour Education
Centre

Services partnership provides: Academic and Career Entrance (ACE) and Ontario
Basic Skills
Funding: MTCU
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; action plan to achieve goals;
evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours; evening classes
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: childcare; transit tokens
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Partnership Inventory
Seneca College – Newnham Campus Academic Upgrading & LBS Program
Partnership

Description

All LBS service delivery
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
agents in Toronto and York for Literacy community planning process, this agency has Common Assessment and
Region
Referral Agreement in place with all LBS agencies in Toronto and York Region.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2006
Access supports: n/a
City of Toronto, MTCU, All
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
LBS service delivery agents for Literacy community planning process, this agency is participating in a collective
in Toronto and York Region public education campaign.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: n/a
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Partnership Inventory
St. Christopher House Adult Learning Supports
Partnership

Description

George Brown College

Services partnership provides: Academic Career Achievement (ACE) and Ontario
Basic Skills
Funding: MTCU
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; established roles and responsibilities;
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours; evening classes
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: transit tokens

Ryerson University

Services partnership provides: Ryerson provides space in one of thier computer labs
for online GED preparation course
Funding: MTCU
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours; evening classes
Partnership started: 2006
Access supports: transit tokens

Ontario Works (OW)

Services partnership provides: OW recipients can access OW training supports for the
St Chris GED preparation program.
Funding: Ontario Ministry of Community and Social Services
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours; evening classes
Partnership started: 2004
Access supports: no response

TDSB
Bang the Drum – Computer Access Point (CAP)
drop-in and structured
workshops in partnership
with the TDSB

Services partnership provides: provides computer access at 7 Community Access
Points in Toronto’s West end.
Funding: Industry Canada
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: no response
Access supports: no response

TDSB
Immigrant Refugee Services Program (IRSP) ESL
Classes,

Services partnership provides: St. Chris hosts classes and provides support, TDSB
provides the instructors and delivers language training.
Funding: Industry Canada
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: no response
Access supports: no response
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Partnership Inventory
St. Christopher House LBS Program
Partnership

Description

Toronto Public Library

Services partnership provides: Toronto Public Library provides on-site literacy collection for literacy program.
Funding: Toronto Public Library
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: no response
Access supports: no response

Parkdale Project Read

Services partnership provides: provide joint tutor training with Parkdale Project Read
Funding: not funded
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; established
roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: no response

All LBS service delivery
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
agents in Toronto and York for Literacy community planning process, this agency has Common Assessment and
Region
Referral Agreement in place with all LBS agencies in Toronto and York Region.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2006
Access supports: n/a
City of Toronto, MTCU, All
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
LBS service delivery agents for Literacy community planning process, this agency is participating in a collective
in Toronto and York Region public education campaign.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: n/a
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Partnership Inventory
St. Georges LBS Program
Partnership

Description

Toronto District School
Board

Services partnership provides: General delivery – LBS programming
Funding: MTCU
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; action plan
to achieve goals; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: no response
Access supports: no response

All LBS service delivery
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
agents in Toronto and York for Literacy community planning process, this agency has Common Assessment and
Region
Referral Agreement in place with all LBS agencies in Toronto and York Region.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2006
Access supports: n/a
City of Toronto, MTCU, All
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
LBS service delivery agents for Literacy community planning process, this agency is participating in a collective
in Toronto and York Region public education campaign.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: n/a
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Partnership Inventory
Toronto Catholic District School Board
Partnership

Description

Learning Enrichment
Foundation

Services partnership provides:LBS learners are streamed into the job skills training
oﬀered at LEF (Chef training, Early Childhood Assistant and Industrial Skills).
Funding: Toronto Public Library
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; clearly articulated
goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation &
revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 1996
Access supports: no response

Ralph Thorton Centre

Services partnership provides: Ralph Thornton Community Centre provides free
space
Funding: not funded
Partnership elements in place: shared vision
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 1981
Access supports: no response

All LBS service delivery
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
agents in Toronto and York for Literacy community planning process, this agency has Common Assessment and
Region
Referral Agreement in place with all LBS agencies in Toronto and York Region.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: n/a
City of Toronto, MTCU, All
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
LBS service delivery agents for Literacy community planning process, this agency is participating in a collective
in Toronto and York Region public education campaign.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: n/a
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Toronto District School Board LBS Program
Partnership

Description

Community Living Toronto Services partnership provides: TDSB provides on-site Literacy training
Funding: funded by partners
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; established roles and responsibilities
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: unsure
Access supports: no response

Seneca College

Services partnership provides: TDSB provides on-site Literacy training
Funding: funded by partners
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; established
roles and responsibilities
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: unsure
Access supports: no response

Job Start

Services partnership provides: TDSB provides on-site Literacy training
Funding: funded by partners
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; established roles and responsibilities
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: unsure
Access supports: no response

Toronto Jail

Services partnership provides: TDSB provides on-site Literacy training
Funding: funded by partners
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; established roles and responsibilities
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: unsure
Access supports: no response

Salvation Army

Services partnership provides: TDSB provides on-site Literacy training
Funding: funded by partners
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; established roles and responsibilities
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: unsure
Access supports: no response
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Partnership Inventory
Toronto District School Board LBS Program
Partnership

Description

All LBS service delivery
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
agents in Toronto and York for Literacy community planning process, this agency has Common Assessment and
Region
Referral Agreement in place with all LBS agencies in Toronto and York Region.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2006
Access supports: no response
City of Toronto, MTCU, All
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the Metro Toronto Movement
LBS service delivery agents for Literacy community planning process, this agency is participating in a collective
in Toronto and York Region public education campaign.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: n/a

Toronto Laubach Literacy Council
Partnership

Description

Member of Metro Toronto Services partnership provides: Share on-line links and resources with students. Metro
Movement for Literacy and Toronto Reference Library has supplied program with 10 to12 boxes of withdrawn
Laubach Literacy Ontario
books which are shared with students and some of the boxes are shipped to children
and adults students in war-torn countries. Have also supplied some books to our
students of Chinese origin to them via their church members
Funding: no response
Partnership elements in place: no response
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: no response
Access supports: n/a
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Partnership Inventory
Toronto Public Library LBS Program
Partnership

Description

Metro Toronto Movement
for Literacy Learners’ Conference

Services partnership provides: Toronto Public Library hosts conference and provides
staﬀ to assist with the days’ activities. Representatives of TPL are part of the planning
team. Workshops are planned to meet speciﬁc needs of learners
Funding: Funded by partners. Many stakeholders provide funding, donations, in-kind
and volunteer support
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; established
roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: ﬂexible hours
Partnership started: 2003
Access supports: n/a

Golden Oak Book Club

Services partnership provides: TPL staﬀ introduces Golden Oak Club to LBS classes
and community programs. TPL makes book sets available for classrooms in community programs. Adults vote for the author who wins an annual award. The goal of the
program is to promote reading for pleasure, reading comprehension, and conﬁdence
Funding: Sponsored by OLA. Organizations pay a $35 fee
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; action plan to achieve goals;
established roles and responsibilities; norms and ground rules; evaluation & revision
mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2003
Access supports: no response

All LBS service delivery
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the MTML community planagents in Toronto and York ning process, this agency has Common Assessment and Referral Agreement in place
Region
with all LBS agencies in Toronto and York Region.
Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: formalized partnership agreements; shared vision;
clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2006
Access supports: n/a
City of Toronto, MTCU, All
Services partnership provides: Through participation in the MTML community planLBS service delivery agents ning process this agency is participating in a collective public education campaign.
in Toronto and York Region Funding: community planning is part of MTCU funded mandate
Partnership elements in place: shared vision; clearly articulated goals; communication strategy; established roles and responsibilities; evaluation & revision mechanisms
Learning Options: n/a
Partnership started: 2007
Access supports: n/a
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Additional Comments
•

We often have to LOWER expectations. Community agencies think we can do things we can’t.

•

As you can see, we have not developed formal partnerships, but feel all our informal partnerships are
essential and help the students to seamlessly follow their learning goal. Referrals to and from other LBS
agencies are done with ease.

•

There are no weekend resource centres open for the weekend learners so it is difficult to bring in speakers,
attend workshops, etc. It would also be beneficial to increase evening hours. Learners complain that they are
working or doing shift work and cannot access some of the sites to do employment searches.

•

Will the project also look at all of the informal relationships that support us in our work, or will it focus
strictly on partnerships?

•

We would like to thank MTML and Metro Toronto Reference Library for their support.

•

Toronto Public Library also provides 16 deposits collections in community literacy programs across the city.
Contracts outline roles and responsibilities for TPL and agencies. Toronto Public Library staff work with
agencies to update and maintain collections. Agencies report on use statistics. The program is funded by
Toronto Public Library and is regarded as outreach service to literacy organizations in the city.

Observations
When asked, “Are you interested in learning more about how to identify, develop and maintain
community partnerships?” 89.5% of respondents answered yes. In addition, the high participation rate
on the data collection phase of the project (online survey, practitioner focus groups, and key informant
interviews), indicates a strong commitment toward partnership development amongst LBS agencies
operating in Toronto.

How would you like to learn more about how to identify,
develop and maintain partnerships?
(a) Workshop – 16 organizations
(b) Online Workshop – 10 organizations
(c) Resource Materials – 10 organizations

Resource
Materials

Workshops

Online
Workshops

Figure 14.0
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Observations

Agencies were asked to limit their reporting to 5 key partnerships, but several agencies reported that
they had many more, sometimes as many as 40. However, it is difficult to determine the level, or degree
of involvement these partnerships entail. In many cases these partnerships could be information sharing
for referral purposes, or the sharing of space, which constitute relatively low level partnerships.
14.1

Partnership Elements

In order to capture the level of
involvement of each partnership we
asked respondents to indicate from a
list what partnership elements were
present in the partnerships they were
reporting on. 21 agencies reported on 62
partnerships. 8 partnerships reported all
8 elements. 18 agencies reported having
only 1 or 2 elements. 7 partnerships did
not report on partnership elements.

Shared Vision: 53
Established Roles & Responsibilities: 40
Clearly Articulated Goals: 34
Formalized Partnership Agreement: 31
Communication Strategy: 29
Evaluation & Revision Mechanisms: 29
Action Plan to Achieve Goals: 20
Norms or Ground Rules: 18
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Source: MTML Partnership Survey, January 2008

14.2
Overall, how would you rate your partnership?
Poor: 0
Okay: 8
Good: 9
Very Good: 22
Excellent: 23
0
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In terms of rating their existing programs,
A total of 24 organizations rated 62
partnerships out of the 68 partnerships
reported. 0 partnerships were rated
Poor; 8 partnerships were rated Okay;
9 partnerships were rated Good; 22
partnerships were rated Very Good; 23
partnerships were rated Excellent.

25

Source: MTML Partnership Survey, January 2008

Given that only 12.9% of partnerships reported having all eight essential elements as adapted from
the Final Checklist for Partnership in the Partnership Handbook, while at the same time rating 66%
of their partnerships as either very good, or excellent, there seems to be a disconnect between what
constitutes effective partnerships. When we also consider the high degree of commitment to partnering,
as evidenced by high level of participation in this research, a case for additional resources and support for
agency partnership development could be made.
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Perspectives
Learner Perspective
In addition to an abstract overview as provided in the Pathways section, the grass roots, ground up perspective of literacy learners and adult literacy practitioners was also gathered.
To gather information about adult learners’ experiences in the ALO framework and their program and
partnership recommendations, the research strategy involved two main research tools: an Intake Survey
and in-depth Portrait Interviews with 13 learners from across the spectrum of adult education programs.
In January 2008, MTML organizational members and project partners were informed of the learner interviews and asked to refer potential participants.
The majority of learners who participated found out about this study through a referral from an adult
education practitioner. Interviews were conducted in-person from February to May 2008. Practitioners
were also consulted as a follow-up to the learner interviews where needed and their suggestions have been
implemented into this report where possible. The interviews were conducted and the data compiled by
research assistant Tanya Bhatia.
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Introduction to Learner Interviews
by Tanya Bhatia
Project Research Assistant
The researcher asked learners to complete the Intake Survey prior to the interview, the results of which
are summarized in this section. The survey and interview questions were mainly drawn from the St. Christopher House Adult Learning Supports Project (ALSP). The St. Christopher House ALSP was one of two
projects funded by Human Resources Skills Development Canada (HRDSC) to demonstrate a life-long
learning model over a three-year demonstration period.
In spring of 2005, St. Christopher House (SCH) contracted Eko Nomos Development Consultants to design and manage a collaborative research process to document the context, practice and outcomes of the
SCH Adult Learner Supports Project cluster of eight adult learning programs. The research was designed
and implemented to embody SCH’s inclusive approach to adult learning: staff and participants contributed
to creating both the tools and the process. As a project partner, SCH generously allowed the researcher
access to the tools used for their three-year project and adapt them for use with this project.
The interview questions used were also informed by the Seamless Transitions to More Learning Project. Although the project focused specifically on the transition between a LBS program and a high school credit
program, many of the same suggestions, if implemented, could also help facilitate transitions to other
learning programs. Following the Seamless Transitions to More Learning project, a resource called Breaking
the Barriers was written to help literacy instructors and learners to prepare for the learning demands of a
high-school credit setting.
Interview questions were used as a guide and some of them varied depending on the learner and the type
of program they were attending. The interview questions were placed into six categories: Learner Goals;
Learning Pathways; Successes; Barriers/Challenges; Supports; Health and Ability to Work; and Past Educational Experiences. This section begins with a statistical profile gathered from the Intake Survey of the
learners interviewed.
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Statistical Profile of Learners Interviewed
Gender

Age Groups

Status in Canada

Region

Female: 69%
Male: 31%

18-24 years old: 1
25-34 years old: 7
35-45 years old: 4
60 years old plus: 1

All of the learners were born
outside of Canada.
Canadian Citizens: 6
Permanent Residents: 6
Refugee Claimants: 1

Downtown Toronto: 4
North York: 5
East York: 1
Scarborough: 1
Etobicoke: 1
York region: 1

Housing
Unshared rental unit: 3
Shared rental unit: 1
Live with one or both parents
and/or with family members: 4
Live in transitional housing or
subsidized housing: 5

Dependents

Relationship Status

3 of the learners had dependents that require daycare.

All of the learners were single
except for 1 who was married.

Employment Status

Main Source of Income

Annual Personal Income

2 Full-time employment
1 Part-time occasional work
10 Unemployed

Employment Income: 2
Support from Family (Family could
be receiving Ontario Works): 3
ODSP: 1
OW/Social Assistance: 7

$5,000/year or less: 4
$5,000-$9,999/year: 6
$10,000-$19,999/year: 3

Current Program

Highest Level of Education

Community-based LBS program: 4
School board LBS program: 2
Community-based academic upgrading program: 2
College-based academic upgrading program: 1
High school credit program: 2
School board ESL program: 1
Community-based LINC program: 1

No formal schooling: 1
Grades 1-4: 1
Grades 9-10: 3
Grades 11-12: 2
OSSD: 2
High School Diploma: 2
College Diploma: 2

1 learner is attending a community-based LBS program and is completing high school credits from ILC
with one-to-one support from a literacy instructor.
1 of the school board LBS learners was completing
a LBS course and high school credit course at the
same time because both were offered at the adult
high school she is attending.

Attendance
6 months or less: 2
6 months to 1 year: 6
13 months to 2 years: 2
2 years or more: 3
Most of the learners had been attending their current program for 6 months
to 1 year. More than 75% of the learners attend programs full-time at least
4-5 times a week
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Overview of Learner Interviews
The following is a summary of the Portrait Interviews. The interview questions were placed into 6 categories and parts of each category will be highlighted for this summary.

Learner Goals
The majority of learners interviewed have a goal of finding employment or better employment if they’re
currently employed. However, they are focusing on upgrading their education first which could mean anything from completing a literacy or ESL level to finishing the OSSD, passing the GED exam or completing
an Academic Upgrading (AU) program.
A learner in a community-based program in downtown Toronto who is currently unemployed said, “I need
to get to George Brown College. I need the qualifications to enter society, with a good paying job so I can
support myself because I’m on my own right now and struggling.” Another learner in a community-based
academic upgrading program in North York hopes that the upgrading program will help her transition into
her goal of entering college. “If I finish my upgrading, I can ease into it,” she said.

“I need to get to George
Brown College. I need the
qualiﬁcations to enter society,
with a good paying job so I
can support myself because
I’m on my own right now and
struggling.”

While more than half of the learners interviewed said they would
like to enter college, only the LINC learner said she would like
to complete a university degree. She had completed two years of
studies prior to coming to Canada and after completing a LINC
level 6 course, commenced studies at York University in May 2008
“My goal is to study to be a psychologist. It is my dream,” she said.
Although the learner was only days away from starting university
classes at the time of the interview, she was uncertain whether she
would be receiving financial assistance from OSAP to pay her tuition.

Some of the learners are job searching while studying and would likely accept full-time or part-time employment if they were to find a suitable opportunity. After many years of job searching and attending
literacy programs, one of the community-based LBS learners found full-time employment shortly after the
interview took place, with the help of a job developer and employment supports available through ODSP.
He continues to attend a literacy program and is completing high school credits by correspondence from
ILC with support from his literacy instructor. “I’d like to see myself make good improvement in math,
reading and writing to be done in such a way that one day I could independently, fully take a course that
will lead me to a profession,” he said.
It should be noted that some adult learners have no employment related goals. For example, a communitybased LBS learner in York region wanted to go to school when she was younger but never had the opportunity to attend formal schooling. For most of her life, she had to work and support her 3 children. Now that
she has retired and her kids have grown up, she has time to devote to her goal of learning how to read.
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Learning Pathways

Overview of Learner Interviews

As mentioned in the Ontario Learns report, one of components of an excellent adult education system
is having clear pathways that lead learners to their goals. An “excellent system” will ensure that a range
of educational opportunities are available to meet the needs of adult learners, and that these opportunities help advance and support learners when they make transitions to the next step through one or more
levels in learning in order get or keep a job, to enter into further education and training or to participate
more fully in the community.
Most of the learners interviewed felt they had a clear learning pathway and credited instructors, volunteer tutors, guidance counsellors and information fairs with helping them find information. A learner in
a high school credit program located in North York said she her guidance counselor has helped her a lot.
“She gave me maturity credits so I can finish faster,” she said. Although the guidance counsellors are very
busy every day, she said her counselor “is always willing to answer a question or help me out. She’s really
great.”
A learner in a college-based academic upgrading program in
North York was referred to several counselors who informed her
“If I had known, I’d have taken
of various options. When asked if she was bothered by having to
it a long time ago.”
talk to three or four counsellors instead of one she said, “I don’t
mind talking to them. They’re friendly and nice. They try to help
me.” This learner encountered significant financial barriers which she was able to overcome with the
help of the counsellors and the college financial aid office.
Some of the learners also mentioned family and/or friends as a source of advice and information about
pathways but still have a great reliance on information provided by the programs. A learner in a community-based academic upgrading program in West Toronto said, “I talk to friends about career paths. They
have similar goals and some are going to college in March. We keep in touch. They will be okay, the way
my teacher prepares us. He makes sure everything is right.” As for exploring additional learner pathways, the learner said she is focusing on things she’s been learning right now and is comfortable with the
knowledge that she’ll get an appointment with a counsellor at George Brown College (GBC) to explain
what her options are after she finishes the program.
Many of them have a greater reliance on information received from the program because of a limited support circle of family and/or friends. Learners often learned about pathways and learning options open to
them after starting a program. A community-based LBS learner said “I see the pathway through school.
When I came here, after awhile, I realized that there’s more pathways when I’m in here because I can
study to reach George Brown. I say ‘that’s a good way’.”
Some of the learners who felt they didn’t have clear pathways said they felt a little confused when they
started programs and had some difficulties adjusting. At least one learner said that her overall experience
in getting people to talk to her and give her correct information has often been a problem since she came
to Canada a few months ago. “Sometimes it’s a bit confusing. Getting someone to talk to you, to direct
you to do the right thing is sometimes a problem. People give wrong information too.” She relies on her
guidance counsellor for much of her information about pathways. It was the learner’s guidance counsellor
who referred her to the On-Track Program for Women, which she said “helped a lot.”
A community-based LBS learner said “it seemed the pathway was not always clear.” After several years of
attending at least two different literacy programs, it was an employment worker who informed him about
the GED. “If I had known, I’d have taken it a long time ago.”
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Successes
Learners were asked to share what they felt were successes in their program so far. Most of the successes
they mentioned can be categorized as skills improvement and/or personal improvement, although they
truly are interrelated, as an improvement in skills often helps personal improvement and vice versa.
A community-based LBS learner described his successes in the program as “just being able to read things
a bit easier and go to the computer and handle stuff because of the improvement of the reading.” Another learner in a community-based LBS program said he’s had a lot of success in reading, writing and
communications and speaking English. “When I came [to the program], I didn’t really know how to
speak English. Now I can speak English,” he said. He also described his placement into transitional housing a success. “If I wasn’t in that school, I wouldn’t get this house I’m in right now.” A school board ESL
learner said, “I’m improving my writing skills. I practice a lot with my classmates, speaking and listening.”
One of the community-based LBS learners said he struggled with depression and didn’t take school seriously when he first started. With much determination, he says he’s now gotten serious and goes to school
regularly. “My determination and my self-esteem I keep it up high. I go to church now and read my Bible.
I just keep my motivation high. I stop myself from any depression.” A learner in a community-based academic upgrading program for women said “actually getting up to go to school” was a success for her.
A few other learners described their successes as learning more about Canada and feeling more integrated. “The most important thing is my improvement,” said one learner in an academic upgrading program
located in West Toronto. “Now I can feel I’m integrated into Canadian society. Now I can go wherever I
want in Toronto. I can speak English. I understand it. I can write it. I’m so proud of me. I can learn a new
language,” she said. A learner in a school board LBS program in Etobicoke said, “I learned about Canadian citizenship, geography and politics. At break time, I’d get ask my teacher questions about getting my
drivers’ licence. It helped me a lot.” The learner now has her drivers’ licence and drives to school rather
than taking the bus. She’s also become a Canadian Citizen.

Barriers/Challenges
All of the learners interviewed have an income of less than $20,000 a year and the majority of them said
their annual income was from $5,000 to $9,999. More than half of them rely on Ontario Works (OW) as
their main source of income support. A number of learners also said their income wasn’t enough to meet
their basic needs. More than half of the learners receive transportation assistance from OW.
A couple of learners said that they use the transportation assistance received from OW towards food or
clothing instead of buying a monthly Metropass. One learner in a college upgrading class said that rather
than buying a Metropass with the money she received from OW, she stopped going to classes every day so
she could save enough money to buy TTC tickets for her children. She said OW doesn’t provide transportation assistance for children. However, she had to stop doing this and attend classes more regularly
because the school office spoke to her about her frequent absences.
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Barriers/Challenges
The community-based LBS learner who receives ODSP because he’s partially blind said that many of his
challenges have to do with his sight. “You can’t see to do things quicker,” he said. He says the literacy
program has “opened up his eyes” to see how things are done and taught him “how to read between the
lines.” The learner recognizes that success comes in more than one way and said, “I balance out what I
don’t know and go from there.”
A learner in a high school credit program who has a disability said her main barrier has been accessibility inside the school which is located in North York. “The doors are just too heavy to open. There are no
elevators, you have to take the stairs and there are no automatic doors,” she said. She thinks increasing
accessibility would make it easier for her to accomplish her goals. “It would make it easier for me to move
around to get to where I want to go.”
One of the learners who is a single mother attending a community-based academic upgrading program
for women said that while she doesn’t want to call it a barrier or a challenge, she does find it difficult to
take care of her son sometimes and balance that with going to school. “Everything has got to be around
my son,” she said. “I need time for myself to do my homework and cleaning. Sometimes I get home, I
want to do homework and I can’t. My son wants to play all of the time as soon as he comes home from
daycare,” she said. The learner said that she sometimes has to miss class because her son is sick.
The other learners mentioned English and/or Math as their main challenges.The ESL learner said “pronunciation and listening skills are my big barriers.” The LINC learner said, “At first it was difficult to be
there [in class] and study in English. After one week, I was comfortable. My teacher motivated me with
everything,” she said, adding that she also made new friends. A high school credit learner said “My barrier was Math. I hadn’t done Math for many years…I dropped it. I’m going to try it next quad because
that’s the last credit I need.”
Many learners felt that financial barriers may hold them back from achieving their goals. The majority of
learners will have to rely on OSAP if they pursue higher education. Although most of the learners knew
about the existence of OSAP, they seemed puzzled and unclear about the application procedures and rely
a lot on advice received from their instructors and guidance counsellors.

Supports
Learners were asked if they felt they received enough in terms of learning supports, which were defined
as access to teachers and tutors, books, computers, Internet and other resources. All of the learners said
“yes” except for one. The learner who felt learning supports weren’t adequate said the computers they
have in his community-based LBS class need updates. A couple of learners mentioned that they’d like
to be able to keep their books. Many of them had them on loan only. For example, a learner in a community-based academic upgrading program said, “The books we have right now are on loan. I want to be
able to keep my own books so I can use them for reference.”
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Health and Ability to Work
Despite the low employment rate of the learners interviewed, all of the learners except for the learner
who retired recently are able and willing to work. One of the learners in a school board LBS program
located in Etobicoke said that although she has not been in the best of health since she had an operation,
she’d still like to find a full-time job and take some courses to improve her writing skills. The learners
recognized that upgrading their skills and education would help improve their employment prospects. A
couple of the learners have been students most of their lives and have never worked.
Most of the learners described their past work experience as unsatisfactory. The learner who receives
ODSP said he tried several jobs through government placements but said they were more like training placements. “The experience was really not too good,” he said. He said that the government would
provide funding for employers to hire people and know right from the beginning that they weren’t going
to give certain people full-time employment when the funding ran out. “They’re going to say all sorts of
excuses why they can’t help you. I’ve had several disappointments like that,” he said. Most of his placements were in factories and warehouses with poor working conditions.

Past Educational Experiences
Learners were asked to share some of the past educational experiences. Only one learner had no formal
schooling. Many of the learners were early school leavers for various reasons including teenage pregnancy,
having to take care of a family member and a childhood accident. One of the learners was expelled in 9th
grade and not allowed to return to secondary school. “That was a big letdown for me,” said the community-based LBS learner. After he got expelled, he worked in manual labour jobs until he came to Canada.
Once in Canada, he had several unsatisfactory jobs before he decided to try and upgrade his education.
One of the learners said that she finished her OSSD and attended some college courses but had to quit
due to the fees and distance she had to travel to get to school. “I went to Georgian College in Barrie
about 10 years ago. After 2 months, I quit because I couldn’t afford it. It’s expensive. I lived in Scarborough. The bus fare alone cost $150 a week.” She is now attending an academic upgrading program.
Most of the learners who were educated mainly outside of Canada did not receive equivalent educational
standing in programs here. The majority of the learners who were educated outside of Canada have
taken ESL classes in the past. Of the two ESL learners interviewed, the school board LBS learner plans
on entering college despite the fact that he already has a college diploma. He said that he has not had
his credentials assessed for Canadian equivalency but plans on doing so soon. The LINC learner had her
credentials assessed and despite having completed 2 years of university outside of Canada, it will still take
her 4 years to complete an undergraduate degree.
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Summary by Program Type
Community-based LBS Learners
4 of the learners interviewed were attending community-based LBS programs. 3 of the learners live in
Toronto and are taking programs in the downtown and West Toronto areas. Learners 1 and 2 are between
the ages of 35-45 years old, learner 3 was the youngest learner interviewed and is 18-24 years old and
learner 4 was the oldest learner interviewed and is 60 years old plus. Learner 4 lives in York Region and
is taking a program in that area. Learner 1 was expelled from school, learners 2 and 3 were early school
leavers and learner 4 had no formal schooling.
Only learner 3 is currently working full-time. He finds his work as a security guard unsatisfactory, as his
income does not meet his basic needs and he works the night shift, making it difficult to balance the
demands of work and school. The other learners worked in the past but all of them were unsatisfied with
their income and working conditions. Learner 2 found employment following the interview and seemed
pleased with his new job. He continues to work on completing high school credits by correspondence
from ILC with support from an LBS instructor and tutors.
Community-based LBS Learner Goals:
• Enter a college program
• Complete OSSD by correspondence through ILC
• Complete GED and enter a college apprenticeship program
• Learn how to read

School Board LBS Learners –TDSB and TCDSB
Learner 5 is 25-34 years old and is attending a school board LBS program. She was the only married
learner who was interviewed. Prior to coming to Canada, she completed a high school diploma. When
she came to Canada in 2001, she started taking ESL classes. Later, she took high school ESL credits
which she found difficult so she quit. She was referred to LBS classes which were available to her in the
same building. She is now taking LBS and high school credits at the same time and is on her way to completing her high school diploma.
Learner 6 is 35-45 years old and she recently completed an Early Childhood Assistant course offered in
partnership with a school board. Just prior to completing the course, she had taken LBS classes at the
same location. She had also taken ESL classes in the past. She found part-time employment at a daycare
soon after completing the ECA course. Although she’s happy with the courses she took, she’d still like to
take additional writing classes and find full-time employment.
School Board LBS Learner Goals:
• Complete OSSD and become a hairstylist
• Take additional writing courses and find full-time work as an Early Childcare Assistant in a daycare.
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Academic Upgrading Learners – Community-based
Both learners are in the 25-34 year old age group and would like to apply for college admission. Learner
7 is in a specialized AU program for women. She is a single mother who receives OW and lives in subsidized housing in East Toronto. Learner 7 had completed high school and some college prior to entering
the AU program. Learner 8 attended both ESL classes and LBS classes prior to entering the AU program
located In West Toronto. She works full-time and attends the AU program during the evening. She also
has 2 tutors assist her on the weekends. Both learners plan on entering college – learner 7 would like to
enter a business program and learner 8 would like to enter a social work program. Learner 7 will apply for
OSAP to help pay for college tuition while learner 8 plans to pay for it with her employment income.
Community-based AU program Learner Goals:
• Complete AU program and enter college

Adult High School Credit Learners – School Board
Two adult high school credit learners who attend the same school located in North York were interviewed. Both of them are in the 25-34 year old age group and would like to apply for college admission.
Learner 10 had paid work experience while the learner 11 had no paid work experience. Both of them
plan to pursue a college education and will apply for OSAP to help pay for tuition. Learner 10 only had a
few credits left to complete in order to receive her OSSD. Learner 11 had completed her OSSD shortly
before the interview took place. Her guidance counselor referred her to On-Track, a pre-employment
workshop for woman, which the learner was about to complete at the time of the interview. The learner
spoke highly of the workshop and said it helped her figure out what steps to take next. She was planning
on completing a course over the summer and applying for college admission in the Fall.
Adult High School Credit Learner Goals:
• Complete OSSD and apply for college admission
• Complete course and apply for college admission

Academic Upgrading Learner – College
Learner 9 attended ESL classes, completed her OSSD and ECA certification, and worked for several
years prior to entering the college AU program located n North York. She is in the 35-45 year old age
group and is a single mother of two children. The learner receives OW and couldn’t afford to pay for a
college program she wanted to enter. She had applied for OSAP but it had not arrived on time for her
to cover the initial book and course deposit. The college financial aid office managed to make a special
arrangement for her to cover the period before her OSAP arrived so in March 2008, she was able to commence the college program. She will continue to finish some AU subjects while she’s in the college program because students are able to complete both AU and college credits at the same time at her campus.
College-based AU Learner Goals:
• Complete remaining AU courses and complete college program

ESL/LINC Learners
Two ESL learners were interviewed; learner 12 was from a school board ESL program and the learner 13
was from a community-based LINC program. Both of the programs are located in West Toronto. Both of
the learners are in the 25-34 year old age group, had completed some post-secondary education outside of
Canada and plan to pursue post secondary education in Canada as well. Learner 12 completed a college
diploma in South America and learner 13 completed some university courses in Africa. Learner 12 plans
write his TOEFL test and apply for college admission. Learner 13 had written and passed the TOEFL
test and received admission to York University. She completed LINC level 6 the day of the interview and
commenced studies at York University during the first week of May 2008.
ESL and LINC Learner Goals:
•
Enter a college program; Complete a 4-year undergraduate university degree
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Learner Profiles
In the Learner Profiles section, parts of the individual interviews will be highlighted; in most cases a
particular program or issue will be discussed. Before each profile, there is an at-a-glance short summary
of each learner’s past activities, present activities and future plans

Learner 1 in a community-based LBS program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Early School Leaver (Expelled
from school in 9th Grade)
Worked
Quit Work
Entered LBS Level 1 in a community-based LBS program
Completed Work Readiness
Program/Work Placement

Completing LBS Level 2 in a community- based LBS program

Complete remaining LBS
levels plus required ACE
subjects
Apply for admission to
George Brown College
Find employment

This community-based LBS learner attends a program in downtown Toronto. He said he knew he was
in the right program from the time he started back in 2003. However, his learning pathway has not been
without some struggles along the way. The learner said he wasn’t serious about school when he started
in levels 1 and 2. This was due to a combination of factors including not feeling up-to-date in school
and depression due to a relationship break-up and quitting his job. He didn’t attend school often. It
wasn’t until he reached level 3 that he became more engaged with the program. Since then, he has made
tremendous progress.
Learners in the LBS program he attends have an option of participating in a work placement during the
third term of each year if they’re interested and ready to do so. This particular learner was placed in a
neighbourhood dental clinic. The learner observed during his placement and the clinic provided him
with feedback forms about his performance. He also had the opportunity to fill out a feedback form
which was submitted to the LBS program and shared with the dental clinic.
The learner plans to pursue studies at college to become a dental assistant. He still must complete LBS
level 5 plus some ACE science credits prior to admission. The learner wasn’t exactly sure how he’ll pay
for the program but said he’d probably get a loan or a grant. He says he’s “financially depressed” but he
won’t let that hold him back.

Learner 1 Pathway
Literacy &
Basic Skills

+

Co-op
Work
Placement

+

College
Upgrading
Program
CommunityBased

=

Higher
Learning
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Learner 2 in a community-based LBS program and completing HS credits
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Early School Leaver (Incomplete high school)
Worked
Moved back and forth between two community-based
LBS programs

Upgrading Math with a tutor from
community-based LBS program

Complete High School Diploma (OSSD)

Completing High School Credits
Find employment (learner
from ILC with tutoring support from found full-time employment
community-based LBS program
shortly after interview)

Prior to joining a community-based LBS program, this learner had a very low self-esteem and felt the future looked bleak. The learner is partially blind and after years of negative work experiences, he decided
to try and upgrade his education. He shifted between a couple of programs before settling in his current
one. He said that a few years ago one of his programs didn’t know how to handle him because of his
vision. However, he said one of the coordinators insisted that they accommodate him and made adjustments. He’s noticed a number of changes since he entered the program. “You have a more positive attitude of yourself. Your self-esteem rises because there’s hope because you can do things you couldn’t do.”
He is currently completing an ILC high school credit course with support from his community-based
instructor who tutors him. The program has helped a number of learners with tutoring for ILC courses.
Most of the work is around explaining terms and jargon and the different writing formats required. The
learners can also type up the work they need to hand in using the computers available in the centre.
These are 1-1 tutoring arrangements but learners can also use some class time to focus on their assignments too. The coordinators said she’s concerned that without their tutoring and support, correspondence courses “would be very intimidating to many learners.”

Learner 2 Pathway
Literacy &
Basic Skills

+

Credits at ILC
w/ LBS Support

=

Better
Employment

Learner 3 in a community-based LBS program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Early School Leaver (Elementary School)
Apprenticeship

Attending community-based LBS
program
Working full-time

Write GED Exam
Apply for Apprenticeship
Program
Find better paying employment

Learner 3 was the only learner who works the night shift and attends a LBS program during the day. He
was also the youngest learner interviewed. He found a job through a referral from his program to an
employment workshop and then a subsequent referral to a security guard training program. Although he’s
grateful to have a job, he says his income still doesn’t meet his basic needs.
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Balancing school and working the night shift as a security guard has been also been difficult. “Sometimes I was late coming to school because when I woke up, I was very tired. My eyes would be really,
really on fire. Now it’s getting better because I’m getting adjusted,” he said. The learner feels he could
progress through the program faster if he could devote more time to his studies but he knows he has to
work to support himself. His father who brought him to the program a few years ago, no longer supports
him
Despite his difficult schedule, the learner is determined to pursue his goal of becoming either an auto
mechanic or an electrician. In order to do that, he’s planning on preparing for the GED exam so he can
try to enter an apprenticeship program. Since coming to Canada and entering the LBS program about
three years ago, he says he’s had a lot of success. He says he didn’t know to read at all when he started.
He could only spell his name and his dad’s name. “Now I can spell everything,” he says.
The learner credits his program with helping him make positive changes in his personality, behaviour
and even the way he dresses. He now says he has “a more responsible life”. In addition to his personal
improvement and successes in the program, he considers being in transitional housing a success as well.
The LBS program coordinator helped him find the geared to income house which is connected to the
program. He currently pays 30% of his income to rent. Without transitional housing he says he wouldn’t
have any place to stay. “I wouldn’t be able to afford the rent.”

Learner 3 Pathway

Literacy &
Basic Skills

+

GED

+

Apprenticeship

=

Higher
Employment

Learner 4 in a community-based LBS program (York region)
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

No formal schooling
Worked

Completing LBS level 1 in a community-based LBS program

To be able to read

Recently retired and new to Canada, learner 4 attends a community-based LBS program in York Region
once a week. With the help of her volunteer tutor, she’s learning how to read and write. “It’s useful
to me, learning to read. Things are going well so far,” she said. The learner is also learning some basic
math.
The learner said she had to leave school when she was about 6 years old and never had a formal schooling experience where she had the opportunity to learn how to read. She developed coping strategies all
of the years she raised three children and worked to support them. She thinks many of her friends didn’t
know she couldn’t read. One of her friends showed her how to write dates so that she could do the basic
book keeping that was required for her cleaning job.
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Now that the learner is retired and her children have grown up and married, she finally has time to devote to her studies. She enjoys her session with the tutor so much that she wants to increase the frequency of their meetings. Her tutor said that the learner has brought along children’s books to the sessions so
she can learn how to read them to her granddaughter.

Learner 4 Pathway

Literacy &
Basic Skills

=

Higher
Learning

Learner 5 in a TDSB LBS and high school credit program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Completing LBS Math and Grade 9
Completed high school diploma outside of Canada
English
Completed some LINC classes,
had a baby and stayed home
for 1 year (2002)
Returned to school and took
ESL classes, had a second
baby and stayed home for a
year
Returned to school and took
high school ESL classes but
barely passed
Referred to LBS oﬃce and
began LBS Math and English

Future Plans
Complete OSSD and become
a hairstylist

The learner arrived in Canada 2001 and started LINC soon after in a community centre. When she had
a baby, she left school and stayed home for one year. She returned to school to take ESL classes, had a
second child a year later and stayed home again. After a year, when she returned to school again, she decided to take ESL high school credits. She found the classes difficult and barely passed. The high school
credit office referred her to the LBS program office, located in the same building. She took some LBS
courses and found them very helpful.
She’s currently taking a LBS Math course and a high school credit course in English at the same time because her adult high school offers LBS courses, high school credits and even ESL high school credits and
co-operative programs, all in the same school. The learner has made a lot of progress since she came to
Canada from Afghanistan, where she completed grade 11. In Afghanistan, she didn’t study English. She
said all of the schools were closed and women were forbidden from attending school when the Taliban
came to power. She moved to Pakistan and managed to finished grade 12 before coming here.
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The learner seems well informed about her learning options and says she receives advice from her teachers and the principal. For now, she plans to finish her high school diploma so she can pursue her goal
of becoming a hairstylist. She might consider applying for college but says she’s “going to be very careful” about the decision. “I will see how my marks are and see if I can handle it, especially with my low
income.” Although she knows loans are available to assist with the cost of tuition she says “I’m not going
to waste my time and money” if her marks aren’t good enough.

Learner 5 Pathway
English as a
Second
Language

+

Literacy &
Basic Skills

+

Credits

=

Employment

Learner 6 in a school board LBS program (TCDSB)
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Attended ESL classes for 2
years
Attended LBS classes for 6
months
Completed ECA course

Working on an occasional, on-call
basis in a daycare

Improve writing skills and
ﬁnd full-time employment in
a daycare

This learner started a LBS program at TCDSB late last year. The program is located inside a community
centre which has an employment centre, daycare, ESL, LBS and skills training courses all in the same
building. The learner said, “I was looking for a job and had the opportunity to take the course.” She
found out about the program from the pamphlets available there and by talking to the instructor who said
she could come to her class. After taking LBS levels 4 and 5 for a few months and then started an Early
Childhood Assistant (ECA) course, available at the same location. It took 6 months for her to complete
the ECA course. As part of the course completion, she received certification with St. John’s Ambulance,
WHIMS/chemical handling and cooking/food handling.
She’s grateful that the program paid for the $2,800 cost of the ECA program because she was receiving
OW and couldn’t afford to pay for the course. She asked her OW caseworker if they could help cover the
cost of the program but they did not. According to a program worker, the program “generously absorbed
the total cost for OW recipients for the last session (which the learner was in) before being approved by
MTCU as a private career college.” Four of the recipients who received funding from the program were
LBS learners. The program worker said, “OW no longer covers the cost as they did in the past. Since the
private career college status, clients have the option of applying for OSAP. Alternatively, the program
has a Community Skills Development Fund (CSDF) to help clients with the tuition. Clients agree to pay
$156.00 per month when they begin working full time and $65.00 per month if they are working part
time. Of course, they are free to pay for the training up front.”
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The learner said she found the ECA course helpful but she would like to take more classes. “It helped a
lot. I improved my writing skills I still want more.” The ECA program helped them with job search skills
and gave participant phone numbers and addresses of daycares. They have phones available for their use.
“It’s very good to have everything in one school,” said the learner. Although the woman found employment in a daycare only two weeks after completing the course, it’s only on a part-time, occasional basis.
She still has to rely on OW to supplement her income. Her goal is to find full-time work in the ECA field.
According to the program worker, TCDSB works very closely with the whole program, from counsellors,
to job search, to providing employment and volunteer opportunities. The program runs over 20 daycare
programs. “This is a joint venture that works for the benefit of TCDSB, the organization and more importantly the LBS learners themselves,” she said.

Learner 6 Pathway
English as a
Second
Language

+

Literacy &
Basic Skills

+

Further
Skills
Training

=

Employment

Learner 7 in a community-based Academic Upgrading program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Completed OSSD at a second- Completing courses in an Academic Apply for admission to Senary school
Upgrading Program in a Specialized eca College
Completed some college
Program
courses
Find employment
Dropped out of college program due to fees and distance
In September of 2007, Learner 7 started Homeward Bound, a program offered by WoodGreen Community Services that helps single mothers who have been in the shelter system to become independent and
self-sufficient. The Homeward Bound program has been made possible by the coming together of more
than 20 partners. The program offers academic upgrading; employment training; housing; on-site child
care and after-school programs; one-on-one counselling and guaranteed jobs upon successful completion
of the program.
“This program offers you everything. It offers you a home, a daycare right next door and the school’s right
here so I don’t have to leave,” said Learner 7. She currently attends academic upgrading classes which are
led by an instructor who was hired by PTP to help Homeward Bound participants prepare for entry into
Seneca College. In addition to the academic upgrading classes, learners receive computer training, Life
Skills and Career Preparation. One-to-one counselling has helped the learner increase her confidence.
“I know other girls who’ve come from a worse situation than me and it helped them talk about it. I used
to be a very shy person and therapy has helped me,” she said.
The learner will likely complete the two ACE courses offered in the AUP – Communications/English
and Math in April 2008. Since she started the program, she feels her Math skills have improved a lot.
“With my instructor, I understand the formulas. It came back to me.” Upon successful completion of the
courses and a placement test, the learner can apply for entry into a Seneca College diploma program, for
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classes beginning in May 2008. Although it will take this particular learner about 4 years to complete the
Homeward Bound program (including a college diploma part-time), she’s trying to stay focused on her
goals. She knows that a more stable future lies ahead.
“The whole point of all of this is for us is to go beyond poverty…That’s the point of this whole program.
There are a lot of low-income single moms. It’s hard for us to get out of that,” she says. WoodGreen
Community Services has developed an Industry Council that is made up of corporations and key financial institutions who have agreed to provide employment opportunities to the women in the program
who graduate from college.

Learner 7 Pathway
College
Upgrading
Program
CommunityBased

+

Community
College

=

Employment

Learner 8 in a community-based Academic Upgrading program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Completed grade 11 outside
Working full-time
of Canada
Completed some ESL courses Completing courses in AU program
Completed community-based at Alexandra Park
LBS program
Referred to AU program

Future Plans
Apply for admission to
George Brown College
Continue working/Find employment related to program
studied

Over the past four years, this learner has transitioned from an ESL class in a community-based organization to a community-based LBS program and is now in a community-based academic upgrading program
in West Toronto. She works full-time and attends the AU program 4 nights a week. On Saturdays, a tutor
helps her with English, Writing and Reading and on Sundays, she meets with a Math tutor.
The learner wants to study social work in at GBC. She is determined to upgrade her skills so she can have
a better future. “One day when I have a family, I don’t want them to see me the way I am now. I want to
be able to help my children with their homework,” she says. The learner is very close to completing her
upgrading program and hopes to start college in September 2008.
However, she’s afraid the program might close down due to the low and irregular attendance of some
students. “I hope I’ll finish my program because I’m scared one day it will get cut off,” she says. The
woman said that there are learners who just come to the program when they need a letter of attendance
for their OW worker and then they disappear. She emphasized how great it was to have a free program.
“To lose one day if I don’t come to school is hard for me. I can’t wait to finish my education, to move on
and change my duties.”

Learner 8 Pathway
English as a
Second
Language

+

Literacy &
Basic Skills

+

College
Upgrading
Program
CommunityBased

=

Community
College
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Learner 9 in a college Academic Upgrading program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Completed OSSD at an adult
high school

Completing AU courses at Seneca
College
Completing 32- week long college
program

Find employment

This learner has attended several programs in the adult basic education system since she came to Canada
over 10 years ago and started taking ESL and Math classes. Most of the time, she balanced going to
school with full or part-time work. She’s attended 3 different adult high schools and has worked in the
daycare at 2of the locations. Her transitions from school to school were straightforward and she finally
received both her OSSD and Early Childhood Assistant certification from the third adult high school she
attended. She also found work in a daycare.
In 2003, the learner received very short notice and lost her job when the daycare she was working at
closed and all of the workers were laid off. After that, she worked at many different types of jobs but she
did not earn enough to support herself and her children. She still receives support from Ontario Works.
She continued to job search but after being unsuccessful at some job interviews, she decided to return to
school to improve her English and upgrade her education in order to find a good job so she can support
her family.
She found out about the college AU program from a friend who was also in the program. In January, she
started taking English, math and computers. At the time of the interview, she was facing financial barriers
to pursuing her goal of entering a college program because she could not afford to pay the required book
deposit and 4 weeks of fees, totalling about $320 upfront, although she met the academic requirements.
Ontario Works could not assist with the fees because the program is beyond the basic education level.
Paradoxically, the learner could not qualify for OSAP funding until she’d actually started the program
and supplied OSAP with a proof of registration but she couldn’t register until she paid the fees.
Due to her persistence and the assistance of the college counsellors, this learner avoided “falling through
the cracks” of the financial aid system. In March, the program coordinator said that a special arrangement was made with the college financial aid office so that funds were made available to the learner
during the gap period before her OSAP arrives. The AU program and college program she’ll be attending
has an arrangement that will allow her to continue studying AU subjects at the same time she is working
on the college program modules.

Learner 9 Pathway
English as a
Second
Language

+

Literacy &
Basic Skills

+

College
Upgrading
Program

=

Employment
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Learner 10 in an adult high school
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Early school leaver (Incomplete high school)

Completing OSSD

Apply for college admission
Find employment

Learner 10 is a single mother who is close to finishing her OSSD at an adult high school run by TDSB.
She likes her school, teachers and guidance counsellor a lot. “This school is really good,” she says. The
learner travels quite far to get to school and passes another adult high school on the way but she thinks
it’s worth it because she didn’t feel comfortable at the other school which she attended for a few months.
About 7 years ago, the learner quit school when she was in grade 10. “I was young and didn’t realize how
important it was to finish school. I wasn’t serious then. Now I’m more serious and want to finish school.”
The learner mentioned that she was diagnosed with a learning disability when she was in elementary
school but says that hasn’t stopped her from learning or achieving her goals. “I still get good grades. I get
between 80-90 per cent.”
The learner said one of her barriers in school has been Math. She tried one Math course and had to
drop it because she found it very difficult. However, she now has access to an on-site Math tutor and is
confident she’ll be able to pass the course. The availability of tutors varies depending on the school. The
school she attends currently has Math and Chemistry tutors who are often foreign trained teachers who
are trying to gain Canadian experience so they can get into teaching in Ontario.
When she finishes school in June 2008, she plans on applying for college to become a dental hygienist.
She’ll apply for OSAP to help pay for her college tuition. “I’m positive I’d complete my course and get a
good job and slowly pay it back. I think OSAP is great because not too many people can afford to go to
college. It’s a great way to encourage people to pursue their goals,” she said.

Learner 10 Pathway
High School
Credits

+

Community
College

=

Employment
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Learner 11 in an adult high school
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Early School Leaver (Incomplete high school)
Completed OSSD (Jan 2008)

Completing pre-employment
program

Apply for ECA training program (Summer 2008)
Apply for college admission
(for Sept 2008)
Find employment

Learner 11 started taking classes at an adult high school as a newcomer to Canada about 2 years ago after
completing a college diploma outside of Canada. She received a few transfer credits for prior learning.
However, the learner said she “had to start from scratch” because she was a newcomer and she “was not
used to the education system.” She said that attending the adult high school “was just like a stepping
stone” for her to know how the Canadian education system works. “Things were different back home,”
she said. She took several high school credit courses and completed her OSSD about one week prior to
the interview.
Learner 11 said her co-op placement at an on-site daycare was one of her many successes while she was
attending the school. “It gave me more insight in how to deal with children. My co-op placement was the
best,” she said. She said another one of her successes was in social sciences classes, mainly because of her
teacher. “He was easily approachable and always willing and able to help,” she said. As for challenges,
she identified lack of accessibility within the school as the main issue. With her disability, she found that
the doors were too heavy to open. She said there were no accessible washrooms, automatic doors or
elevators in the building, which made it difficult for her to get around.
At the time of the interview, the learner was about to complete the On-Track Pre-Employment course
for women. She said On-Track is helping people who do not really know what they want to do in the
future identify what pathway to take. In addition, she said “It sets a pathway to your college education.”
She felt the program helped her a lot because she didn’t know what she wanted to do in college. “I kept
changing programs. Due to research we were able to do, we were able find out what’s best for me and
what will suit me in the near future,” she said. She plans on completing an Early Childhood Assistant
course over the summer and apply for fall college admission into a social worker program.

Learner 11 Pathway
High School
Credits

+

Co-op
Work
Placement

+

Further Skills
Training

=

Community
College
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Learner 12 in a TDSB ESL program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Completed College Diploma
outside of Canada

Completing ESL in TDSB ESL program

Write the TOEFL exam
Apply for college admission
Find employment

Learner 12 began ESL classes at TDSB in February 2008 after receiving a referral from a shelter. The
learner had just arrived to Canada as a Refugee Claimant. He felt a little confused when he first entered
the ESL class. “Classes started at the beginning of December. When I entered into the course, there was
already a rhythm to the classes and exercises,” he said. However, after only 5 weeks in level 3 his teacher
said he was ready to move on to level 4. At the time of the interview he was in level 7 and close to taking
a TOEFL preparation course. He plans on applying for college soon.
Prior to his arrival in Canada, the learner had completed a 2-year college architectural engineering
program in South America. He then worked as a technician, first in architecture and then in computers.
Although he has not had his credentials assessed to see how they compare to Canadian standards, he has
received a lot of information about his educational options from his teacher, friends, Toronto Adult Students’ Association and college information fairs. His teacher gave students information specific to what
he studied in the past from the National Occupational Code (NOC). TASA, located inside his school
helped him find information about colleges where he can study architecture.
The learner plans to apply for OSAP but he cannot do so until he has some status in Canada. Although
he’s had his hearing, he hasn’t received an answer from the Immigration Board yet. “I hope I can solve
this soon,” he says. I have to have permanent residency in Canada in order to enter into college. I don’t
know how long it will take.” However long he has to wait, he doesn’t feel discouraged and says he’ll have
to look for a job if he can’t go to school right away. “Until they give me an answer, nobody can change my
goals.”

Learner 12 Pathway
English as a
Second
Language

+

Community
College

=

Employment
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Learner 13 in a community-based LINC program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Completed 2 years of university outside of Canada
Applied for admission to York
University and received acceptance
Wrote TOEFL test
Completed LINC level 6 (the
day of the interview)

Taking classes at York University the Goal: to become a psycholoﬁrst week of May 2008
gist

Only 1 learner – the community-based LINC learner said she would like to complete a university degree.
After completing a LINC level 6 course, she was about to commence studies at York University in May
2008. The learner will study English and Psychology. She had studied Psychology in university for 2 years
prior to coming to Canada but in order to complete her undergraduate degree here, it will take 4 years
despite receiving several transfer credits.
The learner found out about the university program by going online. She then asked her mother about
it who referred her to a friend who had attended the university. After receiving advice from the friend,
the learner made an appointment with a counsellor at York University who informed her of the admission
requirements. Although the learner was only days away from starting university classes at the time of the
interview, she was uncertain whether she would be receiving financial assistance from OSAP to pay her
tuition.
Even though she had no idea if and when OSAP would arrive on time for her to pursue her goal and
dream of becoming a psychologist, she felt the transition from her ESL class to university wouldn’t be
difficult. “I’m a hard worker and a fast learner. When I want something, I do my best to get it,” she said.
The learner has been a student all of her life and has never worked but she’s prepared to work and study
if she has to. “When you’re a newcomer here, you don’t have a choice. You have to study and work to pay
your bills.”

Learner 13 Pathway
English as a
Second
Language

+

University

=

Employment
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Learners were asked to make general recommendations on how to improve access and mobility for learners in the adult basic education programs. They were also asked to think of any partnerships that have
been helpful in their experience so far and make recommendations of where or what types of partnerships
could be developed to improve pathways for adult learners. The findings are summarized in the table
below. In some cases, the general program and partnership recommendations are overlapping.

Learner General Program
Recommendations

Partnership
Recommendations

Learner 1
Communitybased
LBS
Learner

Create more partnerships with training
programs (LBS programs - community partners - colleges) which allow men to test the
waters (like he did when he was in his work
placement). He thinks having more training programs would help people (especially
men) stay in school and help to increase
their self-esteem.
He thinks it would be good if the LBS program was connected to a school for young
men for training in carpentry, etc. “I think it
should be more mixed in with the school for
upgrading adults,” he said.

Need for greater ﬁnancial support:
“I’m still struggling to get to school. What
they’re [OW] giving me right now; I can
hardly buy food and clothes. That’s why I
don’t even take the TTC. I use the $100.00
extra to put it on clothes and so on
because what they’re giving me cannot
support me during the month.”
Create a separate program for males in
literacy programs
“Right now, I’m the only male student (in
a class of 10). All the others, I don’t see
them. They disappear.”
“They (men) need more motivation.” He
pointed out that it sometimes seems
one-sided with many programs created
especially for women but nothing available just for men.

Learner 2
Communitybased
LBS
Learner

Increase training opportunities for people
with disabilities.
“There’s not much access for people with
disabilities to put them into training so as
to get a job.”

Need for more connections with employment programs or agencies.
“Nobody from an employment program or
agency has come in. It’s strictly education.”

Need more advertising to recruit students
with disabilities
“I was telling my coordinator to advertise to
get blind students because I believe they’re
probably blind students who probably need
this school in Toronto and they aren’t aware
of where the school is. They might even get
their GED…maybe team up with them and
help them. Not totally blind (CNIB already
serves them); I mean partially blind like
me…”
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Learner General Program
Recommendations

Partnership
Recommendations

Learner 3
Communitybased
LBS
Learner

Sharing of information between organizations could help ease transitions for
learners and cut down on paperwork they
have to ﬁll out
“I think there should be more relations to
those programs; know each other more,
more contacts, share information...”

Create more partnerships between LBS and
post-LBS training and employment programs
Better connections would help ease the
transition from LBS to GED preparation or
other post-LBS training options.
The learner felt a partnership with a GED
preparation program would be helpful.
“Any program you can take after you ﬁnish
the program I’m doing right now...If there’s
any other program that’s related to this program that’s little more higher that I can just
enter when I ﬁnish this program, that would
be helpful,” he said.

Learner 4
Communitybased
LBS
Learner

Take a picture of all of the students in the
classroom and put it up. That would help
them feel part of the class.
Doing activities together would be good.
She said they’re not doing that right now.

Create stronger partnerships with libraries/
have more frequent visits to the library
“Once since I’m here, we went as a class to
the library.”
Need more information sessions (Re. employment, volunteer opportunities…)

Learner 5
School
board
LBS
Learner
Learner 6
School
board
LBS
Learner
Learner 7
Communitybased AU
Learner

For LBS learners, it would be helpful to
have a daycare like they have for LINC
learners

Learner said she had no experience with
partnerships so she had no recommendations.

Have tutoring available

4-week work placement in a daycare was
helpful to her

“If they had it, it could have helped me
learn more.”
Create more programs like Homeward
The AU Partnership has been helpful to her
Bound and open up the entrance criteria
“It should be more open. I don’t think
many people know about this program
and other options…Through this program, I got to know about other programs. Why didn’t I know this before?
They should advertise more. People over
30 yrs old /30 plus shouldn’t be forgotten.”
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Learner General Program
Recommendations

Partnership
Recommendations

Learner 8
Communitybased AU
Learner

Create a diﬀerent way of issuing attenThe learner made no speciﬁc partnership
dance letters (i.e. wait until the program is recommendations.
completed)

Learner
10
High
School
Credit
Learner

Build more accessible facilities for disShe said co-op placements are available and
abled learners
that’s helpful for students. She hasn’t taken
“Government should provide more money co-op because she felt she didn’t need it.
to help build better facilities; make them
more accessible. Make more room for a lot
of things.”

Woman said many learners just come to
the program when they need to get a letter of attendance for their OW worker and
then they disappear. She emphasized how
great it was to have a free program and
can hardly believe that more people don’t
attend, saying this wouldn’t happen in the
country where she came from, as such opportunities weren’t available there.
Learner 9 The learner thought everything was
Continue to oﬀer co-op placements as part
College
perfect about her program and made no of the adult high school curriculum
AU Progeneral program recommendations.
The experience gained during the daycare
gram
co-op placement was helpful. The teacher
comes to visit (when you’re on the work
placement), talks with the coordinator of
the daycare centre to see how you’re doing.
Oﬀer co-op placements as part of Academic
Upgrading programs
She suggested that work/co-op placements
would be helpful in the Academic Upgrading program at the college as well.
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Learner General Program
Recommendations

Partnership
Recommendations

Learner
11
High
School
Credit
Learner

-Add more practical training programs/
apprenticeships
“Add some more programs like there used
to be (Mechanics, Carpentry, etc.) There
should be more of this. I’ve heard that
students want to take that.”
-Need good teachers
“You have to get along with the teacher
before you’re comfortable”
-Add security cameras
“We should not wait for the concerns to
come up. I would feel safer.”
-Expand the length of credit courses
“9 weeks is too short for program, it goes
by really quickly. You have a lot of stuﬀ
to do and can’t always ﬁnish. If they can
expand the time it would be nice.”
-Need for more accessible facilities
“Government should provide more money
to help build better facilities…more accessible.”

Continue to oﬀer co-op placements at adult
high schools, especially with community
agencies and or/ businesses in the community or in close proximity to the school
Oﬀer programs like On-Track for students
who are unsure what they want to do after
completing high school `
Oﬀer more college, university and course
fairs
The child care centre, where she had her coop placement, was right within the school
which made it very convenient and accessible for her.
She felt that more information sessions
about college and university options and
more frequent course fairs would be helpful.

Learner
12
School
board
ESL
Learner

It’s helpful having everything in one build- Continue to have college and university
ing
information sessions or fairs
Toronto Adult Students’ Association has
“I think everything is perfect. We have a
been helpful to him
library, TASA, rooms with computers; we
Inform learners about National Occupationhave a lot of ﬂyers in TASA with diﬀerent
al Codes (NOC) and career options
things.”

Learner
13
Communitybased
LINC
Learner

The community-based organization she
attends oﬀers specialized courses for
computer skills, accounting etc. “Most of
my friends ﬁnished college or university
outside of Canada. They have to take
courses for Canadian experience. Translation of credentials is oﬀered for free to ESL
students.”
Classes – “Most of my friends would like to
continue beyond level 6 but this location
only oﬀers up to level 6. Some other locations oﬀer levels 7-8.”

Teachers come from diﬀerent departments
to teach or give presentations. They provide
information about housing.
Trips/excursions are oﬀered for free.
“When I applied to York, my teacher helped
me with the application.”
Donations of clothes and shoes. “The
program manager gives us a key to a room
which has stuﬀ donated which we can have
for free”. She said the jacket she was wearing came from the donation room.
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Perspectives:
Practitioner Perspective
The following section presents highlights from the data collected using a focus group and key informant
interviews. The focus group involved adult basic education providers from the MTML network, and 90%
of provider agencies in Toronto were in attendance (a list of participants follows below) . Focus group question were developed with insights from the project partners and background knowledge of the researchers.
The key informant interviews for this section focussed on a partnership initiative of particular interest
- the Academic Upgrading Partnership Program provided through MTCU, which gave community-based
and school board programs the opportunity to partner with college provides to offer the ACE program in
local communities around Toronto. Community-based practitioners from each of these partnerships were
asked a series of questions regarding their partnerships with community colleges. Some of the practitioners
were interviewed on the phone, while other responded to the questionnaire by email. The questions that
were used as a guideline can be found in Appendix 1.
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Focus Group with MTML Provider Agencies

Present:
Street Haven at the Crossroads Adult Literacy Program; Toronto District School Board LBS
Program; Alexandra Park Neighbourhood Learning Centre; Humber College; Davenporth Perth
Neighbourhood Learning Centre; YMCA Learning Opportunities Program; Native Women’s
Resource Centre; Frontier College; Toronto Catholic District School Board LBS Program;
Council Fire; Council Fire; PTP – Adult Learning and Employment Programs; George Brown
College; St. Christopher House Adult Literacy Program; Toronto Public Library; Seneca College;
Centennial College; Toronto Centre for Community Learning and Development; Ministry of
Training Colleges and Universities

Introduction
The focus group began with the project lead giving an overview of the project, and the objective
of the focus group. The focus group questions were posed to the group as a whole with a time
allotment for each question. The project lead facilitated the discussion with the intention of
gathering a diversity of practitioner views and experience of partnerships, and how the adult
basic education field can be enhanced through them.
Question 1: What do you think constitutes a valuable partnership in the LBS field?
• I would say that a valuable partnership is one that improves access for learners to programs
and also delivers comprehensive supports for learners so that the partnership is specific
enough and has clear direction.
•

There is a complexity of issues around referrals, it’s not just a matter where you can send
them. A commitment from programs to follow-up on progress of transitioning learners would
be very constructive.

• Transitions for learners can be intimidating. They are often inclined to to go back to what
they were comfortable with. We have a couple of what we call co-sponsored programs. What
that just really means is we get free rent or free space. We’ve done cross-training with the
partner agency and developed initial assessment tools. The instructor continues to actually
support those learners in the next step.
• Ongoing communication with the learner be valuable to empower the them as they make
the transition. A trainer would come in and talk about the next steps. With co-location of
services learners can see other training programs going on. They’re not in isolation. They’re
motivated. It opens things up for them.
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• What really makes a valuable partnership is that two partners come together and are able to
offer something that they couldn’t have offered on their own. In terms of referring learners,
it is important that agencies have the expertise to direct learners on properly.
• A partnership is valuable when there’s a sharing of peoples strengths and skills…Stronger
as a whole. The number one characteristic of a successful partnership is communication.
Partners have to be able to communicate with each other, have an open line of
communication…Respect each other’s differences, have an understanding of what the other
partner is doing and value what the other partner brings to the table.
• It is very important that there is enough time to plan the partnership. It can be an
impediment to learners when we’re delivering and planning something at the same time
because we’re skipping a lot of steps.
Question 2: What do you feel are the main gaps in LBS services/programming?
• One of the things is to really give learners a clear picture of what the possibilities are for
moving on. I mean workplace is one thing…apprenticeship is huge, it’s complex. It’s difficult
for us to get a handle on how we move people into that field. All the other possibilities for
training.
• I would love to see a partnership where there was collaboration with unions in creating
booklets based on trades that include all sorts of abbreviations, the reading and writing
things they need to know specific to trade that people could carry around with them.
• Quite often you hear of people who should know what we do, don’t know what we do. I
think effective marketing or an educational plan that would really get the word out that
we’re here; this is what we do, so we can have more effective referrals.
• Flexible program hours. Part-time evening programming in different parts of the city is really
something lots of learners have asked for. When they’re ready to move on from our levels
1, 2, 3 for them to go on to another level like level 4 or something in between, part-time
evening has really been a search for a lot of our learners.
• I think this is a gap, I would like to see something and I would like to be involved in it…
I’d like to see more social advocacy to help learners make really informed, critically assessed
decisions for themselves.
• For many of our learners their goals are independence. I don’t think that in the LBS
programs, we have a well-developed a network of community resources and programs that
can enhance that goal of independence. We’ve done well in for the other two goal paths
in terms of further education and training for employment. We could develop that kind of
network for those with the goal of independence.
• I think for literacy programs there’s a big gap in service and how it ties in with Employment
Ontario...How do we tie literacy/LBS and AU with the current Employment Ontario
system? Right now there’s still a bit of a disconnect about how literacy fits within
Employment Ontario.
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• Funding is a gap.
• We haven’t had an increase in training supports in over 10 years. At that time, I think the
TTC token was $1.10 and now it’s $2.75 and we’re still expected to provide accessible
services to our learners which is impossible. The actual training supports that we get we have
to divide between child care costs and TTC.
• According to the Consumer Price Index there has been a 26% increase in the cost of doing
business but programs have not gotten any kind of increase.
• Underlying everything that we’re saying about partnerships is that we need more capacity to
develop these partnerships.
• Resource development. I don’t know if anybody has developed anything new…Curriculum
development...new booklets etc.
• I’ve found that there’s a problem in finding good teachers at the salaries we offer and training
for new instructors who have not been exposed to LBS before.

Question 3: What are the current issues in partnership development for LBS?
• No time, no money.
• The misunderstanding and stigma around “literacy”. How do you overcome stigma so that
your partners realize the value of your program to their program.
• An integrated approach is really critical. It isn’t just learning how to read and write…it’s
learning how to integrate those skills into what they do every day and taking advantage of
services in the community. Collaboration needs to be embedded in what we do as literacy
deliverers.
• The importance of our umbrella organization like MTML and NALD…These are two places
that I reference a lot in terms of finding out what’s going on in the field and generating
contacts for me to talk about potential partnerships. We need those kinds of coalitions to
help us work together.
• I think workplace training, workplace training for people who are on the job, there’s a huge
need for people in work to actually upgrade. Thousands of layoffs at the moment and it
could get really bad quite soon I think.
• There’s got to be some incentive for employers to have literacy in the workplace.
• We want organizations to be flexible and to respond to needs but there can be too many
complicated employee issues around partnerships, for example, unions.
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Question 4: What partnerships could be created to address the service gaps and
increase learner access and mobility through the ALO Framework?
• Computer skills and training; central place for assessment; place to disseminate expertise...
wealth of knowledge to be distributed.
• A lot of programs have problems with learner attitudes. Along with assessments, an
explanation of what learners can expect when they knock at the door of an agency, this
might help defuse some of the attitudunal barriers.
• Great idea to have EO, Literacy in one centre. Many learners would be reluctant to travel
across the city.

Question 5: We identified a number of areas for partnership development. In your
opinion, what are the elements or factors necessary for a successful partnership?
• Money, trust, respect, common goals, common vision, common expectations, relevancy;
needs to be a reason for it; making sure we’re not really duplicating something; program
evaluations, determine if outcomes were reached; next steps; accountability.
• What are you good at, what is your niche and deliver that. Then we can work more
collaboratively.
• A common understanding about depth of the partnership? What kind of connections of
partnerships? Do we all have the same understanding of it?
• A description of different kinds and levels of partnerships.
• I think a model of what to expect. Now that I think people have had some experience;
people have learned a lot...identifying the models or checklist of what you might aim for in a
partnership.
• A partnerships shouldn’t be locked in stone. A partnership should be flexible. You shouldn’t
be that dependent on each other that you cannot move if something’s not working for you.
• Partnerships should also be allowed to evolve and redefine themselves if necessary.

Question 6: In terms of learner success, what should a partnership enable you to do
that you might not otherwise be able to accomplish?
• Reach learners that you wouldn’t be able to normally.
• Provide supports, counselling, arranging activities/social activities.
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• Learning disabilities assessments.
• Sharing resources makes the money go further.
• Sharing back office stuff like administration whether that be finance or payroll or whatever, it
helps cut down the costs.
• Helping learners to be aware of other learning options. I think that for someone to go to
a classroom program but is not ready, to be able to have a visit to a classroom program, sit
in a class; just have a real look firsthand about what this is all about. The same with the
workplace; go and have a tour of the kind of thing they’d like to do.
• Focus on what we’re mandated to do, so we don’t feel like we have to be experts on
everything
Question 7: Can you think of a particular experience that is particularly telling about
partnerships?
• MTML Learners’ Conference.
• Very positive experience partnering with an employer to deliver on-site literacy for a
manufacturing workplace. This employer understood and really bought into the whole idea
and he really fully supported employees, gave them paid time to attend every week. The
lesson for me there is that we have a lot further to go to getting employers on board to this
kind of thing. I think there are employers out there who would be responsive to this type of
partnership.
• I think one interesting thing that I’ve come out with from recent partnerships is that I don’t
feel like we’re competing. You really feel like you’re coming in these partnerships and you’re
looking at the end goals, rather than, these are my students and those are your students…
that’s been a good thing, I think.
• We have a lot of partnerships. They’re often like marriages, they take a lot of work. I think
one thing particularly challenging is when you have a new staff member going into an
existing partnership. Staff members need a lot of education on working in a partnership
because you have what appears to be more than one boss.
• I recall a partnership at an alcohol treatment centre where a literacy program was offered.
That partnership always made sense, it was always well attended. There’s health services,
a doctor; psychologist; OW; information and referral; ODSP workers; computer lab, meal
services, all in one building.
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Focus Group Summary

We asked you: what do you think constitutes a valuable partnership in the LBS ﬁeld?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved access for learners
Clear and specific direction
Shared vision
Creative
Value added - 2 partners offering something neither alone could offer.
Sharing of people, strengths, skills
Communication
Respect for differences
Time to plan
New people

We asked you: what do you feel are the main gaps in LBS services/programming?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A clear picture of the learning pathways for learners
Pocket resource for learners specific to particular trades
Marketing/Public Education of literacy programs
Flexible program hours
Media literacy
Integration with the community
Integration of ministries, policy, funding, accountability
Capacity
No time to plan
Program development, resource development, curriculum development
Human Resources - difficult to find good personnel at literacy worker wages
Tutor training and tutor support

We asked you: what are current issues in partnership development for LBS?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No time
No money
Stigma of literacy, how to brand ourselves
Integrated learning of students so they can take advantage of resources in their community
Importance of organizations like MTML and NALD. Coalitions that keep practitioners up to date on
developments and help people to work together
Workplace literacy strategy - this is a huge issue
Organizational flexibility to respond to needs
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Focus Group with MTML Provider Agencies
We asked you: what partnerships could be created to address the service gaps and increase
learner access and mobility through the adult basic education system?
•
•
•
•

Central Assessment for One-to-One
Computer Skills and Training
Central place for learner assessment and referral
Integration - see it in other sectors. E.g. Seniors and local health organizations

We asked you: we identiﬁed a number of areas for partnership development, in your opinion,
what are the elements or factors necessary for a successful partnership?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Money
Trust
Respect
Common goals, vision, expectations
Relevancy
Evaluations
Niche programming
Innovative partnerships
Accountability in transitioning learners
Models and templates for partnership development
Flexibility in partnership to respond to needs

We asked you: in terms of learner success, what should a partnership enable you to do that you
might not otherwise be able to accomplish?
•
•
•
•

Learning disabilities assessments
Sharing resources, eg. MTML Public Education Campaign
Sharing back office resources, eg. administration, payroll, photocopying, etc.
Provide supports, eg. counselling, arranging actitivities, etc.

We asked you: can you think of a particular experience that is particularily telling about partnerships?
•
•
•
•

MTML Learners’ Conference
Workplace literacy program that went really well. Lesson was that we need to get employers on board
with efforts in the literacy field
Non-competitive model
Buy-in and commitment from staff
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Academic Upgrading Partnerships

In the fall of 2006, the Ministry of Training, Colleges
and Universities introduced
a partnership approach that
encourages shared delivery
among colleges, school boards
and community organizations.
Prior to Academic Upgrading
Partnerships (AUP), academic
upgrading was delivered exclusively by Ontario Community
Colleges using the Academic
and Career Entrance (ACE)
curriculum. Under the AUP,
access is greatly increased by
allowing ACE to be offered in
community-based and school
board programs.

ACE stands for Academic and Career Entrance
ACE is accepted as the equivalent of Grade 12.
This is important for entrance into post-secondary
programs and/or apprenticeships.
ACE was launched in 2004. It used to be called Basi
Training for Skills Development.
ACE is available at Ontario’s 24 colleges, and under
the Academic Upgrading Partnership is available at
community-based and school board agencies.
ACE provides upgrading in math, English, science an
computers.
ACE is recognized by colleges and employers.

Although the turnaround time
ACE is available in English and French.
was relatively short (funding
applications were due in midOctober 2006 with a January
2007 start date), MTML, along
Figure 15.0
with our field consultant, responded by holding a meeting of all our members so that providers could learn more and identify possible
partners. This meeting provided the catalyst for three successful partnerships for Phase 1. In Phase 2 there
are now seven successful partnerships operating in the Native, Francophone, and English streams.
In its letter of March 27, 2007, MTCU notes that the partnership approach is consistent with its broader
plans for Employment Ontario since this approach expands models of delivery and ensures a focus on successful transitions to postsecondary programs and apprenticeship training. The second phase of funding
allows for partnerships to be established with other non-LBS funded agencies (funded by MTCU or the
Ministry of Education) including school boards, First Nations technical institutes, apprenticeship training
delivery agencies and universities.
It should be noted that the opinions expressed in the following section are those of the respondees.
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Alexandra Park Neighbourhood Learning Centre
Program:
Alexandra Park Learning Centre is a community-based literacy program,
located in the Scadding Court Community Centre at Dundas and Bathurst.
It is the lead partner of this Academic Upgrading Partnership with George
Brown College which was established in the late Fall of 2007 in response to
an MTCU call for proposals.
The program is delivered in a classroom and offers Self Management/Self Di- Figure 15.1
rection, Math, Computers, and Communications - English on a Monday – Thursday, 6pm – 9pm schedule.
72 students were served in their last fiscal year.
The program was designed based on focus group with young women in community program running out of
Scadding Court. Instructors provide instruction, Scadding Court Community Centre provides space and
administration, and George Brown provides consultation.
To ensure that the partnership is responsive to community needs, they have constructed a student survey
to ensure that the program is meeting those needs. They meet with other AU Partnership agencies to help
ensure that they remain responsive to emerging needs. APNLC is part of a larger community organization that is very engaged in its community and this assists with our ability to keep in touch with emerging
needs.

Learner:
Many of the youth were
observed to be more
motivated about moving
on after their college
orientation. We could not
achieve this without the
college as a participating
partner.

72 students were served in their last fiscal year.
Males and Females, ages 18-25 years old
Literacy levels to OBS
Young Families
Mostly on Social Assistance
It was observed that the program has assisted with access and mobility through the adult basic education system and that, to date,
the transition from ACE to College has been successful. In terms
of information and referral, ”we make strong referral to appropriate
services and agencies where necessary. Our referral protocol is in
keeping with Ministry standards.”

Successful Partnerships:
Open communication is the key. It helps if members of the partnership have a good understanding of the
each other’s organizational needs and limitations.

Areas for Improvement:
The lack of clarity around the ACE communication curriculum has been frustrating.

Lessons:
Many of the youth were observed to be more motivated about moving on after their college orientation.
We could not achieve this without the college as a participating partner. The whole process was a good
experience for APNLC. “After many years of LBS is was refreshing and challenging to have to work with
MTCU and George Brown to create a initiative that we believe are meeting the needs in an area that we
have identified as a gap in service for many years”.
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Alpha Toronto
Alpha-Toronto offers OBS/ACE levels onsite in its Toronto office in partnership with College Boreal. Alpha-Toronto covers everything from training,
assessment, classes and the hiring instructors. College Boreal submits statistics to MTCU and is the lead partner. The partnership started about 3 to
4 years ago, before the Academic Upgrading Partnership initiative through
MTCU. “This is a fantastic example of a working partnership,” said Renaud
St. Cyr, Executive Director of Alpha-Toronto in a recent interview.
He added that since there is no French adult high school credit program in Toronto, the partnership provides a bridge between LBS level 5 and post-secondary studies. “It’s an important solution and it works
well,” he said.
About 80-90% of Alpha-Toronto LBS clients seek further training and most clients head straight into the
OBS/ACE program. “It’s difficult for someone who has LBS 5 or an equivalent of grade 9 to find a job. This
provides a continuum of services. It fits right into that,” said St. Cyr. The classes are offered full-time, 5
days a week on a continuous, individualized basis. Subjects offered include math, chemistry, physics and
biology. The instructors are able to teach all of the LBS and OBS/ACE subjects.
The OBS/ACE program currently serves about 30-40 people at
different levels. From April – June 2008, about 9 clients who
started at LBS levels will be ready for OBS courses. St. Cyr said
College Boreal provides expertise and material and Alpha-Toronto
provides orientation and guidance to clients, 90-95% of which are
refugees from Francophone countries in Africa who live at poverty
levels and receive social assistance.
Alpha-Toronto has never created waiting lists. Both the LBS and
OBS programs exceeded MTCU targets last year by serving 58
learners in the LBS program and 40 in the OBS program.

“It’s diﬃcult for someone
who has LBS 5 or an
equivalent of grade 9 to
ﬁnd a job. This provides a
continuum of services. It ﬁts
right into that,”

Key partnership elements:
Trust – “We’re both in the field and are not operating in silos with fences as programs often do. College
Boreal gave us a huge amount of trust.” Also important is that they’re not duplicating services. “We’re two
agencies working on a different thing and serving different clientele,” he said.
The second key partnership element St. Cyr mentioned is having the right people running the program.
“Someone who knows French and English and can deal with social issues. Our clientele are survivors of
civil atrocities.”
The second partnership is a Food Services Certification program between Alpha-Toronto and University of
Guelph which started in March 2008. “The Ministry wants to go towards Essential Skills & Employability
and anyone who works in the food industry needs certification now,” said St. Cyr. The program focus is on
essential skills. Clients gain professional skills related to working at FoodShare, a community kitchen.
St. Cyr described the College Boreal and University of Guelph partnerships as, “partnerships which strategically make sense. They do well because of us and we do really well because of them.” Alpha-Toronto’s
other partnerships are mostly based around information and referral or information exchange without
partnership contracts.
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Parkdale Project Read
Program:
Parkdale Project Read is a community-based literacy agency located in West
Toronto and is the lead partner with George Brown College (GBC) to deliver the Academic and Career Entrance (ACE) program. The ACE program
is designed for people who have not completed secondary school, and want
to gain the skills necessary to continue their education or pursue further
training.

Figure 15.2

PPR initiated the partnership with GBC in response to a MTCU call for proposals. Program delivery began
in December of 2007.
The program is offered at PPR and is delivered in a classroom setting and offers Communications/English
and Computers. The program runs 3 days a week on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from 9 am to
12 pm. PR administers the program and provides the space and supplies such as books, pens and paper.
GBC hires and provides the instructor. GBC textbooks are used for
the curriculum as well as supplementary resources provided by the
instructor and PPR. The instructor from GBC teaches on-site at
The transition piece is like
PPR in a classroom setting. There is some one-to-one support for
an invisible wall which was
learners offered by volunteer tutors.
diﬃcult to push through
The program was created in response to community needs and input learner input was taken into consideration. Some of the input
came from learners who had made the transition to GBC but bounced back to PPR. A program evaluation
will take place in the next 3 to 5 months.

Learners:
There are currently 12 learners enrolled in the AU program. The learners are mainly composed of a mix of
early school leavers and mothers (around age 30) whose children are in school. About 5 out of 12 learners
transitioned from the PPR LBS Program into the AU program.
PPR learners who are interested in taking ACE math are referred to the AU program at Alexandra Park
Learning Centre. So far, information about the program has been distributed through hand delivered flyers, email and agency referrals. Interview subject felt that there is a need to make direct contact with the
people and agencies where the flyers were delivered. When making referrals, “it helps to know a person’s
name and build a relationship.” She’d like to connect with agencies more creatively and formally. For example, PPR has identified the need for this kind of program for young men under the age of 30 but they’ve
found it challenging in finding ways to get them through the door.

Successful Partnerships:
The PPR and GBC Academic Upgrading Partnership have the following partnership elements:
• Formalized Partnership Agreement
• Clearly Articulated Goals
• Action Plan to Achieve Goals
• Established Roles and Responsibilities
• Evaluation and Revision Mechanisms
The instructor from PPR has regular communication with other AU instructors at St. Christopher House
and Alexandra Park Neighbourhood Learning Centre. They have meetings and share resources.
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Parkdale Project Read
Lessons:
In terms of access and mobility, “having an instructor from GBC and a learning coach has improved access
and mobility for adult learners who would like to make the transition to college. The transition piece is like
an invisible wall which was difficult to push through.” Although she knew about GBC and the programs
offered before the partnership began, it was difficult to navigate through the system and know who to speak
to. She feels that the partnership has broken the invisible wall down. “It’s opened up communication in
a way we didn’t have before.”“It’s expanding learners’ ideas that they go to college. It’s not really what
they’re thinking about when they come through the door,” she said.

PTP Adult Learning and Employment Programs
Program:
The lead partner, PTP Adult Learning and Employment Programs, provides
basic skills education, upgrading, job search and related services to adults
preparing for employment, training or further education. They are partnering with two other organizations, Seneca College; Labour Education Centre
(LEC). The partnership was initiated in mid-2007 and the first class was
launched in the first week of November that year.

Figure 15.3

PTP is the lead partner and is responsible for the day-to-day delivery of the
AU program. This includes premises, text books, student administration,
coordination of students, etc. Seneca provides the assessment material, assessment support for borderline candidates, confirmation of approved text
books and other teacher resources, and signs off individual student grade
reports. Students are registered with Seneca after 1 month and can opt to
go to Seneca to receive a student card if they wish. PTP submits the monthly Figure 15.4
registration papers to Seneca, but Seneca is responsible for the processing of those registrations.
LEC focuses on outreach and marketing, particularly one-on-one outreach in the labour sector. For 2008,
LEC has also booked a series of advertisements in NOW magazine for the summer, leading up to the fall
term, as part of the marketing drive and based on the successful results the program had with a similar series
of ads in winter 2008.
The program is offered at two locations: evening classes from 6 pm-9 pm Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at PTP’s East Centre on Danforth between Pape and Broadview, and morning classes at WoodGreen
Community Services’ Homeward Bound location at Cosburn/Donlands. There are currently 2 full evening
classes running, with approximately 12-15 students in each and the evening is split between English and
math curricula. The evening classes are open to male and female students, and there is no requirement that
students be on social assistance.
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PTP Adult Learning and Employment Programs
The morning classes are run in partnership with WoodGreen’s Homeward Bound program for women coming out of abusive relationships. The class accepts only women students and although PTP recruits from
outside the Homeward Bound program too, the class is kept much smaller and more supportive. Currently
there are six students in the class. The class runs two mornings a week for 3 hours/class.
Students take both math and English. There are 3 levels of math
offered, up to the pre-college level (which is Grade 12 equivalent)
and 2 levels of English, also up to the pre-college level (which is
Grade 12 equivalent). If students complete all 3 levels of math and
both levels of English, they will receive their Grade 12 equivalency
in those courses. If they complete the lower level courses, they will
still receive a transcript. Transcripts are issued by Seneca College.

PTP’s program has a mixture
of college instructors and
instructors from a literacy
background and we believe
that the combination
enriches the service oﬀering
to students.

The average time for completing 1 course in either mMath or English is approximately 20 weeks, but the courses are designed to be
flexible according to students’ individual needs and circumstances.
For some students, a single course will take longer than 20 weeks, but for others the potential exists to
complete them more quickly if they are very motivated and self-driven.
PTP tracks all enquiries, and also refer to literacy programs as necessary and appropriate. They are mandated to accept students who assess at a high level, and often refer candidates to PTP’s daytime literacy
programs while providing 2-3 different options.
The partnership was initiated by PTP in response to a call for proposals from MTCU. The program is wholly
funded by MTCU and is delivered free to students who are assessed at a high LBS or OBS IV level.

Learners:
In the first 4 months (to end of February 2008), the program had served 50 learners in some or other capacity. The enormous demand for academic upgrading is highlighted by these figures when compared with the
original goal for the program that it would serve at least 40 students in the first 12 months.
•

•
•
•

28 of these learners were assessed at LBS 3, 4 or 5 and 22 at OBSIV. Because the program is
mandated to accept learners at a high LBS5 level or OBSIV, learners assessed at lower than
LBS5 are referred to appropriate literacy programs.
The majority of both LBS and OBS students are ages 25-44 and there are three to four times
more women on the program than men.
Training and education is the predominant goal although some students are aiming at
employment as their key outcome.
About half the LBS students are on some form of social assistance, while closer to a third of the
OBS students are on social assistance.
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PTP Adult Learning and Employment Programs
There are a number of key groups of learners that are attracted to the AU program:
•
Learners who dropped out of high school and now want to access post-secondary education.
•
Learners with high school diplomas who have been out of school for a while and want to review
and brush up on their skills before applying to college – or want to upgrade one specific subject
(usually math).
•
Second language learners/new Canadians who want to prepare for post-secondary education in
Canada.
•
Students looking to go the apprenticeship route.
•
Students who want to build their confidence and academic self-esteem before applying to
college.
•
Although the AU program is NOT a GED-preparation course, there are several students on the
program who score LBS5 but did not score well on the GED pre-assessment, so they are doing
AU as a bridging measure.
Students complete learner satisfaction surveys to assess their feelings about the program on an ongoing
basis, and their input is taken into account in this manner. Transit support and childcare subsidies are
offered to learners, as well as regular career/educational counseling as they proceed through the program.
Students are referred to Job Solutions where appropriate to assist them with employment counseling and
job search support.

Successful Partnerships:
The AU program provides a stimulating, supportive space for students wanting to bridge that gap from
secondary to post-secondary (and often these are students who had bad experiences in the secondary
education system) to provide them with an opportunity to access college, better training, better employment opportunities and a better quality of life. The program has recorded a very high degree of attendance
which is a sign of strong commitment on the part of students.
Successful partnerships are built on shared values, goals and outcomes. The definition of specific roles
within a partnership is also crucial, although there should be some degree of flexibility to ensure that
changing program needs can be met. Program coordination, and ongoing engagement with all the partners,
is pivotal. PTP reported that the roles of the partners are clearly defined, which makes for a good balance
of outcomes.

Lessons:
PTP observed that the program is so new that much of the day-to-day program coordination has unfolded
organically and there are certainly areas where we could make the partnership more effective. They hold
planning sessions on a regular basis, but a more defined set of directives for the future of the program and
the individual outcomes/contributions of the partners, at both a strategic and a micro level, would be a
good next step.
In the case of AU programs, the role of the instructors is interesting. Many of the AU programs currently
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PTP Adult Learning and Employment Programs
in existence have employed instructors who also teach at the partner colleges, which makes for a seamless transition from a grading, teaching and quality perspective. PTP’s program has a mixture of college
instructors and instructors from a literacy background, and PTP believes that the combination enriches the
service offering to students. Teachers from a community background are often more sensitive to the needs
of vulnerable students or those requiring a particularly supportive environment, but teachers from a college
background are skilled in steering students through the pre-college curriculum and ensuring they are fully
prepared for college academics.
Communication, ongoing interaction and engagement, creating a repository of shared knowledge and information about the program, tackling problems and concerns immediately and most of all making sure all
partners have a chance to voice their input. On a program like this one, the teachers are a key element of
the program’s success (happy, resourced and supported teachers mean satisfied students) and should be a
focus of the program coordination efforts.

St. Christopher House Adult Literacy Program
Program:
St. Christopher House is the lead partner on the Academic Upgrading
Partnership with George Brown College. Planning commenced in October
2007 and delivery of the program started December 2007.
Initiated as a response to MTCU’s call for proposals. it also responds to a
long-time identified community need and request for part-time evening
College preparation in a supported environment.

Figure 15.1

The program is offered at the St. Christopher House’s 1033 King St. West location (King St. West and
Shaw). Interested individuals attend an information session at St. Christopher House to learn about the
Academic Upgrading program, program criteria and level of commitment.
Students write an assessment test to see if the Academic Upgrading at St. Christopher House is best suited for them. Qualified
students need to have a grade 10 equivalency in English writing
and comprehension to participate. A Learning Coach reviews all
options for anyone who has written the assessment (CAAT).
Once accepted into the Academic Upgrading program at St.
Christopher House, the student will meet with a Learning Coach
to have an orientation to the program and to get to know the
interests of the student.

The current Academic
Upgrading partnership is
breaking through systemic
barriers for adults who
have a desire to attend
College, and who would not
otherwise be admitted.

Students attend the class 4 times a week. The program is delivered by a GBC instructor to a class of up to 12 students. Students work on vocabulary, reading and
writing, essay writing, computer studies, research and presentations, as well as preparation for the Mature
Student Exam. The Mature Student Exam places learners in the College program of their choice.
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St. Christopher House Adult Literacy Program
Student progress depends on the level and commitment of each student. Most people will stay in the
program up to 8 months.
Communications/English and Computer Studies. This program is offered 4 evenings per week. Monday
- Thursday 6 pm – 9 pm.
The St. Christopher House Learning Coach works with students to:
•
learn about College programs,
•
access academic advice,
•
visit College Libraries and participate in campus tours,
•
hear about careers and educational opportunities of their choice,
•
take class trips to interesting places around the City that will excite and encourage
students’ interest in pursuing further education and training or apprenticeships,
support the student to participate and stay in the program. This may mean help with
•
housing, income supports and counselling programs.
Students work each night with a George Brown College instructor through the course that will prepare
them for College entrance. Students can apply to any College or further training program of their choice.
Learners:
Total number of learners = 26
Gender: Male – 14, Female – 12
Income: OW – 7, ODSP -1, EI – 1, Employed – 7, Other – 10
Age range: 18-50 years old
9 people are 18-30 years old
2 people are 31-40 years old
3 people are 40-50 years old
(11 people did not fill out their age)
Learners are supported in the following ways:
a)
Initial through information sessions in a group;
b)
Orientation with a Learning Coach, one – to –one;
c)
Learning Plan development with a Learning Coach, one-to-one;
d)
Ongoing meetings and updates with a Learning Coach, one-to-one;
e)
Access to: GBC academic advising, college tours, access to the GBC library, guest speakers to the
program and class trips to relevant learning opportunities. A full list can be provided to date.

Successful partnership:
The current Academic Upgrading partnership is breaking through systemic barriers for adults who have a
desire to attend College, and who would not otherwise be admitted.
Excellent communication, follow through and accurate information regarding process are some elements
of what affords a partnership to be responsive and successful for students.
The partnership has worked well together. There is a formalized partnership agreement that describes
the roles and responsibilities of each. We had a number of planning meetings and have been successful in
connecting students to GBC services.
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St. Christopher House Adult Literacy Program
Lessons:
It is essential to have good planning and evaluation for any partnership to succeed. Responsive staff who
contribute their expertise creates a good partnership who than in turn provides the best program for the
community.
St. Christopher’s House observed that a more coordinated approach between the AU partnerships across
the City could be strengthened. It is important for front line staff to be informed about current programs,
apprenticeship applications, education applications and criteria regarding employment standards or educational levels. To have this information in one data base or access point would help staff with information and referrals. Adult education coordination needs to be connected and informed beyond LBS and
OBS to include emerging bridging programs at universities (Ryerson and U of T), adult learning centers
and community based learning programs across the City.
There are areas of improvement that can be expected after the first year of working together. Such as an
evaluation process and the articulation of a shared vision, articulated goals.
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Toronto Council Fire Native Cultural Centre
Program:
Toronto Council Fire Native Cultural Centre, located in the downtown
core, is the lead partner with George Brown College
Program started in December 2006
Toronto Council Fire worked with MTCU to initiate this partnership with
GBC.

Figure 15.1

The program is offered 4 times a week during the day and twice weekly during the evenings, delivered
onsite at Toronto Council Fire. Offers communications, math and computers.
The teachers were hired on contract with GBC. 2 Council Fire instructors who are sensitive to native
needs were also hired.

Learners:
Council Fire gathers learner input into the program in the following ways:
•
Questionnaire box where learners can submit input (used 6 weeks into the program).
•
Surveys.
•
Weekly Talking Circles: Sometimes the circles are with guidelines about what we’d like to know;
other times they are very open. Talking circles allows people to connect with their identity, their history
and what brought them to the program. It also allows students to bring up sensitive questions as First
Nations people. It helps them understand external factors; open their eye to possibilities and helps take
pressure off them in order to remain positive. The pre-apprenticeship program has 4 days of classes and
the fifth day is for the Talking Circle and other workshops outside of math and English (i.e.; Workshops
with Medicine Wheel, CAMH, problem solving, etc.) Concerns
and/or issues that come up are built into the Self-management/
Self-direction course.
More speciﬁc partnership
Average of about 30 learners at any one time.
Age group is anywhere from 17-54 years old. A small percentage
is over the age 55. The majority are between the ages of 29-43
years old. Gender split about 50%. Many learners need levels 4/5
communications/English.

guidelines would have been
helpful.

In terms of access and mobility through the ALO framework Council Fire observed that this program has
helped enormously. A number of students have entered college programs. About 20 of them entered from
the Miziwe Biik Aboriginal Employment and Training centre and 9 others have gone through the AU
program. Two to three of the learners were from staff; the program is open to them as well.

Successful partnerships:
There has been some success. Learners feel a sense of accomplishment, even just walking in there is a
bold thing. You can’t get a whole picture of a person based on a mark. The mark is based on things you
learn in a classroom, there’s no measure for everything (i.e. multiple intelligences; emotional intelligence,
critical thinking etc.)
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Toronto Council Fire Native Cultural Centre
Learners are referred in the following ways:
•
MTML referrals, best way of knowing what’s available in the community. It helps
knowing about other agencies - it’s really important.
•
Affiliation with Ontario Native Literacy Coalition.
•
Referrals on an individual basis; people might leave because they’ve found a job.
Lessons:
•
Each of the partners must have clearly defined roles. This can sometimes be difficult and
present some problems. By not having clearly defined roles; you may have assumptions at
the beginning and this sets the climate.
•
Have a clear understanding of the managerial structure for each partner so it’s easier
to do things such as scheduling; setting meetings; administration; making changes;
purchase things and even cancelling a class. There are often many people involved.
•
Knowing who to contact regarding particular questions and decision-making.
•
Have to be accountable to managers, colleges, employment agency.
•
More specific partnership guidelines would have been helpful.
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Academic Upgrading Partnership Lessons
•

Many of the youth were observed to be more motivated about moving on after their college orientation. We could not achieve this without the college as a participating partner. The whole process was
a good experience for APNLC. After many years of LBS is was refreshing and challenging to have to
work with MTCU and George Brown to create a initiative that we believe are meeting the needs in
an area that we have identified as a gap in service for many years.

•

In terms of access and mobility, “having an instructor from GBC and a learning coach has improved
access and mobility for adult learners who would like to make the transition to college. The transition piece is like an invisible wall which was difficult to push through.” Although she knew about
GBC and the programs offered before the partnership began, it was difficult to navigate through the
system and know who to speak to. She feels that the partnership has broken the invisible wall down.
“It’s opened up communication in a way we didn’t have before.”“It’s expanding learners’ ideas that
they go to college. It’s not really what they’re thinking about when they come through the door,”
she said.

•

PTP observed that the program is so new that much of the day-to-day program coordination has unfolded organically and there are certainly areas where the partnership could be more effective. They
hold planning sessions on a regular basis, but a more defined set of directives for the future of the
program and the individual outcomes/contributions of the partners, at both a strategic and a micro
level, would be a good next step.

•

In the case of AU programs, the role of the instructors is interesting. Many of the AU programs currently in existence have employed instructors who also teach at the partner colleges, which makes
for a seamless transition from a grading, teaching and quality perspective. PTP’s program has a
mixture of college instructors and instructors from a literacy background and PTP believes that the
combination enriches the service offering to students. Teachers from a community background are
often more sensitive to the needs of vulnerable students or those requiring a particularly supportive
environment, but teachers from a college background are skilled in steering students through the
pre-college curriculum and ensuring they are fully prepared for college academics.

•

Communication, ongoing interaction and engagement, creating a repository of shared knowledge
and information about the program, tackling problems and concerns immediately and most of all
making sure all partners have a chance to voice their input. On a program like this one, the teachers
are a key element of the program’s success (happy, resourced and supported teachers mean satisfied
students) and should be a focus of the program coordination efforts.

• It is essential to have good planning and evaluation for any partnership to succeed. Responsive staff who contribute their expertise creates a good partnership who than in turn provides the best program for the community.
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Academic Upgrading Partnership Lessons
•

St. Christopher’s House observed that a more coordinated approach between the AU partnerships
across the City could be strengthened. It is important for front line staff to be informed about current
programs, apprenticeship applications, education applications and criteria regarding employment
standards or educational levels. To have this information in one data-base or access point would
help staff with information and referrals. Adult education coordination needs to be connected and
informed beyond LBS and OBS to include emerging bridging programs at universities (Ryerson and
U of T), adult learning centres and community based learning programs across the City.

•

There are areas of improvement that can be expected after the first year of working together such as
an evaluation process and the articulation of a shared vision, articulated goals.
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To gather a higher level view on partnerships and partnership development, the researchers conducted a
focus group with the project partners. The objective of this meeting was to gather information around what
constitutes effective and successful partnerships in Toronto’s adult basic education system.
Although a series of questions were posted on the wall, and the conversation was loosely facilitated, in
the interests of creativity there was not a lot of structure imposed on the discussion. After establishing the
context and purpose for the meeting the conversation was permitted to take on a life of its own.
Meeting participants were informed that the meeting was being taped and that the content would be used
as research data. In addition, the information gathered here has informed various aspects of the project
research and has contributed to the development of this report. What follows is a presentation of the
highlights from that meeting. This section concludes with a list of attributes of successful partnerships
exptrapoloated from the discussion.
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Focus Group with Project Partners

.

The meeting began with a brainstorm around defining partnership for the purposes of this project. After
some discussion, a working definition from the Partnership Handbook1 was presented as follows:
A partnership is deﬁned as a relationship where 2 or more parties, having compatible goals, form an
agreement to do something together. Partnerships are about people working together in a mutually
beneﬁcial relationship, oftentimes doing things together that might not be able to be achieved alone.

A mission statement for the research was presented as follows:
In order to improve access and mobility for adult learners, this project will investigate ways to stimulate and
expand pathways between Literacy, ESL, school board, and college upgrading programs.
This was reiterated by a project partner as, “Working together to help learners get what they’re looking
for in a more efficient way.” From here the discussion took on a life of its own. What follows are key
points made by the project partners.
•

Partners have to have common goals, values and missions.

•

There are mutual gains and benefits with two partners contributing to a common aim.

•

I think it’s also useful to look at how do you make partnerships where the partners don’t necessarily
want to be partners? Like funders saying if you want to get this project, you have to partner with
another organization. How do you make those partnerships work?

•

Partners can come together to fix things together, whatever isn’t working…in this case it’s access for
learners.

•

What makes a so-called spontaneous partnership work? I guess it’s that both organizations get
something out of the partnership; over and above the fact that they’re helping clients.

•

I think expertise too because partnerships come together because often we may not have the capacity
or specific training or expertise. So the kind of partnership where you’re bringing external expertise
in to provide a service. That’s going back to the holistic approach.

1
The Partnership Handbook, by Flo Frank and Anne Smith; for Labour Market Learning and Development
Unit, Human Resources Development Canada; 2000
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•

You need to ensure flexibility amongst partner agencies. If 1 of the 2 is too bureaucratic, it creates
a little bit of tension and the tension slowly eats away at the partnership to the point where you
eventually pack it in.

•

There has to be value and mutual respect between both partners.

•

Are we seeing 2 types of partnerships here - naturally evolving, organic partnership and the
mandated type required by many RFP’s?

•

To make a partnership work you also need a process of open
communication, people need to communicate efficiently and
there has to be a lot of transparency. You have to create an
environment where if you have an issue or feel a concern,
you need to be able to discuss it and put it on the table and
not feel threatened because if that happens, then things start
falling apart.

I think it’s also useful to look at
how do you make partnerships
work where the partners don’t
necessarily want to be partners?
Like funders saying if you
want to get this project, you
have to partner with another
organization. How do you make
those partnerships work?

•

It has to be open and transparent.

•

There needs to be a perception of an equal distribution of
power which usually means money. Both partners need to
feel like they’re equals and not one calling all the shots…
which can happen in the mandated type of partnerships.

•

There also needs to be encouragement from a higher level as well. There has to be a corporate belief
in partnerships. That often sets the tone for how we might move forward to establish partnerships.

•

How do you create a positive partnership when people are forced to get into it?

•

There always has to be a purpose to that partnership. If people see a purpose and meaning, they’re
more willing to support it.

•

We’re trying to develop partnerships with organizations that offer something that we don’t offer....
benefits for student needs to be there.

•

We look at our gaps and we initiate partnerships from there. Where we don’t have something we try
to build something.

•

There really has to be a commitment from the top for the partnerships.

•

I don’t think we can do too much if there aren’t some resources available either financial or human
because partnerships do create additional work.

•

Size is a factor too, in a large organization it takes time for information to be filtered to the point
where the appropriate person can take action.
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•

I know that for community-based LBS programs the Local Literacy Committee (LLC)is the forum.
The LLC is a place people where can talk about potential programming or partnerships or initiatives
that are opportunities (which is done through MTML) but there are also coalitions, there are
networks for different pieces of work regardless of what the sector is. Utilizing those systems that are
already in place ...

•

Probably not a popular statement but I think that the number one question that has to be answered
is, “What’s in it for me?”

•

What’s the difference between this so-called “forced partnership” versus the ones that are
spontaneous?

•

The forced partnership is not really forced; agencies know if they want to expand their programs or
get into this area of service, they may have to find a partner.

•

If both partners can answer “What’s in it for me?” then I think all the other factors of a partnership
are the same as one that’s spontaneous.

•

I’m always interested in partnership that bring long-term benefits. I’m not so interested in
partnerships that are short-term. I’m thinking how can those partnerships benefit students now,
tomorrow and 3 years from now. I’m always looking into establishing or looking into partnerships that
can bring legacy or a foundation, something sustainable.

•

You really need to have organizations to have a passion for that particular idea or project. People
need to feel excited about something that’s new.

•

When there is passion for the idea it can really help with the issues that could take partnerships
down. If you don’t have the passion, you can still do it but you need to spend a lot of time in other
areas.

•

Concrete roles & responsibilities of each party that’s involved.

•

Evaluation to assess whether you’re on target, what the expectations were and whether you’re
meeting those expectations.

•

Cost/benefits analysis of formal vs. informal partnerships.

•

Legal implications of partnering.

•

Clear objectives.

•

Communications strategy.

•

An established process for review and evaluation.

•

A formalized referral network.

•

Advocacy in terms of raising the profile of adult education.
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•

Common assessment and referral centres could help learner retention and success rates. Something
that bridges all of the adult learning opportunities.

•

Partnership team discussed different levels of partnership, and partnership definitions and agreed
to adopt the following definition from The Partnership Handbook) “A partnership is defined as a
relationship where two or more parties having compatible goals form an agreement to do something
together.”

•

The United Way funding model where agencies get core funding might be useful; those are
discretional dollars that you can always count on that are not tied to specific outcomes.

Some Attributes of Successful Partnerships
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear Objectives
Mutual Respect
Equity of power
Equity of Resources
Equity of opportunities to partner
Purpose to the partnership
Common missions, values, goals with respect to the client
Expertise - partners have expertise others may be lacking
Open lines of communication
Transparency
Don’t over partner and spread too thin
Outreach and marketing
Communication Plan
Passion
Long-term, sustainable results
Concrete roles and responsibilities
Evaluation process
Flexibility
Equality among partners relative to roles and responsibilities
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Recommendations
The needs of adult literacy learners can be varied and complex. A single adult learning program cannot
meet the needs of everyone who comes through its door seeking help. However, when agencies combine
their strengthes and services through effective partnerships, as with the Academic Upgrading Partnerships
underway between the Colleges and Community-based programs, they can provide a continuity to student
learning paths that will help their clients access higher learning and employment goals. Without a doubt,
partnerships are a good thing but what is often not discussed is that partnerships are being manufactured
in a hurried manner in order to respond to project funding criteria. The term “partnership” has become so
ubiquitious that it has lost meaning. A partnership is not simply a letter of support, it should involve shared
commitment, risks, and rewards.
This research project has revealed that there is not always a clear understanding of what is meant by the
term “Partnership”. There is a tendency to use the term loosely, or to avoid defining it. The term can be used
to describe a very broad continuum of relationships, and without a clear understanding miscommunication
is likely and these relationships may not realize their full potential. The actual fostering and maintaining
of truly effective partnerships is difficult, especially if agencies are experiencing capacity strains. In order to
properly realize the full benefits of partnership opportunities, agencies need the time and capacity to identify, develop, and maintain them. Some possibilities for doing so will be explored in the following section.
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In terms of adult learning, the project partners bring a diversity of expertise and knowledge. All have numerous partnerships in place, with each other and with other community agencies, that maximize learner
access and mobility. From this research perspective we can identify 3 partnership areas that demonstrate a
high degree of effectiveness in terms of learner access and mobility • co-location of services;
• sharing of space and instructors;
• information and referral.
The above types of partnerships often evolve naturally in response to a community need and partners are
well practiced in their development and maintenance. However there are other less organic partnership
opportunities that could be very effective in terms of maximizing learner access and mobility that may
require more in terms of development and maintenance. Many of these opportunities may be lost as
agencies often do not have the capacity to identify, explore, develop, and maintain these connections.
A cornerstone for this kind of partnership development is a common understanding of who is providing
what. A challenge identified among the project partners was that with large institutions this is not always so
easy. Effective partnerships usually begin with partners whose areas of expertise complement each other, so
it is very important to know the areas of expertise. This research has helped to reveal, from an institutional
perspective, what unique strengthes each partner possesses relative to each other.
COSTI is a community-based multicultural agency, providing a broad range of employment, educational,
settlement and social services to all immigrant communities and individuals in need of assistance. With
over 60 languages spoken by staff, and in-house translation/interpretation services, and numerous partnerships already in place with the TCDSB, they have a unique ability to help ESL learners integrate their
learning pathways with other adult learning opportunities.
MTML is the regional network representing all of the publicly funded adult literacy programs in Toronto
and York Region, and provides the Literacy Access Network service, the only adult literacy hotline in the
Toronto. Uniquely positioned in that they coordinate services across school board, community-based and
college providers while maintaining connections with the front-line through their information and referral
service for adult literacy and ESL learners.
St. Christopher House is a multi-service community centre serving all of the diverse groups in their local
area. A unique strength for St. Chris in this context is their ability to develop creative partnerships and
to work with a variety of stakeholders to provide the necessary services to their community. Their Adult
Learner Supports Project, which analyzed their cluster of 8 adult learning programs, provides a substantial
knowledge base to consult on integration and collaboration among adult learning areas.
TCDSB offers a variety of adult learning opportunities with many partnerships with other institutions
and local agencies. A unique strength of the TCDSB is their long established Orientation Centre which
provides testing, evaluation, and referral services. Their partnerships also demonstrate a high degree of
sharing space/instructors and co-location of services which maximizes learner accessibility and helps their
students access other services in the community.
TDSB is the largest adult education provider in the country and has many intereresting partnerships that
also serve to maximize learner access and mobility. An institution with this history and of this size has
many strengths but what is unique in this context is their Contracted Services and Partnership Development with its own partnership policy, mission statement, and framework for partnership development.
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In the Toronto region the variety of learning opportunities can overwhelm even the most experienced professionals. The most suitable learning and transition paths between adult credits, Literacy and Basic Skills,
and English as a Second Language can be difficult to comprehend, not to mention the training and bridging
programs with the workplace. The most prominent need identified throughout the course of this research,
from all perspectives - learner, practitioner, administrator - was the need for a more cohesive system that
allows for partnership development and information sharing across agencies and institutions so that learners
can make the most direct transitions to their learning goals.
Currently this is not an easy task. The scale of the system not only makes it difficult for learners to navigate,
it does not readily lend itself to the kind of partnership development that can allow agencies to maximize
precious resources and serve their clients best. We also know that we are lacking a common understanding
or agreement on what constitutes effective partnerships, which makes it difficult to develop and maintain
true partnerships.
Some areas for partnership building that would enhance learner access and mobility include:
Identify Partnership Opportunities - Project funding is increasingly contingent on funding recipients forming partnerships, but this is prior to the project being granted, so agencies are often making the connection
on speculative grounds and not investing time and energy into developing the partnership prior to the project being awarded. If successful, they find themselves restrained by project timelines. This can often result
in failed partnerships. This kind of support for partnership development could be the difference between a
somewhat artificial and hurried partnership and and a truly meaningful one with sustainable benefits.
Facilitate Partnership Development - There are abundant resource materials on partnership development
but adult education providers are lacking the time and resources to implement them. What is needed is some
support to establish the groundwork for successful partnering such as facilitating the partnership development process to ensure that the elements of successful partnerships are in place. Developing partnership
agreement;, articulating goals and objectives; establishing roles and responsibilities, norms and guidelines,
communication plans, evaluation processes, etc., could be much more efficiently accomplished through a
third party group. This would also inform a knowledge base about who is doing what and could be used to
identify and bring partners together.
Information Sharing Across Agencies - A central clearing house of information organized in clear language on a web portal could be developed. Rather than agencies being inundated with information on
email and fax about learning opportunities, which risks being ignored entirely due to oversaturation, adult
education providers could visit this site and select the information that is relevant to their client’s learning
needs. Such a web portal could also be participatory so that agencies could post their own information under
relevant categories.
Information and Referral - Keeping abreast of learning opportunities available in the region and having
the capacity to provide the best possible referral in accord with each learner’s goals is a partnership opportunity. With this type of information, service providers can help learners to chart their learning paths, while
also collecting information on their needs and where they are being referred. Referral information could also
be extended to employment-related trainings that are often on offer for limited time periods and are currently very difficult to keep track of. Centralization across all the adult learning opportunities could prove
difficult, but merits exploration for particular sections of the ALO framework.
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Orientation, Intake & Assessment - A common issue identified by service providers through the MTML
Community Planning process is that many learners are bringing their own attitudinal barriers that hamper
their full participation in the program. This could be mitigated to a large degree by empowering learners
with information as to what they can expect when being registered and assessed into a program. A natural
by-product of this service would be an initial assessment to ensure the best possible referral so that students
are not being misdirected. This would be an organic counterpart to an information and referral service.
Centralization across all the adult learning opportunities could prove difficult, but merits exploration for
particular sections of the ALO framework.
Bridge with TESL Ontario - Teachers of English of a Second Language have a robust professional association in place, the parallel of which is lacking for other adult education instructors. Since many of the issues
surrounding ESL/Literacy are a question of professional capacity, many of these could addressed through
this type of an organization.
Bridge with Employers - As a platform for a workplace literacy strategy, such a group could provide a
brokerage role between employers and adult education practitioners in the field.
A possible first step would be the formation of an advisory group representative of all the adult education
opportunities that could not only facilitate the development of effective partnerships but also address a
number of other issues identified in this report. Addressing these areas of partnership development could
help to close the gaps that many learners are falling through, and provide the missing link to close the
system and to help achieve the aim of the Ontario Learns Report. The diagrams below present models of
current adult learning opportunities and what could be a more systematic approach on the right.
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List of Acronyms
ACE
ALO

Academic and Career Entrance
Adult Learning Opportunities (refers to Literacy and Basic Skills, Academic Upgrading, English as a Second Languge, and General Education and Development)
Academic Upgrading
Academic Upgrading Program or Academic Upgrading Partnership
Canadian Adult Achievement Test
Ontario Association of Adult and Continuing Education School Board Adminis-

AU
AUP
CAAT
CESBA
trators
CLB
Canadian Language Benchmark(s)
CLO
Community Literacy Ontario
CMA
Census Metropolitan Area
CSC
College Sector Committee
CSPD
Contracted Services and Partnership Development, Toronto District School Board
CUPE
Canadian Union for Public Employees
ECA
Early Childhood Assistant
EI
Employment Insurance
EO
Employment Ontario
ES/ESP
Essential Skills/Essential Skills Profiles
ESL
English as a Second Language
CIPMS Continuous Improvement Performance Management System
CMA
Census Metropolitan Area
FSL
French as a Second Language
GED
General Educational Development
HRDC
Former government department of Human Resources and Skills Development
Canada
HRSDC
Human Resources and Social Development Canada
IALS
International Adult Literacy Survey
ILC
Independent Learning Centre
LAN
Literacy Access Network
LBS
Literacy and Basic Skills
LINC
Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada
LLC
Local Literacy Committee
LLO
Laubach Literacy Ontario
LSA
Learner Skill Attainment Framework
MTCU
Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities
MTML
Metro Toronto Movement for Literacy
OBS
Ontario Basic Skills
ODSP
Ontario Disability Support Program
OSAP
Ontario Student Assistance Program
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List of Acronyms
OSSC
OSSD
OW
OYAP
PLAR
RFP
TASA
TCDSB
TDSB
TOEFL
TOWES
TTC
TVO
WSIB
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Ontario Secondary School Certificate
Ontario Secondary School Diploma
Ontario Works
Ontario Youth Apprenticeship Program
Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition
Request for Proposals
Toronto Adult Students’ Association
Toronto Catholic District School Board
Toronto District School Board
Test of English as a Foreign Language
Test of Workplace Essential Skills
Toronto Transit Commission
TV Ontario
Workplace Safety Insurance Board
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Partnership Development Resources
Curtis, Bert. Working Well Together 1992
Human Resources Development Canada
•
Study of Community Colleges in Literacy Partnerships that Work
Frank, Flo and Smith, Anne. The Partnership Handbook (2000)
Human Resources Development Canada
•
Main emphasis is on community-based partnerships but the information and processes are
applicable to most partnership efforts.
King, Ken. The Partnership Facilitator’s Handbook (2000)
Human Resources Development Canada
•
Series of Workshops for Participants interested in Partnering
Skage, Sharon. Building Strong and Effective Community Partnerships: A Manual for Family Literacy
Workers (1996)
The Family Literacy Action Group of Alberta
•
Focuses on community-based partnerships; Contains models of partnerships which can be
adapted into a continuum and a partnership evaluation tool

Websites:
Community Literacy of Ontario
http://www.nald.ca/litweb/province/on/clo/index.htm
•
See CLO’s Family Literacy Partnerships Bulletin, June 2005 and January 2005; Spring
2003 Newsletter and CLO’s Partnership Checklist.
National Adult Literacy Database
http://www.nald.ca
Partnerships in Learning
http://www.partnershipsinlearning.ca
•
Fostering Partnership Development – Access to reports and documents from a project
that took an in-depth look at the National Literacy Secretariat Business and Labour Partnership
Program from 1988-2006.
The Niagara Pathways Project
http://www.partnershippathwaysniagara.ca/aboutnpp.htm
• A sister project to this project in Niagara Region, Niagara Pathways Project, provides many
practical tools for developing and maintaining partnerships.
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Connecting Pathways for Adult Education Learners Pilot Project
Interview Intake Form
Code Name
Participant Number
Gender

Male

Female

Age

18-24 years
25-34 years
35-45 years

45-59
60 plus
Unknown

Country of Birth
________________________________________
Status in Canada

Relationship Status

Dependents

Where do you live?

Canadian Citizen
Refugee Claimant
Landed Immigrant
Currently without status
Convention Refugee
Single
Married
Common Law
Children who require day care
School Aged Children
Adults who require care
North York
Downtown Toronto
Etobicoke
Scarborough
Other__________________

Current Housing
Status

In shelter/transitional housing
Living with parents/relatives in rental unit
Living with parents/relatives in family owned home
Shared rental unit (with non-family members)
Unshared rental unit
Other_________________________________

Languages

What languages are spoken at home?
__________________________________________________________
What other languages do you speak?
__________________________________________________________

Education

What is your highest level of formal schooling?
No formal schooling
Grades 1-4
Grades 5-8
Grades 9-10
Grades 11-12

High School Diploma
University Degree
Trades School Certificate
Completed some college courses
College Diploma
Completed some university courses

Appendix 4

Program

What type of program are you currently attending?
Literacy and Basic Skills in a community-based setting
Literacy and Basic Skills in a school board setting
High School Credit Program
GED Preparation Program
Academic Upgrading Program in a community-based setting
Academic Upgrading Program in a community college
ESL Program
LINC Program
Other______________________________

Attendance

How long have you been attending the program?
Less than 6 months
6 months to 1 year
13 months to 2 years
2 years or more
How often do you attend the program?
1 to 3 times a week
4 to 5 times a week
Other____________________________

Employment

No employment
Occasional
Part-time (20 hours or less)
Full-time (35 hours or more)

Sources of income

Savings
EI
Employment
Other__________________
Family Support
Ontario Works
ODSP
If you receive OW, how long have you been receiving support?

Social Assistance

Less than 6 months
6 months to 1 year
13 months to 2 years
2 years or more
Estimated Annual
Income (from all
sources)

Zero
Under $5,000
$5,000-$9,999
$10,000-$19,999
$20,000-$29,999
$30,000-$34,999
$35,000 plus
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Metro Toronto Movement for Literacy
Connecting Pathways for Adult Education Learners Pilot Project
Interview Consent Form
Participants:
I understand that the purpose of the interview with me is to learn more about my
experience in the adult basic education system.
I also understand the following:
1. Participation in this research project is voluntary.
2. I can refuse to answer any question I am asked.
3. I can decide not to participate at any point.
4. Tanya Bhatia will interview me privately once in-person and once in a follow-up
phone call if necessary.
5. The interviews will be of a personal nature and will include questions about my
involvement in the adult education system including barriers, successes and goals.
Other areas will include:
x social contacts and supports
x health and ability to work
x individual strengths
x past educational experience and transitions
x partnership and program development recommendations
6. The researcher may publish quotes from my interview but they will not be
connected to me personally.
7. Each interview will take approximately 1.5 to 2 hours
8. I will be paid an honorarium of $50.00 in cash for my participation in this
interview and agreement to the terms outlined in this Interview Consent Form.
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•••••••••••••
Researchers:
The researchers will keep your name, personal information and comments confidential.
This information will only be accessible to the research team and will be destroyed at the
end of the research.
A telephone number will be given to you so that you can contact the researcher.
You will be given a copy of the final report should you wish to read it.
This consent form has been read to me and I understand it.
_____________________________
Participant’s Signature
_____________________________
Participant’s Name (printed)
_____________________________
Researcher’s Signature
_____________________________
Date

Contact Information of Participant:
Address:
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
Phone Number(s): ________________________________________
Email: __________________________________________________
Alternate Contact Name:____________________________________
Alternate Contact Phone Number:_____________________________
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Section 1: Your Current Program
x
x
x

General information about the program you’re in
Successes and Barriers
Goals and Learning Options

What program are you attending?
Which level of the program are you in?
What course(s) are you taking?
How long have you been at the program?
Why did you choose to attend the program? (i.e.; general education, job-related,
upgrade for retraining, personal well-being, improve reading, writing and math, get a
high school diploma, improve ESL skills etc.)
Do you feel you’re in the right program? Why or why not?
How useful has the program been for you?
Successes and Barriers:
What do feel have been your successes in the program so far?
What do you feel have been your barriers or challenges in the program so far?
Goals and Learning Options:
What are you hoping to get out of the program?
What are your learning goals and future plans? (Enter a credit program, college, etc.)
Do you have a clear learning path to accomplish those goals?
Do you feel you receive enough information about your learning options?
Were you made aware of other opportunities outside your program? Why or why not?
Is there anything holding you back?
What would make it easier for you to accomplish your learning goals?
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Section 2: Supports and Social Contacts
Support you receive from:
x The program and your community
x Friends
x Family
Learning
Do you feel you receive enough in terms of learning supports?
(i.e.; access to teachers, tutors, books and other materials)
Do you have Internet and computer access at the program and at home?
Transportation
How far do you travel to get to the program?
How do you get to the program?
Do you receive any transportation assistance from the program?
Child care
If you have children, do you receive any child care assistance?
Do you feel the child care assistance is adequate?
Community
Are there other organizations that your program works with that you use for support?
How do you find out about additional services available at your program?
Are there other organizations that you use in your community?
How do you find out about other organizations or services available in your community?
Are there any other supports that your program offers which we haven’t talked about?
Social Contacts
Who are the people who support you or give you support?
Have your relationships changed since you began the program?
Are your friends in school?
Have you made any new friends in the program?
Have you heard about learning paths and/or career paths from your friends in the
program?
Changes:
What changes have you noticed in terms of supports and social contacts since you
entered the program?
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Section 3: Health and Ability to Work
x
x
x
x

Your health
Your ability to work
Your work experience
Your financial situation

Health:
Do you have any health conditions (including mental/physical health and substance
use) that affect your life and learning? If so, can you tell me about it?
How do you manage any health conditions so you can meet the demands of the
program?
Work and Finances:
Have you ever had paid employment?
Tell me about your past employment. What was it like?
What work are you doing now?
Tell me about your working conditions?
Are you satisfied with your job?
Does your income meet your basic needs?
How do you arrange your work schedule so you can go to school?
Is there anything making it difficult for you to work and study?
Do you see financial concerns as a limitation to your learning goals?
Changes:
Are there any changes you have noticed in the way you manage your health since you
joined the program?
Have there been any changes in your money situation since you entered the program?
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Section 4: Individual Strengths
x
x
x

How you value yourself
How motivated you are
Your ability to do things on your own

What’s something that’s going well right now for you?
What are a few things in your life that you feel proud of?
What strengths do you see in yourself?
Talking about learning:
What makes it possible for you to learn?
What is something that you have learned lately?
Is there anything that makes it difficult for you to learn?
What motivates you to learn?
Talking about change:
What changes have you noticed in yourself since you entered the program?
Have any of your individual strengths changed since you started the program?
What changes have you noticed in your skills since you started the program?
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Section 5: Past Educational Experience and Transitions
Think back to the time before you were in the program.
What did you do before coming to the program?
What were your past educational experiences like?
How did you find out about the program?
What process did you go through to get into it? (Transitions)
What helped you make the transition? (Supports)
What was difficult about the transition? (Barriers)
Is there any training program you wanted to take but didn’t? Why not?
If you had to go through the whole process again, what changes would you make to
make it easier or more comfortable for you?
Of the changes you mentioned, which is most important to you?
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Section 6: Program and Partnership Recommendations
Do you have any general program recommendations?
x Location (For example, would it be helpful having LBS and credit programs in the
same location?)
x Delivery format
x Schedule
Given what you know about the adult education system, how do you think access and
mobility could be improved for learners? (For example, information sessions for
students, common intake/assessment team…)
Low attendance/dropping out is often a problem in adult education programs.
x Is there anything that could help learners stay in a program longer?
Partnership Development Recommendations:
Agencies often partner to deliver programming and services that they cannot offer on
their own. For example, literacy programs often partner with colleges to deliver
academic upgrading programs.
x
x

Can you think of any partnerships that have been helpful in your experience so
far?
Can you recommend where or what types of partnerships could be developed to
improve pathways for adult learners?

Wrap-Up
Have we missed anything?
Is there anything you feel we should have talked about but didn’t?
If so, is there anything you’d you like to add?
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HONORARIUM FORM
Connecting Pathways for Adult Education Learners Pilot Project
Services Performed By:

Name:

Phone:

Date:

Description:
Connecting Pathways for Adult Education Learners Pilot Project
-Learner Interview
Expenses:

Honorarium: $ 50.00

Received:
(Signature of Learner)

